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COMMENDATIONS

The following Assistant United States Attorneys have been commended

Janet Bauerle Anderson Texas Western Dis- Nathan Fishbach Wisconsin Eastern

trict by D.J Raffetto Commanding Officer District by Barry Hartman Acting

Naval Air Engineering Center Department of Assistant Attorney General Environment and

the Navy Lakehurst New Jersey for her Natural Resources Division Department of

excellent representation in bankruptcy Justice Washington D.C for his pro-

dispute involving complex government con- fessional legal skills in obtaining criminal

tractual issues and for recovering $5 million ôOnvictions of corporation and its

from an about-to-expire contract president for submitting false laboratory

reports to environmental regulators and

Thomas Bondurant Jr Virginia Western various clients who retained the corporation

District by John Dunne Assistant Attorney for environmental testing

General Civil Rights Division Department of

Justice Washington D.C for his successful David Gaouette District of Colorado by

prosecution of complex circumstantial evi- Philip Perry Special Agent in Charge
dence civil rights case involving the murder of Drug Enforcement Administration Denver

federal witness for his outstanding support dedication and

guidance during several Organized Crime

Reese Bostwlck District of Arizona by Drug Enforcement Task Force OCDETF
David Arnell Chief Criminal Investigation cases conducted by the DEA Denver Dlvi-

DivisiOn Internal Revenue Service Phoenix sional Office during 1990 and 1991

for his valuable assistance in number of

grand jury investigations indictments and Joyce George United States Attorney

trials in cooperation with the Tucson office of and Staff Ohio Noithem District by Gene
the Criminal Investigation Division McNary Cbmmlssioner Immigration and

Naturalization Service INS Department of

George Breitsameter District of Idaho by Justice Washington DC for their valuable

Curtis Guiles Acting District Director support of the enforcement activities of INS

Internal Revenue Service Boise for his out- and their excellent legal representation In

standing prosecutive efforts in complex number of Immigration-related criminal

case invoMng non-compliance in the defense prosecutions

contractor industry

David Godwin West Virginia Northern

Paul Byron and Daniel Brodersen District by William Sessions Director

Florida Middle District by Kenneth FBI Washington D.C for his outstanding

Crone Project Director Visa Bankruptcy prosecutive skills in convicting two mdi

Reduction Program San Francisco for their viduals for arson activities invoMng an

demonstration of professionalism and legal estimated $5 million worth of fraudulent

skill in bankruptcy fraud and abuse case insurance claims and the death of child

Susan Dickerson and Ted Richardson OkIa- Jay Golden and Joseph Hollomon Mis
homa Western District by Stephen .sissippi Southern District by Stephen

Jeroutek Area Administrator Office of Labor- Jeroutek Area Administrator Office of

Management Standards Department of Labor Labor-Management Standards Department

Dallas for their cooperative efforts in the of Labor Dallas for their outstanding

successful prosecution Of illegal financial professional assistance in completing over

activities of labor unions in Oklahoma 70 successful criminal actions in FY 1991
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Jennifer Gorland Michigan Eastern District Kim Undqulst District of Idaho by Craig

by Cary Katznelson Senior Attorney U.S Peterson Special Agent in Charge Idaho

Postal Service Chicago for her valuable Bureau of Narcotics Idaho Falls for

assistance in obtaining favorable decision successfully prosecuting the first Triggerlock

in slip and fall case filed against the U.S case in Idaho Involving possession of

Postal Service sawed-off shotgun and .41 magnum pistol

while committing drug felony

Pamela Grimm Pennsylvania Western

District by Anthony Conte Regional William McA bee Georgia Southern

Solicitor Department of the Interior Newton District by Douglas Crouch Assistant

Corner Massachusetts for her professional Chief Inspector Internal Security Internal

legal skill in drafting Motion for Summary Revenue Service Washington D.C for his

Judgment and brief in complex civil action valuable contribution to the Internal Security

LEAD Functional School held at the Federal

Marc Gromls New York WesterA Dis- Law Enforcement Training Center in Glynco

trict by the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and

Firearms Buffalo for his successful prose- Joseph Mackey District of Colorado by

cutive efforts in complex firearms case Leon Snead Inspector General Department

Involving theft and the illegal sale of firearms of Agriculture Washington D.C for his

by National Guard personnel valuable assistance and guidance in the

successful prosecution of chief law

Allen Hoffman Texas Southern District by enforcement officer for the Forest Service

Stephen Jeroutek Area Administrator

Office of Labor-Management Standards De- George Martin Alabama Southern District

partment of Labor Dallas for his out- by Stephen Jeroutek Area Administrator

standing cooperative efforts and assistance Office of Labor-Management Standards

In completing over 70 successful criminal Department-of Labor Dallas for his special

actions during FY 1991 assistance and cooperative efforts in the

successful completion of 70 crIminal actions

Joseph Hollomon Mississippi Southern during FY 1991

District by William Tompkins District

Director Office of Labor-Management Stand- Abe Martinez Mike Shelby and Teriy

ards Department of Labor New Orleans for Clark Texas Southern District by John

his successful prosecution of corrupt labor Martin Chief Internal Security Section

union official and for assisting in keeping Criminal Division Department of Justice

the labor movement clean in the State of Washington D.C for their successful

Mississippi prosecution of an individual for transmitting

classified information to unofficial repre
Matthew Jacobs and Stephen Licclone Wis- sentatives of the Taiwan regime in the

consin Eastern District by William United States and for their valuable

Sessions Director FBI Washington D.C for assistance in protecting classified infor

their outstanding success in the prosecution mation from unauthorized disclosure

of the second largest bank robbery case in

the history of the State of Wisconsin James Morony and Christian Stickan

Ohio Northern District by William

Agnes Kempker-Cloyd Michigan Western Branon Special Agent in Charge FBI

District by Christine Dowhan District Cleveland for their excellent presentations

Counsel ArmyCorps of Engineers Detroit for on bankruptcy fraud and the coordination of

her legal skill and expertise in obtaining dis- investigative prosecutive and forfeiture

missal of an action thereby saving valuable efforts at conference for FBI agents

agency resources involved in white collar crime matters
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Florence Nakakuni District of Hawaii by Gaty Spartls Ohio Southern District by

Joseph Parra Resident Agent In Charge Detective Jennifer Benson Narcotics

Drug Enforcement Administration Honolulu Bureau Public Safety Department Police

for her excellent legal and professional skill Division Columbus for his valuable

in resolving major forfeiture action of assistance and cooperation in the success

international proportions and resulting in ful prosecution of several criminal cases in

approximately $2.5 million forfeited to the the City of Columbus

Government

James Sutherland District of Oregon
David Nlssman and AlphonsoAndrewe Dis- by Michael McCarthy District Counsel

trict of Virgin Islands received the Chief and Karen Berry Senior Attorney Depart-

Postal Inspectors Special Award from C.R ment of Veterans Affairs Portland for his

Clauson Chief Postal Inspector U.S Postal excellent legal skill in negotiating

Service Washington D.C for their successful favorable settlement of complicated

prosecution of narcotics trafficker who medical malpractice suit

conspired with others to ship teddy bears

containing cocaine via the Express mail Julie Tin gwall Florida Middle District

system by Karen Spangenberg Supervisory

Senior Resident Agent FBI Tampa for her

Ted Richardson Oklahoma Western District outstanding success in obtaining guilty

by James Cavanaugh Acting Special Agent pleas of three subjects for interstate

in Charge Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and transportation of stolen property wire fraud

Firearms Oklahoma City for his outstanding conspiracy and possession of fraudulent

success in the prosecution of two circum- securities

stantial arson-for-profit cases

Anne VanGraafelland New York Western

Mary Rlgdon Michigan Eastern District by District by the Criminal Justice Program

Colonel Richard Kanda District Engineer staff of the State University of New York

Army Corps of Engineers Detroit for her Brockport for her excellent presentation on

legal skill and professionalism in arguing white collar crime and various methods of

complex wetlands case through the courts investigation

and bringing about successful conclusion in

favor of the Detroit District Corps of Kenneth Vines Alabama Middle District

Engineers by Sherree Sturgis Regional Counsel

Federal Bureau of Prisons Atlanta for

James Robinson Oklahoma Western Dis- obtaining favorable decision in sentence

trict by James Cavanaugh Acting Special computation dispute thereby keeping the

Agent in Charge Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco prison term of an inmate intact

and Firearms Oklahoma City for his out

standing prosecutive efforts in an arson-for- James Wooley Ohio Northern District

profit case and bombing case leading to by William Sessions Director FBI

the conviction of all defendants involved Washington D.C for his outstanding efforts

in presenting the governments case for the

Whitney Schmidt Florida Middle District admission of DNA test results and for his

was presented Certificate of Appreciation success in obtaining trial convictions of all

by James Mansion Officer in Charge three defendants

Immigration and Naturalization Service

Tampa for his extraordinary assistance to the

investigative staff in several cases dating

back to 1987
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SPECIAL COMMENDATION FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA

Robert Potter Jr Assistant United States Attorney for the Eastern District of North

Carolina was commended by Commander E.A Razzetti Military Sealift Command U.S Navy

Bayonne New Jersey for his demonstration of professionalism and legal skill in obtaining guilty

plea from Anangel Shipping Enterprises S.A of Panama The defendant Is an affiliate of the

Angelicoussis Shipholding Group Ltd Hamilton Bermuda which owns fleet of merchant ships
The U.S Military Sealift Command chartered the MN Anangel Leader 539-foot dry cargo vessel

during Operation Desert Storm to haul ammunition from Southpoit North Carolina to Saudi Arabia

and return During the charter the ships crew in order to earn bonus money submitted false

reports at the direction of the company to defraud the United States of money and ship fueL The

cargo ship was seized by the U.S Marshals Service on August 21 1991 in Ketchikan Alaska at

which time documents revealed dual records and reports The company pled guilty to criminal

information charging violation of Title 18 U.S.C 1001 and agreed to forfeit $1000000 to the

United States to pay $85000 in restitution and are subject to an additional fine of up to $500000

In related case federal grand jury indicted the ships Captain from Athens Greece and the

Chief Engineer from Paros Greece on various conspiracy Oharges all in connection with the

scheme to steal money and ship fuel from the United States

FEDERAL EXECUTIVE OF THE YEAR AWARD

On November 20 1991 Laurence McWhorter Director Executive Office for United States

Attorneys announced that the Attorney Generals Advisory Committee of United States Attorneys

through Joseph Whittle Chairman has nominated him on behalf of the United States Attorneys

for the 1991 Federal Executive of the Year Award Mr MçWhorter said Please accept my heartfelt

appreciation am honored thank each of you and your staffs for your support and cooperation

with this office

PERSONNEL

On November 1991 Ira Raphaelson was appointed Special Counsel to the Deputy

Attorney General for Financial Institution Fraud

On November 18 1991 Richard CulIen was Presidentially appointed United States Attorney

for the Eastern District of Virginia

On November 18 1991 Jerry Cunningham was Presidentially appointed United States

Attorney for the Eastern District of Tennessee

On December 1991 Ernest Williams was Presidentially appointed United States

Attorney for the Middle District of Tennessee

On December 1991 David Jordan became the Interim United States Attorney for the

District of Utah

On December 1991 Kevin Schieffer became the Interim United States Attorney for the

District of South Dakota
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ATTORNEY GENERAL HIGHLIGHTS

Attorney General Of The United States

On November 26 1991 William Barr was sworn in as the 77th Attorney General of the

United States The ceremony was held in the Great Hall of the Department of Justice and was

attended by the President of the United States The President said am confident that Bill Barr

possesses an abundance of every quality that makes great Attorney General He is tough He

Is fairminded He is man of integrity and of intense dedication For fifteen years Ive been

honored to know this good man and Ive been deeply impressed by his ability by his love of

country and by his profession

Actina Deputy Attorney General

On November 26 1991 George TeiwillIger Ill became Acting Deputy Attorney General for

the Department of Justice Mr Teswllliger formerly served as Principal Associate Deputy Attorney

General and United States Attorney for the District of Vermont

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE HIGHLIGHTS

Civil Justice Reform

On November 25 1991 the Civil Division sponsored seminar for federal litigators on the

Implementation of the Executive Order on Civil Justice Reform recently signed by President George

Bush The order requires federal litigators to implement civil litigation reforms The order also

requires agencies to attempt to settle disputes prior to litigation and to employ settlement and

Alternative Dispute Resolution techniques in order to avoid prolonged litigation United States

Attorneys Bulletin Vol 39 No 11 dated November 15 1991 at 313 for copy of the Executive

Order

With Stuart Gerson Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Division serving as moderator

the seminar presented an overview on the development of the Executive Order by Solicitor General

Kenneth Starr and discussion of the Executive Order and policy concerns by John Howard
Counsel to the Vice President Participating in two panel discussions on the implementation and

competitiveness of the Order were Jay Lefkowitz Associate Director Domestic Policy Council

William Myers Ill Assistant to the Attorney General Mark Gidley Associate Deputy Attorney

General Barbara Bruin Special Counsel for the Office of Liaison Services Stephen Bransdorfer

Deputy Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Division and Jeffrey Axelrad Director Torts Branch

Civil Division

Fact Sheet issued by the White House and Fact Sheets issued by the Civil Division are

attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit If you have any questions or require further

information please call Larry Lange Torts Branch Civil Division at FTS 241-6096 or 202 501-

6096
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Civil Rights Act Of 1991

On November 21 1991 President Bush signed into law the Civil Rights Act of 1991 Stuart

Gerson Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Division has advised that the Act contains

numerous provisions which affect the defense of federal employment discrimination suits copy
of the Act 137 Cong Rec H9517 daily ed Nov 1991 as well as copy of the Presidents

signing statement and portions of the legislative history 137 Cong Rec Si 5952 daily ed Nov
1991 see also 137 Cong Rec S15445 daily ed Oct 30 1991 have been forwarded

separately to all United States Attorneys

One of the more obvious issues stemming from the new legislation is the extent to which it

will apply to pending cases For example Section 102 of the Act provides for compensatory

damages in cases of intentional discrimination under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 the

Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 That Section also

provides for jury trial in cases where compensatory damages are sought The Civil Division has

prepared prototype brief which it has forwarded to all United States Attorneys arguing that these

provisions should not be applied retroactively to currently pending cases The Civil Division is also

preparing detailed guidance on other aspects of retroactivity issues which may arise and is

prepared to offer guidance on other provisions of the Act relevant to federal employment claims

If you have any questions on the application of the Act please call one of the following

Federal Programs attorneys Brook Hedge FTS 368-3501 or 202 514-3501 Anne Gulyassy

FTS 368-3527 or 202 514-3527 Richard Brown FTS 368-5751 or 202 514-5751 Sarah

Wilson FTS 368-3486 or 202 514-3486 or Lisa Olson FTS 368-5633 or 202 514-5633

BCCI

On November 15 1991 the Department of Justice announced that federal grand jury has

charged the Bank of Credit and Commerce International BCCI and three banking officials with

racketeering conspiracy for secretly taking over California bank and for fraudulently dealing in

the stock of Florida bank According to the indictment the conspiracy was conducted by arms

of the world-wide BCCI network the founder and president of the BCCI group Agha Hasan Abedi

of Karachi Pakistan the Acting President of the BCCI group Swaleh Naqvi believed to be in Abu

Dhabi and Saudi national with long ties to BCCI Ghaith Pharaon This is the third time the

Department of Justice has indicted BCCI or its officials in major cases

The three-count indictment returned in U.S District Court in Washington D.C said the

defendants as part of the long-term conspiracy illegally gained control of the Independence Bank

of Encino California Pharaon masqueraded as the sole purchaser of Independence Bank in 1985

but in fact he owned only 15 percent of the bank and BCCI was the covert financier of the

acquisition and owned the controlling 85 per cent of Independence As result false statements

were made to federal bank regulatory agencies scheme was executed to defraud federally

insured financial institution and plan was devised to obtain by fraud the federal insurance

protection for Independence Bank All of this was done Through deceptive stock purchases by

way of hidden stock pledges nominee agreements nonrecourse loans loan releases beneficial

interest agreements and outright falsehoods fabrications and omissions in applications and reports

filed with state and federal regulatory agencies the indictment said
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The indictment also stated that the stock fraud involved the CenTrust Savings Bank in Miami

Pharaon owned about 25 percent of CenTrusts stock and under the scheme he would arrange

for branch of the BCCI Group to purchase approximately $25 million of the total $150 million

CenTrust subordinated debentures in order to mislead and deceive regulators and investors as to

the true market for the CenTrust subordinated debentures Pharaon as part of the conspiracy

would cause CenTrust Trust to repurchase said subordinated debentures from BCCI Overseas

Paris after approximately six weeks thus making the BCCI defendants whole and completing the

deception of other investors as to the true market for the CenTrust subordinated debentures Both

the purchase and sale of the debentures were carried out according to the indictment

The indictment is the result of Justice Department Task Force consisting of prosecutors from

the Criminal Division and the office of Jay Stephens United States Attorney for the District of

Columbia as well as agents from the Federal Bureau of Investigation

Operation Polar Cap

On November 25 1991 the Department of Justice and the Department of the Treasury

announced that charges have been filed against 50 persons in five states in the operation of

coast-to-coast ring that laundered millions of dollars obtained from the sale of Columbian cocaine

Federal grand juries in Providence Manhattan Atlanta and Miami returned indictments and

criminal complaint was filed in Los Angeles in the latest phase of Operation Polar Cap which

targets U.S nationals and Colombians who launder cocaine funds and send the money out of the

country Since 1988 Operation Polar Cap has targeted multi-national narcotics money laundering

enterprises for nationally-coordinated multi-agency investigations and prosecutions

The government alleged that the money was laundered through companies dealing in

precious metals on the East and West Coasts The Rhode Island indictment alleged that one major

figure in the money laundering operation is Stephen Saccoccia of Cranston Rhode Island the

owner of precious metals companies in New York City Los Angeles and Rhode Island Saccoccia

and his wife also charged in the money laundering scheme were arrested in Geneva Switzerland

Another prominent figure the Manhattan indictment alleges is Duvan Arboleda native of

Colombia who moved to Miami in the mid-i 970s and owns precious metals and jewelry companies

The government alleges that Saccoccia and others used their own companies to launder proceeds

of cocaine trafficking for Arboleda and others

According to the indictment Saccoccia received large amounts of cash at his business offices

in New York City obtained instructions by facsimile machine on how to handle the money and

then sent the funds to his out-of-town companies Saccoccias employees would then take the

money to banks convert the funds into checks and make the checks payable to his various

precious metals companies There would be complex array of deposits and fund transfers and

then the final wire transfers would be made to bank accounts in Colombia and Miami In 12-

month period ending last March more than $130 million was transferred in this manner from one

account alone
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Seizure warrants and restraining orders were authorized by federal judges in thirteen districts

to seize or restrain the drug proceeds and laundered monies transferred by the various defendants

The Departments of Justice and the Treasury praised the coordinated Investigative efforts of the

FBI U.S Customs Service IRS DEA the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network and the state and

local law enforcement authorities with whom they worked They also thanked the Office of National

Drug Control Policy and In particular the High Intensity Drug Trafficking Areas Program for their

contributions

New Initiatives to Enforce Housing And Credit Rlahts Of Minorities

On November 1991 Attorney General William Barr and Assistant Attorney General for

Civil Rights John Dunne announced new efforts to address unlawful discrimination in housing
The Department of Justice will establish its own tester program to uncover and identify unlawful

housing discrimination While the Department has used hltestingN evidence provided by private

parties in the past this will be the first time ever that the Department of Justice has hired its own
force of testers to attack discrimination Funds will be reprogrammed from other areas of the

Department of Justice to support this stepped-up enforcement effort

In addition the Department is convening group composed of federal agencies with

regulatory authority over the mortgage lending industry to develop coordinated program to

address possible discrimination by mortgage lenders The agencies Include the Federal Reserve

Board the Comptroller of the Currency the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation the Office of

Thrift Supervision and the Federal Trade Commission The Department of Housing and Urban

Development has also been asked to participate in this effort

Assistant Attorney General Dunne developed this enforcement effort in the housing area at

the direction of Attorney General Barr in the wake of studies by the Department of Housing and

Urban Development and the Federal Reserve Board The studies were based on tests conducted

in 25 major cities and concluded that blacks and Hispanics have greater than 50 percent chance

of encountering discrimination when they seek housing According to Mr Dunne new nationwide

data reveals that black and Hispanic mortgage applicants are rejected at much higher rate than

white persons who seek home mortgages Mr Dunne said Those who violate fair housing laws

rarely advertise their discriminatory policies Testing is the most effective method of identifying

housing discriminators and bringing them to justice The recent HUD study reaffirms the continuing

need to enhance our enforcement program

Pan Am Flight 103

On November 14 1991 the Department of Justice announced criminal indictment against

two Libyan officers and operatives of the Libyan Intelligence Agency in the 1988 mid-air bombing
of Pan American World Airways Flight 103 over Lockerbie Scotland The 193-count indictment

returned in Federal District Court in Washington D.C is culmination of one of the most

exhaustive and complex investigations in history that covered more than 50 countries thousandS

of witnesses possible suspects and relatives of the 270 people who were killed
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William Barr then Acting Attorney General explained the charges In the indictment as

followS

The defendants and co-conspirators made bomb of plastic explosive and

sophisticated timing device and placed it inside Toshiba portable radio cassette

player The radio and clothing were put into Samsonite suitcase

On December 20 1988 the defendants flew from Libya to Malta where one of

them had recently worked for Libyan Arab Airlines and had access to the baggage

tags of another airline Air Malta By using stolen Air Malta baggage tags the

defendants and their co-conspirators were able to route the bomb-rigged suitcase

as unaccompanied luggage The suitcase was put aboard an Air Malta flight that

went to Frankfurt Airport in Germany At Frankfurt the suitcase was transferred

to Pan Am Flight 103-A which carried it to Heathrow Airport in London At

Heathrow the suitcase containing the bomb was placed aboard Pan Am 103 It

exploded about 38 minutes after the airliner departed for New York

Pan Am 103 was at an altitude of six miles when the bomb detonated Pieces of

the jetliner were scattered over an area of 845 square miles In the most extensive

crime scene investigation ever carried out Scottish authorities searched the entire

area inch by inch and found bits of evidence that proved to be critical to the

investigators and forensic scientists in solving the case After laborious analysis

and reconstruction It was determined that the bomb had been in suitcase in

large aluminum baggage container in the aircrafts forward cargo hold It was

found that thebomb was composed of 10 to 14 ounces of plastic explosive

The investigation yielded tiny fragment smaller than fingernail that had been

driven by the blast into the large cargo container Forensic experts determined

that this was part of circuit board of Toshiba radio fragment of green

circuit board -- also smaller than fingernail was found in piece of shirt that

had been in the suitcase containing the bomb Scientists determined it was part

of the bombs timing device and traced it to its manufacturer-- Swiss company
that had sold it to high-level Libyan intelligence official The path of the deadly

suitcase was reconstructed With the help of many countries investigators were

able to develop the remainder of the evidence leading to the indictment

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Taiwan Guidelines

In establishing diplomatic relations with the PeOples Republic of China PRC the U.S

Government recognized the PRC Government as the sole legal government of China Both sides

agreed that within this context the people of the United States would maintain cultural commercial

and other Unofficial relations with the people on Taiwan The President has reaffirmed this policy
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Accordingly memorandum has been prepared by the Executive Secretary of the Department
of State reviewing the existing guidelines for the conduct of our unofficial relations with the people

of Taiwan Acting Deputy Attorney General George Terwilliger Ill has requested that the

memorandum be circulated to aN Department of Justice components copy is attached at the

Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit to be disseminated within your offices to ensure compliance
with the guidelines

SENTENCING GUIDELINES

Oraanizational Sentencing Guidelines

On November 1991 Robert Mueller Ill Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal

Division Issued memorandum to all Federal Prosecutors advising that the United States

Sentencing Commission has promulgated Guidelines for Sentencinci of Orcianizations which became
effective on November 1991 Guidelines Manual Ch Nov 1991 The Department
takes the position that these new guidelines apply only to offenses committed on or after the

guidelines November 1991 effective date but not to offenses committed before that date

irrespective of whether application of the guidelines would have potentially advantageous or an

adverse effect on the defendant

copy of the memorandum is attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit If you
have any questions please call Paul Maloney Deputy Assistant Attorney General Criminal Division

at FTS 368-2636 or 202 514-2636

1991 Sentencing Guideline Manuals

On November 13 1991 Laurence McWhorter Director Executive Office for United States

Attorneys advised that the 1991 Sentencing Guideline Manuals consisting of two volumes have

been distributed Please direct any questions or inquiries to Deborah Westbrook Legal Counsel
Executive Office for United States Attorneys at FTS 368-4024 or 202 514-4024

Sentencing Guidelines Software

On November 1991 the United States Sentencing Commission released the latest update

to their computer software program which aids in the application of the sentencing guidelines The

program ASSYST Applied Sentencing SYSTem has been developed utilizing the November 1991

edition of the Guidelines Manual but will continue to allow calculations from both the 1990 and

1989 manuals The program will not permit mixing provisions from different years manual editions

copy of the November versIon ASSYST has been provided to each district Copies may
be made for other PCs residing within your district offices but the program may not be distributed

to non-Department of Justice personnel All requests for copies of ASSYST from private sources

must be directed to the Sentencing Commission at 202 626-8500

For further information please call Harvey Press Assistant Director Information Management
EOUSA at FTS 241-8615 or 202 501-8615
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Guideline Sentenclna Update

copy of the Guideline SentencinQ UDdate Volume No 11 dated October 31 1991 is

attached as Exhibit at the Appendix of this Bulletin

Federal Sentenclna Guide

Attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit is copy of the Federal Sentencina

Guide Volume No dated November 1991 and Volume No dated November 18 1991

whIch Is published and copyrighted by Del Mar Legal Publications Inc Del Mar California

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION FRAUD

Financial Fraud Report

On November 1991 the Department of Justice submitted report to Congress entitled

Attacking Financial Institution Fraud The information in the report which is required under the

1990 Crime Control Act came from the 94 United States Attorneys offices and the Dallas Bank

Fraud Task Force Some of the highlights of the report are as follows

-- In FY 1991 1085 persons were charged in major cases involving financial institution fraud

while 855 defendants were convicted This compares with 791 persons charged in FY 1990 and

649 convicted

-- Since October 1988 2295 persons have been charged in financial fraud cases involving

almost $10 billion in losses to federally insured institutions and 1770 persons have been convicted

96.7 percent conviction rate

Of the 1770 defendants convicted from FY 1988 through FY 1991 about 1470 or 77

percent were imprisoned

-- From FY 1989 through FY 1991 871 major savings and loan defendants were charged

with 661 convicted 93 percent conviction rate

Of the major savings and loan prosecutions 106 or 12 percent were chief executive

officers or presidents and 150 or 17 percent were directors or officers

The Department has developed case reporting system in FY 1991 for major savings and

loan cases established Senior Interagency Group to enhance the Departments efforts in this

area and allocated additional resources to 75 of the 94 United States Attorneys offices where

prosecutions of financial fraud cases increased The Department also reported the establishment

of the New England Bank Fraud Task Force in six New England states in FY 1991 The Dallas

Bank Fraud Task Force currently is investigating bank and savings and loan fraud in the

Southwest
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William Barr then Acting Attorney General said am proud of the record of our

accomplishments outlined in this report and the dedicated efforts of the many professionals within

this Department as well as those in the Treasury Department and the law enforcement and

regulatory agencies who helped bring this about We are committed to consistently improving that

Offort In the coming year

Financial Institution Prosecution Updates

On November 1991 the Department of Justice issued the following infomation describing

activity In major bank fraud prosecutions savings and loan prosecutions and credit union fraud

prosecutions from October 1988 through October 31 1991 Major is defined as the

amount of fraud or loss was $100000 or more or the defendant was an officer director or

owner Including shareholder or the schemes Involved convictions of multiple borrowers in the

same Institution or Involves other major factors All numbers are approximate and are based

on reports frOm the 94 United States Attorneys offices andfrom the Dallas Bank Fraud Task Force

Savinas And Loan Prosecution Update

Informatlons/Indlctments 545 Sentenced to prison 431

EŒtlmated SL Losses $7633125095 -Awaiting sentence 161

Defendants Charged 915 Sentenôed w/o prison

Defendants Convicted 688 or suspended 108

Defendants Acquitted 55 Fines Imposed 13091936
Prison Sentences 1410 years Restitution Ordered 384030718

Includes 21 acquIttals In Saunders Northern District of Florida

Bank Prosecution Update

lnformªtlons/Indlctments 1051 Sentenced to prison 707

Estimated Bank Losses $2426265872 Awaiting sentence 211

Defendants Charged 1461 Sentenced w/o prison

Defendants COnvicted 1132 or suspended 228
Defendants Acquitted 13 Fines Imposed 4770081
Prison Sentences 1456 years Restitution Ordered 300729988
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Credit Union Prosecution Update

lnformations/lndictmentS 60 Sentenced to prison 47

Estimated Credit Losses $66237530 Awaiting sentence

Defendants Charged 79 Sentenced w/o prison

Defendants Convicted 60 or suspended

Defendants Acquitted Fines Imposed 3550

Prison Sentences 81 years Restitution Ordered 7623436

OTHER STATISTICS

Prisoners Probation And Parole

The Bureau of Justice Statistics component of the Department of Justices Office of Justice

Programs has published Bulletin entitled TMProbatlon and Parole 1990 which reportsthat there

were 2670234 adults on probation and 531407 on parole in state and federal jurisdictions
last

year--a new record high The Bureau estimated that the number of men on probation or parole

was more than percent of the nations adult male population The number of adults in the United

States under some form of correctional supervision Including those In local jails and state and

federal prisons also reached new high There were more than 4.3 million such people last year

which was percent increase over 1989 and 44 percent increase since 1985 Steven

Dillingham Bureau Director said that on any given day last year an estimated one In every 43

adults was under the care custody or control of corrections agency -- that is one in every 162

adult women and one In every 24 adult men He also stated that the growth in the size of the

offender population that Is supervised In the community has paralleled the increases in the prison

and jail populations during the last decade Since 1980 prIson and jail populations have grown

by 128 percent while probation and parole counts have Increased by 139 percent Among the

probationers jurisdictions reported that more than 55000 were under intensive supervision with

higher levels of contact and monitoring by the probation officer The supervision of an estimated

7000 probationers included the use of electronic monitoring Among the parolees 17000 were

under intensive supervision of which more than 1300 were under electronic supervision

Texas had the largest
number of adults on probation -- more than 308000 and also the

largest number on parole -- more than 109000 At the end of last year six states reported more

than 100000 people on probation New York Michigan Florida Georgia Texas and California

The South had the highest ratio of adults on probation to adult residents -- 1643 per 100000

residents The states in the Northeast had the lowest such ratio -- 1198 per 100000 Inhabitants

Five states reported increases of at least 30 percent in their parole populations during the year

Oklahoma 62.4 percent Oregon 38.5 Vermont 36.4 Arizona 32.4 and North Carolina 30.7

percent On the other hand Rhode Island North Dakota and Florida each reduced their parole

populations by more than 10 percent The South had the highest ratio of parolees to adult

residents -- 340 per 100000 residents The Midwest had the lowest such ratio -- 149 per 100000

residents

Single copies of the BJS Bulletin may be obtained from the National Criminal Justice

Reference Service Box 6000 Rockville Maryland 20850
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1990 Bomb Summary

On November 15 1991 the FBI Bomb Data Center released the 1990 Bomb Summary an
annual statistical digest devoted to the presentation of Information concerning actual and attempted

explosive and incendiary bombings reported by public safety agencies and analyzed by the Bomb
Data Center staff The Summary consists of information on hoax devices accidental or experi

mental bombings and recoveries of certain types of items

Bombing incidents reported to the FBI increased 31 percent nationwide in 1990 as compared
to the previous year 1208 which may be due in part to improved reporting practices by public

safety agencies Of the 1582 Incidents reported last year 384 were either prevented or did not

actually detonate or ignite The use of explosives in bombings account for 73 percent of the

incidents incendiary bombings 25 percent and combination devices which both explode and burn
accounted for percent of the bombing incidents

Regionally the Western States recorded 555 bombings 27 percent increase occurred in

the North Central States with 433 incidents The Southern States had an increase from 251 to 409

incidents The least number of incidents occurred in the Eastern States with 185 reported Puerto

Rico reported decrease with 29 incidents The most frequent bombing targets in 1990 can be
attributed to residential property accounting for 43 percent of the total attacks Sixteen percent

of the incidents were directed at vehicles while nine percent were aimed at commercial operations

The remainder were distributed among various targets Up from 11 fatalities in 1989 27 victims

died in 1990 from injuries sustained from actual bombings Personal injuries resulting from

bombings in 1990 totaled 222 up from 202 in 1989

These statistics are based on information of incidents reported in the continental United States

and its territories by public safety organizations at all levels of government and the military Many
other trends and breakdowns are contained in this publication You may order copy by writing

to FBI Bomb Data Center Forensic Science Research and Training Center FBI Academy
Quantico Virginia 22135

Project Trip aerlock

Summary Report

April 10 1991 through October 31 1991

Description Count Description Count

Indictments/lnformations 2636 Prison Sentences 1554 years

Defendants Charged 3323 Sentenced to prison 279

Defendants Convicted 850 Sentenced w/o prison

or suspended 15

Defendants Acquitted 23

Numbers are adjusted due to monthly activity improved reporting and the refinement of the

data base These statistics are based on reports from 94 offices of the United States Attorneys

excluding District of Columbias Superior Court All numbers are approximate
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POINTS TO REMEMBER

Department Of Justice Symposium

The fourth in series of Department of Justice symposia was held on November 26 1991

in Washington D.C The topic of discussion was the Bill of Rights with Dr Steven Schlesinger

Director of the Office of Policy Development serving is moderator Featured speakers were

Kenneth Starr Solicitor General Benjamin Civiletti former Attorney General of the United

States and Dr Ralph Rossum President of Hampden-Sydney College Hampden Virginia

Previous symposia have focused on the Role of the Attorney General led by Professor

Daniel Meador of the University of Virginia Law School the Voting Rights Act of 1965 led by

Attorney General Dick Thornburgh and John Dunne Assistant Attorney General for the Civil

Rights Division and Environmental Law led by Richard Stewart Assistant Attorney General for the

Environment and Natural Resources Division

Operation Garbage Out

At Attorney General Dick Thoræburghs direction Laurence McWhorter Director Executive

Office for United States Attorneys launóhed Operation Garbage Out program to improve the

quality of the data contained in the United States Attorneys caseload management systems to

report more accurately to the Office of Management and Budget and to the COngress and to better

inform the public of what each United States Attorneys office is doing

To date Operation Garbage Out has had significant impact on the workload of the United

States Attorneys The number of cases and matters pending was reduced by more than ten

percent -- frOm 244208 to 215365 At the same time the number of new referrals pending less

than one year increased by 7003 While the number of civil cases and matters less than one year

old .increased by 4059 the overall civil workload was reduced by 21096 cases and matters The

number of criminal cases and matters less than one year old increased by 2944 while the overall

criminal caseload was reduced by 7747 Director McWhbrter has advised Attorney General William

Barr of the United States Attorneys outstanding success in this effort

Mr McWhorter ihformed the United States Attorneys that their efforts to date and continued

emphasis on the integrity of newly entered data will ensure that we are able to tell the public about

the outstanding wOrk the United States Attorneys are doing He stated know that Operation

Garbage Out required significant effort Thank you and congratulations on job well done

United States Attorneys Manual Bluesheet

On October 25 1991 the Financial Litigation Unit of the Executive Office for United States

Attorneys issued United States Attorneys Manual bluesheet USAM 3-11.500 to all United States

Attorneys setting forth procedures for separation of duties in the receipt deposit and posting of

payments received by the Financial Litigation Unit within the United States Attorneys office
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If you would like additional copies please call the United States Attorneys Manual staff

Executive Office for United States Attorneys at FTS 241-6098 or 202 502-6098

Sexual Harassment

On November 20 1991 Laurence McWhorter Director Executive Office for United States

Attorneys issued memorandum advising that it Is the policy of the Executive Office for United

States Attorneys EOUSA and the Office of the United States Attorneys OUSA that sexual harass-

ment Is unacceptable conduct in the workplace and will not be condoned Personnel management
within EOUSA and OUSA shall be Implemented free from prohibited personnel practices as out
lined in the provisions of the Civil Service Reform Act 011978 All employees should avoid conduct
which undermines these merit principles

Sexual harassment is complex and sensitive issue It Is form of employee misconduct
which undermines the integrity of the employment relationship Harassment on the basis of sex
Is violation of Section 703 of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act 011964 as amended In accordance
with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Guidelines on Discrimination Because of Sex
29 CFR 1604.11 unwelcome sexual advances requests for sexual favors and other verbal or

physical conduct of sexual nature constitute sexual harassment when submission to such con
duct is made either explicitly or implicitly term or condition of an individuals employment
submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as the basis for employment
decisions affecting such individual or such conduct hasthe purpose or effect of unreasonably
interfering with an individuals work performance or creating an intimidating hostile or offensive

working environment

Alt employees must be allowed to work In an environment free from unsolicited and
unwelcome sexual overtures Sexual harassment debilitates morale and Interferes in the work

productivity of its victims and co-workers Behavior of this nature will not be tolerated At the

same time It Is not the intent of EOUSA or OUSA to regulate the social interaction or relationships

freely entered Into by its employees

LEGISLATION

Crime Bill

The anti-crime measure H.R 3371 stalled in the final minutes of the congressional session
and on November 27 1991 at 705 p.m Congress adjourned before completing action on the bill

The Department of Justice will continue to pursue the Presidents crime package in the second
session of the 102nd Congress
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FDIC

On the last day of the Congressional session Congress cleared for the President the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991 As passed this legislatIon

authorizes the FDIC to borrow up to $70 billion from the Treasury to bail out the Bank insurance

Fund provides additional authority for the regulators to intervene early in weak banks

restricts the authority of the Federal Reserve to provide extended credit to failing banks through

its discount window trims the availability of deposit insurance in connection with certain

brokered deposits and restricts the ability of state-chartered banks to underwrite and sell

insurance

The bill does not contain any of the key reforms sought by the President such as interstate

branching or comprehensive deposit insurance reform Nor does it contain money laundering

provisions they were dropped in conference -- that had been sought by the Department

ArC

The Resolution Trust Corporation RTC Refinancing Restructuring and Improvement Act was

also cleared for the President On the last day of the session Among other things it provides the

RTC with $25 billion through April 1992 to assist in the resolution of failed thrift Institutions The

bill alsO röstructures and reforms the RTC in various ways and includes provisions currently being

reviewed by the Office of Legislative Affairs and the Civil Rights Division among others intended

to increase the participation of women and minorities in the RTCs contracting and other activities

Immigration

in the final hoursOf the CongressiOnal session the House and Senate approved bill that

will make technical corrections to the Immigration Act of 1990 revise temporary immigrant

provisions of that Act which adversely affected foreign artists entertainers and athletes and

restore the role of judges in the ceremonial aspects of naturalizing U.S citizens

CASE NOTES

CIVIL DIVISION

First Circuit RØversŁs Contempt Order Against Secretari Of Housina And

Urban Development

In 1989 Project B.A.S.I.C an organization of public housing tenants in Providence Rhode

Island brought an action against HUD and the Providence Housing Authority PHA to block the

demolition of certain public housing The district court held that PHA had duty to construct

replacement housing units
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Following an appeal the parties entered into settlement that extended PHAs time for corn-

pleting replacement units but did not question its obligation to do so Subsequently dispute

arose over whether contractor on the project was complying with federal prevailing wage laws
At the request of the Department of Labor HUD withheld $500000 of project funds pending
completion of the prevailing wage investigation The contractor brought suit against HUD and

sought preliminary injunction In the course of hearing on that matter the district court sue
sponte held that the Secretary of HUD would be in contempt unless it released the money and

Imposed large daily fines to coerce compliance with its order

The court of appeals has now reversed the contempt order Emphasizing the drastic nature

of the contempt power and the resulting unflagging need for clarity1 in the underlying order on
which contempt finding Is based the court held that the 1989 order imposed no clear duties on
HUD The court also rejected the notion that HUD could be held responsible for PHAs alleged

contempt on the theory that it acted in concert with PHA

Project B.A.S.I.C Kemp No 91-1612 October 17 1991
DJ 145-17-4469

Attorneys Michael Jay Singer 202 514-5432 or FTS 368-5432

John Daly 202 514-2496 or FTS 368-2496

Eiahth Circuit Rules That Government May Seek Recovey On Bonds With

Expired Terms

The Commodity Credit Corporation CCC1 contracts with bonded warehouses for storage

of grain In this case the agency received an anonymous tip in the form of financial statement
showing that warehouse had sold grain it was supposedly storing for CCC The agency
investigated confirmed the tip and revoked the warehouses license Thereafter CCC sought to

recover its losses from the warehouse bonds The terms of all but one of the bonds had expired
when CCC received the tip The agency sued the bondholders on all the bonds six years and
three days after the anonymous tip

The court of appeals ruled that the agency has cause of action against all the bonds and
that the statute of limitations presents no bar The court held that the claims against the bonds
could not have accrued on the day CCC received the tip because it was unknowable at that time

whether the tip was accurate Finally the court declined to set the exact accrual date for the

agency claims finding that all the possible accrual dates were within six years of filing the action

United States of America Tn-State Insurance Co No 90-5569MN

October 1991 DJ 120-39-1014

Attorneys Barbara Biddle 202 514-2541 or FTS 368-2541

Susan Sleater 202 514-5534 or FTS 368-5534
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Ninth Circuit Rules That Interest Accrues On FTCA Award Only Durina An

Appeal Not Durina Remand

In 1988 the United States lost medical malpractice case to plaintiff who was awarded

$3.4 million The government appealed and the plaintiff cross-appealed While the United States

was successful on one of Its damages issues the plaintiff also won on one of his damages Issues

The case was then remanded for new calculation of damages in March 1990 On remand the

district court increased plaintiffs award to $5.6 million and ordered that interest would run on the

amended judgment I.e the $5.6 million from the date when the original district court decision was

filed with the GAO until the government paid the judgment

The Ninth Circuit has now held that under 31 U.S.C 1304b1A interest runs on

judgments against the government from the date that the district court judgment Is filed with

the GAO until the day before the court of appeals issues its mandate of affirmance This means

according to the Ninth Circuit that interest could run only on the $3.4 million judgment not on the

increased judgment and that interest ran only until March 1990 when the court of appeals filed

Its mandate thus excluding interest for the period when the case was on remand to the district

court

Desart No 91-15064 October 1991 DJ 157-11-247

Attorneys Robert Greenspan 202 514-5428 or FTS 368-5428

William Cole 202 514-5090 or FTS 368-5090

Ninth Circuit Holds That Due Process Does Not Require Advance Notice Of

Statutory Reduction In Welfare Benefits

In the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 Congress amended the Aid to Families with Dependent

Children AFOC program to require that household income must include the income of any siblings

or grandparents living in the household Californias Department of Social Services did not

implement the change until between two and seven months after the statutory reductions took

effect The state agency then notified the affected claimants that their next AFDC checks would

be reduced to reflect the newly-deemed sibling and grandparental income and to recover

the previous overpayments Plaintiffs argued that HHS regulations required notice in advance of

the statutory change in eligibility The Ninth Circuit held that the regulations require notice In

advance of the date the agencys reduced payment takes effect not when the eligibility is reduced

by statute The panel further ruled that the claimants property interest in benefits established in

Goldbera jjjy creates no Due Process right to continued benefits even for grace period to

adjust to the change

Rosas McMahon No 89-15525 October 1991 DJ 137-11-1116

Attorneys Robert Greenspan 202 514-5428 or FTS 368-5428

Bruce Forrest 202 514-4549 or FTS 368-4549
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Ninth Circuit In Band Rules That The Pain Standard Announced In Its

Cotton-Varney-Gamer Cases Is The Standard To Be Applied In Social Security

Disability Cases Involving Subjective Aileaations Of Pain

The Ninth Circuit granted the plaintiffs petitions for rehearing in banc in these cases after

the panels In both cases determined that the pain standard to be applied in Social Security

disability cases was the standard announced in Bates Sullivan 894 F.2d 1059 9th Cir 1990
rather than the standard set forth in the Circuits earlier Cotton-Varney-Gamer line of cases In

Bates the court ruled that the Social Security Act and implementing regulations required objective

medical evidence to prove the existence of both potentially disabling impairment the severity

of the pain caused by the impairment

In the Cotton-Vamey-Gamer cases the court ruled that while the Act and regulations

required objective medical evidence of an impairment the severity of pain could be proved by
subjective testimony even if not supported by objective medical evidence We argued that the

Secretarys Social Security Ruling 88-13 which was similar to the Cotton-Varney-Gamer standard
was the standard to be applied in pain cases In 7-4 decision the court overruled Bates and
determined that the Cotton-Varney-Gamer standard applies The court noted that SSR 88-13

adheres to the COtton-Varney-Gamer standard but did not accept our argument that the Secretary

gets to set the standard not the court unless the Secretarys standard is inconsistent with the

Constitution the statute or regulations which was not alleged here

Bunnell Sullivan No 88-4179 Sullivan No 88-4225

October 1991 DJ 137-82-599

Attorneys William Kanter 202 514-4575 or FTS 368-4575

Howard Scher 202 514-3180 or FTS 368-3180

False Claims Act Cases

Board Of Contract Appeals Dismisses Contractors Appeal Until The Conclusion

Of The False Claims Act Action

The government moved to suspend Board proceedings relating to claim that the General

Services Administration GSA had improperly terminated contract for default on the grounds that

the issues before the Board overlapped those that were the subject of ongoing civil and criminal

fraud investigations The Board denied the motion reasoning that it could decide whether there

was breach of contract without necessarily deciding whether there was fraud Shortly thereafter

the Department of Justice filed complaint under the False Caims Act and argued before the

Board that it could not determine whether the contractors work conformed to the contract without

resolving whether as we alleged in our complaint the contractor conspired with the quality control

contractor hired by GSA to monitor the contract Based upon the filing of complaint and the

allegations Involving conspiracy the Board held that the issues of contract and fraud were
intertwined and it suspended the Board proceedings until the conclusion of the False Claims Act

action

San-Val Enciineering Inc GSBCA No 10371 Oct 29 1991

Attorney Joel Hesch FTS 367-0275 or 202 307-0275
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District Court Holds School Has Obligation To Verify Student Eligibility For

Pell Grants

The Northern District of Illinois has held that school must verify student eligibility to receive

Pell Grants and cannot rely on representations of students concerning their eligibility The court

granted the governments motion for summary judgment as to the contractors liability for payment

by mistake of fact

United States St Augustine College Civ No 88 4773

E.D III Oct 17 1991

Attorney Paul Scott FTS 367-0237 or 202 307-0237

Recent Decisions In Qui Tam Cases

United States ex rel Sylvester Covington Technologies Co No CV 88-5807-JMI C.D
Cal October 21 1991 maximum statutory award for relator is not appropriate where there has

been pretrial settlement but is reserved for those cases in which the relators actively and

uniquely aid the government in discovery and trial relators success in companion rn case

in which government declined to intervene did not merit maximum award payments to relator shall

be made after each payment is received from the settling defendant

Attorney Russ Kinner FTS 367-0189 or 202 307-0189

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION

Group Hunting Regulations Under Migratory Bird Treaty Act Sustained

This is the first court of appeals decision regarding group hunting -- common activity

U.S Fish and Wildlife Service agent apprehended eight duck hunters each with his bag limit of

three ducks in hand for violating regulations promulgated under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act

Sixteen ducks over-the-limit lay strewn around their hunting site in plain view The magistrate

convicted all eight hunters of aiding and abetting in violating the regulations imposing bag limit

and prohibiting wanton waste of waterfowl The district court upheld .the convictions of two of the

hunters the property owner who also owned the hunting decoys and boat and the guide but

overturned the convictions of the other six concluding that there was not sufficient evidence to

establish that they aided and abetted in the commission of the violation On our appeal the Eighth

Circuit ordered the reinstatement of the conviction of all eight hunters

The Eighth Circuit concluded that the district court failed to apply the requisite deferential

standard of review and instead drew its own inferences from the evidence The Court determined

that the Magistrate could have found that each of the elements of the violation was established

beyond reasonable doubt As to exceeding the bag limit regulation the Court found that

the legal limit was exceeded each defendant was associated with an unlawful venture Moreover
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the magistrate judge could reasonably have determined that the defendants divided up the ducks

the group had killed to satisfy each defendants legal limit By dividing up the ducks and thereby

representing to USFWS Agent the legal limit of ducks per hunter with knowledge that the

group had killed more than the daily limit each defendant participated in and sought to bring

about the violation of 50 C.F.R 20.24

As to violating the requirement that hunter make reasonable effort to retrieve ducks he

had injured or killed the wanton waste provision the Court determined that rational trier of

fact could have concluded that each defendant was unaware of which ducks or how many he had

killed Indeed guide told the USFWS Agent that they had no idea how many ducks had been

killed We conclude that by failing to retrieve the ducks the group had shot each defendant aided

in the wanton waste of migratory waterfowl

United States 8th Cir Nos 91-1360 91-1316 91-1362

Nov 1991 Fagg Wollmar Gibson

Attorneys Katherine Hazard FTS 368-2110 or 202 514-2110

John Bryson FTS 368-2740 or 202 514-2740

Regulations Barring Trapping And Hunting At Sleeping Bear National

Seashore Sustained

The Conservation Club and several trappers filed this action asking that the district court

declare unlawful and enjoin the enforcement of regulation of the National Park Service as it

applied to Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore and Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore The

regulation prohibits trapping in the National Park except where specifically authorized by Congress

Although the enabling acts creating Sleeping Bear Dunes and Pictured Rocks permit hunting and

fishing the acts do not mention trapping and the Park Service has prohibited trapping in these

two areas

The district court held that the Park Service regulations were permissible construction of

the Park Service Organic Act and its amendments and entered summary judgment In favor of the

government In published opinion the Sixth Circuit affirmed the district courts judgment As an

initial matter the Court reviewed Chevron jurisprudence in the Sixth Circuit and noted that the Park

Service interpretations of its Organic Act were entitled to great deference The trappers argued that

hunting and fishing included trapping and in support of this contention cited an affidavit from

Congressman who had sponsored the enabling legislation creating the Parks The Court explained

in considerable detail why this affidavit as subsequent legislative history was entitled to little if any

weight The Court however accepted our argument that Congress was aware of the Park Service

interpretation and did not change it The Court remarked that although Inaction by Congress is

not often useful guide the inaction here was significant

Michigan United Conservation Clubs et al Luian et al
6th Cir No 90-2013 Nov 13 1991 Boggs Circuit Judges

and McRae Senior District Judge

Attorneys Andrew Mergen FTS 368-2813 or 202 514-2813

Robert Klarquist FTS 368-2731 or 202 514-2731
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TAX DIVISION

Fifth Circuit Sustains Tax Courts Allowance Of $8 Million Loss On Iranian

Expropriation Of Assets

On November 1991 the Fifth Circuit affirmed the adverse decision of the Tax Court in

Halliburton ComDanv Commissioner holding that the Commissioner incorrectly disallowed the

taxpayers claim of $955000 long-term capital loss and $7 million bad debt deduction At Issue

In this case was whether there was reasonØble prospect that the taxpayer would receive

compensation for its expropriation claims against Iran at the close of 1979 At that time $12 billion

in frozen Iranian assets were being held in suspense accounts pursuant to Presidential order

If there had been reasonable prospect for recovery at the close of 1979 the taxpayer could not

deduct these claims as losses for that year The Tax Court concluded that no reasonable prospect

of recovery existed at the end of 1979 and thus permitted the loss deductions claimed by the

taxpayer and the Fifth Circuit determined that this finding was not clearly erroneous

Sixth Circuit Goes Into Conflict With Ninth Circuit On Whether Taxpayer Is At

Risk In Sale-Leaseback Transaction

On November 11 1991 the Sixth Circuit affirmed an adverse Tax Court decision In

Emmershaw Commissioner holding that series of transactions involving the sale and leaseback

of computer equipment had economic substance and that the taxpayers who had invested in the

transaction were entitled to deduct losses they had incurred notwithstanding the at risku rules

of the Internal Revenue Code The case involved circular financing arrangement in which

computers were sold by company which after several intervening transactions ultimately leased

the equipment back the payments on the sales and leases perfectly offset one another so that

no cash exchanged hands The Sixth Circuit held that this circular offsetting group of obligations

did not constitute loss-limiting arrangement as defined in the statute In so holding it rejected

the analysis employed in Baldwin Commissioner 904 F.2d 477 9th Cir 1990 where the court

held that similarly situated taxpayer was precluded from taking losses

Sixth Circuit Reverses Tax Courts Adverse Decision On The Computation Of

Bad Debt Resejves Of Financial Institution

On November 1991 the Sixth Circuit reversed the adverse decision of the Tax Court in

PeoDles Federal Savings Loan Assn Commissioner This case presented the question

whether savings institution must reduce Its taxable income to reflect net operating loss carrybacks

NOL before calculating its bad debt reserve deduction where the deduction is percentage of

the taxpayers taxable income The Tax Court determined that the deduction should be calculated

by reference to the taxpayers taxable income before reduction by NOLs thus resulting in larger

bad debt deduction The Sixth Circuit concluded that the Internal Revenue Code did not directly

address the question at issue Relying on Chevron U.S.A. Inc Natural Resources Defense

Counsel 467 U.S 837 1984 it held that court could not substitute its own construction for

reasonable interpretation made by an agency in regulation and that as the challenged regulation

was reasonable interpretation of the statutory scheme it was valid
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This issue is also being considered by the Ninth Circuit in Pacific First Federal Savings

Bank Commissioner 9th Cir No 91-70116

Eleventh Circuit Reverses Favorable Decision In Case Involvina Venue For

Expedited Review Of Jeopardy Assessment Aaalnst Nonresident Alien

On October 30 1991 the Eleventh Circuit reversed the favorable decision of the District

Court in Alegria United States The question presented by this case was the appropriate venue

for expedited review of jeopardy assessment pursuant to Section 7429 of the Internal Revenue

Code when the assessment is made against nonresident alien Section 7429 provides that venue

for an individual seeking expedited review of jeopardy assessment lies only in the judicial district

In which the individual resides The District Court held that nonresident alien does not reside

in any judicial district and therefore review under Section 7429 is not available to nonresident

alien as venue is lacking in any judicial district The Eleventh Circuit reversed stating that it saw

no reason for distinguishing between nonresident aliens on the one hand and citizens and resident

aliens on the other However in reaching this result the Court did not specify where venue would

be proper

Federal Circuit Reverses Adverse Claims Court Decision On $5.8 Million

Bad Debt Deduction

On October 31 1991 the Federal Circuit reversed the adverse decision of the Claims Court

in The Credit Life Ins Co United States This case involved the presumption of worthlessness

found in Treasury Regulation 1.166-2d for debts required to be charged off by regulatory

agency In 1981 the Ohio Insurance Department required taxpayer to charge off $5.8 million

receivable In its return for that year taxpayer excluded this amount from income but did not claim

It as deduction Upon audit the IRS included the amount in income and rejected taxpayers

contention that it was entitled to bad debt deduction because inter alia taxpayer did not satisfy

the regulations requirement that it claim the deduction when the return is filed for the year in which

the regulatory agency requires the charge-off The Claims Court ruled that the taxpayer

substantially complied with the regulation and permitted the deduction The Federal Circuit

however held that the doctrine of substantial compliance has Very limited scope and that it did

not apply in this case

District Court Rules On The Constitutionality Of Statutory Provision Requiring

The Unearned Income Of Child To Be Taxed At Parents Marginal Rate

On October 29 1991 the United States District Court for the NórthŁræ District of Mississippi

dismissed the taxpayers suit for refund in William Collier Carlton United States This case

presented the issue of the constitutionality of taxing the unearned income of children under the age

of fourteen at their parents marginal tax rate Congress povidedfor this result as part of the Tax

Reform Act of 1986 In one of the first opinions on this issue the District Court ruled that the

statutory provision is constitutional
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Guilt Pie By Tax Evader Whose Previous Convictions Overturned By
Supreme Court Decision In Cheek

On November 1991 tax protester Ronald Pabisz pled guilty in the United States

District Court for the Eastern District of New York to income tax evasion for 1985 Pabiszs earlier

convictions for evading income taxes for the years 1984 through 1986 had been overturned by the

Second Circuit in light of Cheek United States 111 S.Ct 604 1991 after the district court in

the earlier prosecution instructed the jury on an objective reasonableness standard

Favorable Decision In PTL Bankruptcy Case

The Bankruptcy Court for the District of South Carolina recently held In Heritage Village

Church and Missionary Fellowship Inc a/k/a PTh that claims for federal and state taxes have

priority over the claims of the PTL lifetime partners If this decision is not overturned on appeal
the United States will shre over $1 million with the State of South Carolina

ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES

Offlc Of Leaal Counsel Executive Office For United States Attorneys

Effective September 1991 the Attorney Hiring Staff the Support Security Staff and certain

responsibilities of the Labor and Employee Relations Branch of the Executive Office for United

States Attorneys were transferred to the Office of Legal Counsel and placed under the direction

of the new Deputy Legal Counsel Maty Anne Hoopes

Labor and Employee Relations Branch

The grievance administration adverse action and labor management relations programs

formerly performed by the Labor and Employee Relations Branch LERB of the Personnel Staff are

now being performed within Legal Counsel Paul Ross and Saundra Cailler-Tyndle have been
transferred to the Office of Legal Counsel to perform these functions In order to minimize

confusion this staff will retain the LERB name

Attorney Hiring/Security Staff

Also transferred to Legal Counsel were the Attorney Hiring and Support Security Staff The

Attorney Hiring staff under the direction of Glen Stafford will continue to perform functions

relating to attorney backaround investigations attorney pay the Senior Litigation Counsel program
changes to authorized supervisory attorney pay positions and Special Assistant United States

Attorney/Special Attorney appointments The initial approval of supervisory

appointments in United States Attorneys office will be the responsibility of the Evaluation and

Review Staff.J In addition Kathy Byrne will continue to adiudicate non-attorney background

investigations and handle national security clearances for non-attorneys with the assistance of

Antoinette Prejean
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Special Assistant United States Attorneys and Special Attorneys

As of July 1991 Laurence McWhorter Director Executive Office for United States

Attorneys was delegated the authority to appoint Special Assistant United States Attorneys 28
U.S.C 543 and Special Attorneys 28 U.S.C 515 United States Attorneys Bulletin Vol

39 No dated September 15 1991 at 255 Special Attorneys will Only be utilized in narrow

circumstances If you believe Special Attorney appointment is appropriate please contact

Deborah Westbrook Legal Counsel or Robert Marco vici Attorney-Advisor at FTS 368-4024 or

202 514-4024 Requests for Special Assistant United States Attorney appointments should

continue to be directed to the Attorney Hiring Staff through Mary Anne Hoopes

Mary Anne Hoopes formerly with the Corporation Counsels Office of the District of

Columbia where she managed the Personnel and Labor Relations Section Is working closely with

the Personnel Staff and other components of the Executive Office for United States Attorneys in

order to speed service and advice to the Districts

The Deputy Legal Counsels office is located in Room 6026 Patrick Henry Building Please

feel free to stop by or call The telephone number is FTS 241-6930 or 202 501-6930

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Office Of The Pardon Attorney

The Office of Attorney Personnel Management Department of Justice Is seeking an

experienced attorney on part-time basis for the Office of the Pardon Attorney Washington D.C

Responsibilities include the direction of investigations for executive clemency the drafting of reports

for the consideration and disposition of petitions for executive clemency handling Congressional

case-related and miscellaneous correspondence of legal or complex nature and variety of

research and writing assignments

Applicants must possess J.D degree and be an active member of the bar in good standing

any jurisdiction Prior experience in the criminal justice system is desirable Applicants must

submit resume and writing sample to Office of the Pardon Attorney Department of Justice 500

First Street N.W Seventh Floor Washington D.C 20530 Attn Raymond Theim Please note

that applicants with less than one year of post-JO experience are ineligible to apply and in any

event more extensive legal experience is desired for this position

Current salary and years of experience will determine the appropriate grade and salary levels

The possible range is GS-1 $31 6-$40449 to GS-1 $61 643-$801 38 No telephone calls

please
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Bureau Of Prisons

The Office of Attorney Personnel Management Department of Justice is recruiting labor

relations attorney for the Human Resources Management Division of the Federal Bureau of Prisons

In Washington D.C Responsibilities will Include providing legal advice and assistance to central

office and field managers with regard to disciplinary and adverse personnel actions and other

matters covered by the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute Chapter 71 of Title

U.S Code and acting as principal attorney In preparing and presenting the governments case

before Administrative Judges of the Merit Systems Protection Board Administrative Law Judges of

the EEOC and Federal Labor Relations Authority and independent arbitrators appointed by the

Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service The selectee will be responsible for all phases of case

processing from pre-action inquiries through preparation of post-hearing briefs and appeals to

administrative authorities Other significant duties include participation in the negotiation and

administration of nationwide collective bargaining agreement and with ongoing labor relations with

the union and serving as an instructor on labor relations matters in management training programs

Frequent travel to field stations up to 50 percent of the time will be required Individuals without

federal and/or private sector labor relations background need not apply

Applicants must possess J.D degree be an active member of the bar in good standing

and have at least two years of post-J.D experience Applicants should submit resume and

writing sample to Bureau of Prisons 320 FirstStreet N.W Suite 301-NALC Washington D.C

20534 Attn Ron Bates Deputy Chief LMR 202 724-3134

Current salary and years of experience will determine the appropriate grade and salary levels

The possible grade/salary range is GS-12 $37294 $48481 to GS-13 $44348 $57650 This

advertisement will be open until filled

Environment And Natural Resources Division

The Office of Attorney Personnel Management Department of Justice is seeking an

experienced civil trial attorney for the Environment and Natural Resources Division in Washington
D.C Work encompasses the acquisition of land for the federal government by eminent domain

condemnation proceedings

Applicants must possess J.D degree be an active member of the bar in good standing

any jurisdiction and have five years of experience in civil litigation Litigation experience in real

estate valuation issues e.g eminent domain and tax assessment is desirable Applicants must

submit resume to Environment and Natural Resources Division Department of Justice P.O Box

7754 Washington D.C 20044-7754

Current salary and years of experience will determine.the appropriate grade and salary levels

The possible grade/salary is GS-13 $44348 -$57650 to GS-15 $61643 -$80138 This position

is open until filled
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Office Of The U.S Trustee Harrisburg Pennsylvania

The Office of Attorney Personnel Management Department of Justice is seeking an

experienced attorney for the U.S Trustees office in Harrisburg Pennsylvania Responsibilities

include assisting with the administration of cases filed under Chapters 11 12 or 13 of the

Bankruptcy Code drafting motions pleadings and briefs and litigating cases in the Bankruptcy

Court and the U.S District Court

Applicants must possess J.D degree for at least one year and be an active member of the

bar in good standing any jurisdiction Outstanding academic credentials are essential and

familiarity with bankruptcy law and the principles of accounting is helpful Applicants must submit

resume and law school transcript to Office of the U.S Trustee Department of Justice 1000

Liberty Avenue Room 319 Pittsburgh Pennsylvania 15222 Attn Stephen Goldring

Current salary and years of experience will determine the appropriate grade and salary levels

The possible range is GS-11 $31116 $40449 to GS-14 $52406 $68129 This position is

open until filled No telephone calls please

Office Of The U.S Trustee

Phoenix San Francisco and New York City

The Office of Attorney Personnel Management Department of Justice is seeking an

experienced attorney to manage the legal activities of the U.S Trustees Office in Phoenix Arizona

San Francisco California and New York New York Responsibilities include assisting with the

administration of cases filed under Chapters 11 12 or 13 of the Bankruptcy Code maintaining

and supervising panel of private trustees supervising the conduct of debtors in possession and

other trustees and ensuring that violations of civil and criminal law are detected and referred to

the United States Attorneys office for possible prosecution as well as participating in the

administrative aspects of the office

Applicants must possess J.D degree for at least one year and be an active member of the

bar in good standing any jurisdiction possess extensive management experience and at least

five years of bankruptcy law experience Applicants must submit resume salary history or SF-

171 Application for Federal Employment to

Office of the U.S Trustee Office of U.S trustee

Department of Justice Department of Justice

320 North Cantral Avenue Room 100 601 Van Ness Avenue Suite 2008

Phoenix Arizona 85004 San Francisco California 94102

Attn Adrianne Kalyna Attn Anthony Sousa

Office of U.S Trustee

Department of Justice

One Bowling Green Room 534

New York New York 10004

Attn Neal Mann

Current salary and years of experience will determine the appropriate grade and salary levels

The possible range is $52000 to $91200 This position is open until filled No telephóne calls

please
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APPENDiX

CUMULATIVE UST OF
CHANGING FEDERAL CIVIL POSTJUDGMENT INTEREST RATES

As provided for in the amendment to the Federal postjudgment

Interest statutO 28U.S.C 1961 effectiveOctober 1982

Effective Date Annual Rate Effective Date Annual Rate Effective Date Annual Rate

10-21-88 15% 01 -1 2-90 774% 04-05-91 626%

11-18-88 55% 02-14-90 97% 05-03-91 07%

12-16-88 9.20% 03-09-90 8.36% 05-31-91 6.09%

01 -1 3-89 16% 04-06-90 832% 06-28-91 39%

02-15-89 9.32% 05-04-90 8.70% 07-26-91 6.26%

03-10-89 9.43% 06-01 -90 84% 08-23-91 5.68%

04-07-89 9.51% 06-29-90 8.09% 09-20-91 557%

05-05-89 15% 07-27-90 88% 10-18-91 42%

06-02-89 85% 08-24-90 95% 11-15-91 98%

06-30-89 16% 09-21 -90 78%

07-28-89 7.75% 10-27-90 7.51%

08-25-89 827% 11-16-90 28%

09-22-89 19% 12-14-90 02%

10-20-89 7.90% 01-11-91 6.62%

11-16-89 69% 02-13-91 21%

12-14-89 7.66% 03-08-91 6.46%

For cumulative list of Federal civil postjudgment interest rates effective October 1982

through December 19 1985 see VoL 34 No 1p 25 of the United States Attorneys Bulletin

dated January 16 1986 For cumulative list of Federal civil postjudgment interest rates from

January 171986 to September 23 1988 see Vol 37 No.Zp 65 of the United States Attorneys

BullØtindÆtŁdFebruàryl51989
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UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS

DISTRICT U.S ATTORNEY

Alabama Frank Donaldson

Alabama James Eldon Wilson

Alabama Sessions Ill

Alaska Wevley William Shea

Arizona Linda Akers

Arkansas Charles Banks

Arkansas Michael Fitzhugh

California WilliamT McGivem

California George OConnell

California Lourdes Baird

California William Braniff

Colorado Michael Norton

Connecticut Albert Dabrowskl

Delaware William Carpenter Jr

District of Columbia Jay Stephens

Florida Kenneth Sukhia

Florida Robert Genzman

Florida Dexter Lehtinen

Georgia Joe Whitley

Georgia Edgar Wm Eænis Jr

Georgia Hinton Pierce

Guam Frederick Black

Hawaii Daniel Bent

Idaho Maurice Ellsworth

Illinois Fred Foreman

Illinois Frederick Hess

Illinois William Roberts

Indiana John Hoehne
Indiana Deborah Daniels

Iowa Charles Larson

Iowa Gene Shepard
Kansas Lee Thompson

Kentucky Karen Caldwell

Kentucky Joseph Whittle

Louisiana Harry Rosenberg

Louisiana Raymond Lamonica

Louisiana Joseph Cage Jr

Maine Richard Cohen

Maryland Richard Bennett

Massachusetts Wayne Budd

Michigan Stephen.J Markman

Michigan John Smietanka

Minnesota Thomas Heffelfinger

Mississippi Robert Whitwell

Mississippi George Phillips

Missouri Stephen Higgins

Missouri Jean Paul Bradshaw
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DISTRICT U.S ATTORNEY

Montana Doris Swords Poppler

Nebraska Ronald Lahners

Nevada Leland Lutfy

New Hampshire Jeffrey Howard

New Jersey Michael Chertoff

New Mexico Don Svet

New York Frederick Scullin Jr

New York Otto Obermaier

New York Andrew Maloney

New York Dennis Vacco

North Carolina Margaret Currin

North Carolina Robert Edmunds Jr

North Carolina Thomas Ashcraft

North Dakota Stephen Eastôn

Ohio Joyce George

Ohio Michael Crites

Oklahoma Tony Michael Graham

Oklahoma John Raley Jr

Oklahoma Timothy Leonard

Oregon Charles Turner

Pennsylvania Michael Baylson

Pennsylvania James West
.0

Pennsylvania Thomas Corbett Jr

Puerto Rico Daniel Lopez-Romo

Rhode Island Uncoln Almond

South Carolina Bart Daniel

South Dakota Kevin Schieffer

Tennessee Jerry Cunningham

Tennessee Ernest Williams

Tennessee.0 Edward Bryant

Texas Marvin Collins

Texas Ronald Woods
Texas Robert Woitham

Texas Ronald Ederer

Utah David Jordan

Vermont Charles Caruso

Virgin Islands Terry Halpern

Virginia Richard Cullen

Virginia Montgomery Tucker

Washington.E William Hyslop

Washington OW Michael McKay

West Virginia William Kolibash

West Virginia MichÆŁl Carey

Wisconsin John0.E Fryatt

Wisconsin Kevin Potter

Wyoming Richard Stacy

Noith Marlana Islands ....Frederick Black
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THE WHITE HOUSE

Office of the Press Secretary

For Immediate Release October 23 1991

FACT SHEET

EXECUTIVE ORDER ON CIVIL JUSTICE REFORM

The President today signed an Executive order to

apply immediately the reforms proposed in the Council on

Competitiveness report Agenda for Civil Justice Reform in

America to civil litigation involving the United States

Government The Executive order requires agencies to implement

discovery and expert witness reforms and to adopt the Fairness

Rule also known as the English Rule whenever feasible
The Executive order also requires agencies to attempt to settle

disputes prior to litigation and to employ settlement and

Alternative Dispute Resolution ADR techniques in order to avoid

prolonged litigation

In August 1991 the Presidents Council on Competitiveness
recommended 50 specific changes to our current civil litigation

system These recommendations were aimed at achieving swifter

justice and reducing the costs of litigation The proposals
facilitate more timely and efficient handling of civil cases

This Executive Order on Civil Justice Reform seeks to

produce more fair American legal system by making Federal

litigators model for parties in the private sector involved in

dispute resolution Although the Executive order requires the

Federal Government to implement many of these legal reforms

unilaterally the Administration expects this Executive order to

be catalyst for civil justice reform in the Congress State

legislatures and the courts

Backaround

The tremendous growth of civil litigation in the past
30 years including litigation involving the United States

Government has overburdened the American court system
Excessive litigation imposes high costs on American individuals
small businesses industry professionals and government at all

levels With 70 percent of the worlds lawyers it is not

surprising that the number of lawsuits filed in the Federal
courts each year has more than tripled in the last 30 years --

from approximately 80000 in 1960 to more than 250000 in 1988



Excessive litigation puts America at competitive
disadvantage internationally and results in higher prices for
American consumers for everything from household goods to medical
treatment Every year our legal system costs Americans directly
and indirectly an estimated $300 billion including wasted
legal fees court costs and individual time and effort devoted
to litigation

Several current litigation practices add to these burdens
and costs by prolonging the resolution of disputes thus delaying
just compensation and encouraging wasteful litigation Although
procedural changes alone cannot solve all of these problems the
excessive costs and long delays that have plagued our legal
system may be reduced by encouraging voluntary dispute
resolution limiting unnecessary discovery promoting judicious
use of expert testimony and prudent use of sanctions and where
appropriate modifying current fee arrangements

Promoting Just and Efficient Civil Litigation

In order to promote more efficient litigation in actions
involving the United States Government the Executive order
directs all Federal agencies with litigation authority to
implement the following reforms

The Fairness Rule Subject to appropriate legal
authority offer to adopt the Fairness Rule in contract
disputes with the United States Government and in
actions initiated by the United States whereby the
loser of the lawsuit pays an appropriate portion of the
costs and fees incurred by the winner

Discovery Reform Streamline and expedite discovery by
offering to exchange core information with opposing
parties by eliminating needless discovery and by
discussing all discovery disputes with opposing counsel
before seeking resolution in the courts

Expert Evidence Reform Use expert testimony only if
it is based on widely accepted theories and refrain
from using contingency fees to compensate expert
witnesses

Notice of Complaint Where appropriate notify parties
whom the United States intends to sue informing them
of the nature of the dispute before filing suit

Settlement Discussions Attempt to resolve disputes by
initiating settlement discussions

Alternative Disoute Resolution Employ ADR techniques
whenever appropriate



Proposing Legislation and Regulations that Do Not Unduly Burden

the Courts

The Executive order also contains provisions designed to

reduce litigation caused by poorly drafted Federal legislation
and regulations Specifically

All legislation and regulations proposed by the

Administration will be reviewed to eliminate drafting

errors and to use clear and specific standards instead

of more ambiguous general standards whenever

practicable

All legislation and regulations will be reviewed

against litigation checklLst of 15 specific issues

such as statutes of limitation preemptive effect
retroactivity etc that historically have led to

needless litigation

Agencies proposing legislation and regulations must

certify compliance with this checklist in their

legislative submissions to the office of Management and

Budget

Promoting Just and Efficient Administrative Adludication

The Executive order also requires that whenever reasonable

and practicable all agencies that adjudicate administrative

claims employ more efficient case management procedures in

administrative law proceedings

Scone and Effective Date

This Executive order applieS to civil matters only and is

not intended to affect criminal matters It shall become

effective 90 days from the date of the Presidents signature and

will not apply to litigation commenced prior to the effective

date
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CIVIL JUSTICE REFORM EXECUTIVE ORDER

Pre-filing Notice of Complaint

Objective The objective of Section is to ensure that reasonable effort is made to

notify persons against whom civil litigation is contemplated of the governments intent to

sue and to provide the litigants with an opportunity to settle the dispute without litigation

Notify each putative defendant unless an exception to the application of the

notice requirement set forth in Section applies

Remember that notice can be provided either by the referring agency or by

litigation counsel

-- Offer to attempt to resolve the dispute without litigation

Dont

Compromise dispute on terms that are not in the interest of the government If

the governments position warrants such position pre-litigation settlement

may be appropriate only if the adverse parties agree to the relief the government

plans to seek in order to save the added cost of litigation

-- Consider the notice requirement merely formality litigants may be eager to

avoid litigation costs and agree to reasonable government positions without the

necessity of litigation

-- Prejudice the governments rights by extending the notice efforts beyond the pale

of reason or permitting adverse parties to utilize the pre-filing notice for the

purpose of delay
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CIVIL JUSTICE REFORM EXECUTIVE ORDER

Settlement Conferenc

bJ

Objective Litigation counsel has continuous obligation to evaluate settlement

possibilities Litigation counsel is to offer to participate in settlement conference or move

the court for conference in order to conclude the litigation

Clearly state the terms upon which litigation counsel is prepared to recommend

that the government conclude the litigation without further expenditure of effort

-- Consult appropriately with the affected agency and with litigation counsels

supervisor on appropriate occasions in the course of settlement evaluation

-- When it is reasonable to do so ask the court to assist in the settlement process

Dont

Settle litigation on terms that are not in the interest of the government while

efforts to settle are required no unreasonable concession or offer

should be extended

-- Evade established agency procedures for development of litigation positions

-- Allow settlement evaluation to hinder your ability as litigator to take

reasonable efforts to bring about settlement favorable to the United States
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Alternative Methods Of Resolving The Dispute In Litigation

Objective Settlement of disputes promptly and properly is encouraged It is preferable

that claims be resolved through informal negotiations rather than through use of formal or

structured alternative dispute resolutions ADR mechanisms or court proceedings Use of

ADR mechanisms to resolve disputes should be considered prior to trial

-- Seek to use the skills of litigation counsel including skills gained through

training provided to the litigator to bring about reasonable resolution of

disputes

-- Consider utilization of ADR mechanisms to resolve litigation disputes involving

the government not exempted by section when litigation counsel

determines that particular technique is warranted and has reasonable

likelihood of contributing to resolution of the claim

-- Be familiar with different kinds of ADR mechanisms and the advantages and

disadvantages of the different mechanisms with view toward utilizing an

appropriate mechanism in cases where informal negotiations fail to bring about

resolution of the dispute and an ADR mechanism holds out prospect for5

success in resolving the dispute

Dont

-- Bind the government through use of an ADR technique the Executive Order

does not permit counsel to leave the final decision without exercise of

discretion to the result of-an ADR technique

-- Agree to resolve dispute in any manner or on any terms that is not in the

interest of the United States

-- Fail to use skill in negotiation and in the ADR process to benefit the United

States reasonably in keeping with the adversarial system of civil justice
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CIVIL JUSTICE REFORMEXECUTIVE ORDER

Guidance and Coordination on ADR
and

Objective Alternative dispute resolution techniques should not be used as substitute for

application of attorney expertise Disputes will be resolved reasonably if an ADR

technique is used when the technique holds out likelihood of success

The Justice Department has designated Stephen Bransdorfer 202 514-

3309 as the contact to provide guidance on Executive Order implementation issues

Consult with the Department of Justice when question pertaining to ADR

arises and you are uncertain as to the answer

-- Utilize functioning agency adjudicative procedures for administrative issues

warranting decisionbythe agency needing precedent-setting disposition or

when necessaiy to preserve the integrity of the agencys adjudicative processes

-- Utilize ADR even ifthereis a.factual dispute going to an issue pertaining to

liability if use of ADR is othese in order under the circumstances

Dont

View ADR as mandatory technique requiring an agency to undercut its

principled position on an issue

-- Evade agency responsibilities by accepting ADR mechanisms to decide legal

disputes pertaining to public policy issues

-- Agree to imprudent ADR resolutions ofdisputes regarding important issues

merely because the proposed resolution is the result of use of an ADR

technique
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Disclosure Of Core Information

1d 11

Objective Reasonable efforts shall be made to obtain the agreement of other parties

mutually to exchange statements containing core information with the courts approvaL
Core information means names and addresses of persons with information relevant to

claims and defenses and the location of documents most relevant to the case

Do

Make the offer to participate in mutual.exchange core information at an early

stage of the litigation

-- Emphasize that the government is willing to be bound to exchange core

information and statements if and only if other parties agree to exchange this

same information and the court adopts the agreement as stipulated order

-- Prepare appropriate correspondence and proposed agreements making the offer

in each case where the offer is practicable

Dont

-- Consider core information offers as mandated if dispositive motion is pending

or ifthe exceptions to the ADR and core disclosure provisions set forth in 7c
asset forfeiture.proceedings and debt collection cases involving less than

$100000 apply

-- Permit the offer of reasonable disclosure to require unreasonable or nonmutual

efforts onthe part of the
-- Permit your utilization of the core disclosure requirement offer to delay or

postpone the initiation of necessarydiscovery on behalf of the government when
the parties to whom the offer is directed have not accepted it within reasonable

period of time
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Review of Proposed Document Requ

Objective Document discovery should be pursued by government counsel only after

review procedures are followed to ensure that the document discovery proposed is

reasonable under the circumstances presented by the litigation

-- Seek to resolve discovery disputes without court intervention

-- Ensure that each agency has procedures to ensure that senior lawyer reviews

each proposed document discovery request prior to filing

-- Ensure that the senior lawyer undertaking review of document discovery

proposals determines whether the requests are cumulative or duplicative

unreasonable oppressive unduly burdensome or expensive

Dont

Submit document discovery requests to opposing counsel without review of the

requests by senior lawyer within the agency

-- FaiL to ensure that the senior lawyer reviewing requests for document discovery

determines whether the requirements of the litigation the amount in coflWoVersy

the importance of the issues at stake in the litigation and whether the documents

can be obtained from some other source that is more convenient less

burdensome or less expensive want pursuit of the documentary discovery as

proposed

-- Permit the review system to deter the pursuit of reasonable document discovery

conducted in accord with the procedures established in the Executive Order
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Discovery Motions

Objective The court should not be asked to resolve discovery dispute including

imposition of sanctions as well as the underlying discovery dispute unless litigation counsel

attempts to resolve the dispute first with opposing counsel If pre-motion efforts at

resolution are unsuccessful or impractical this should be set forth in the governments

motion papers

Do

-- Seek to resolve discovery disputes without court intervention

-- Include disputes over the scope of discovery and overthe issue of whether

sanctions should be imposed as appropriate and necessary subjects for attempts

to resolve disputes with opposing counsel

-- Inform the court of your efforts to resolve discovery disputes without the

necessity of court involvement if such disputes are not successfully resolved or

state why it was impiacticable to seek resolution of the dispute prior to judicial

involvement

Dont

-- File discovery motions including sanction motions without making an effort to

resolve these matters without court involvement

-- Consider yourself influenced to compromise discovery dispute on terms less

satisfactory than terms constituting reasonable resolution of the discovery

and/or sanctions dispute

-- Fail to mention your efforts to resolve the dispute in papers filed with the court

if the dispute can not be resolved without the courts intervention
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CIVIL JUSTICE REFORM EXECUTIVE ORDER

Expert Witnesses

eJ

Objective The function of section is to ensure that litigation counsel only proffer

reliable expert testimony in judicial proceedings This practice widely utilized by the

government already will enhance the credibility of the governments position in litigation

and improve the prospects for reasonable outcome of disputes warranting utilization of

expert witnesses

Do

-- Utilize experts who have knowledge background research or other expertise in

the particular field of the subject of their testimony

-- Offer to engage in mutual disclosure of information pertaining to experts who

party expects to call at trial

-- Make every reasonable effort to present expert testimony from experts who base

their conclusion on explanatory theories that are widely accepted i.e are

propounded by at least substantial minority of experts in the relevant field

Dont

-- Present expert testimony from experts whose explanatory theories are not widely

accepted or offer to pay an expert witness based on the success of the litigation

-- Present expert testimony from experts on outside beyond the area of the

particular field of their expertise

-- Fail to object to testimony on the part of an expert whose compensation is linked

to successful outcome in the litigation or fail to bring out on cross-examination

of the expert the pecuniary incentive for testimony favorable to the party to

whom his compensation is linked
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Sanctions Motions

11

Objective Motions for sanctions predicated upon abusive practices shall not be filed by

government counsel unless they have been reviewed by the agencys designated sanctions

officer or his or her designee The sanctions officer shall also review motions for sanctions

that are filed against government agencies or counsel

-- Designate senior supervising attorney as each agencys sanctions officer See

section Jf2

-- Take steps to seek sanctions against opposing counsel and parties where

appropriate subject to the procedures set forth in section 1f regarding agency
review of proposed sanction filings

-- Attempt to resolve disputes that might warrant the filing of motion for

sanctions with opposing counsel prior to filing motion for sanctions

Dont

-- File sanctions motion without submitting the proposed motion for review to the

sanctions officer or his designee within the litigation counsels agency See

Section 102

-- Fail to submit motions for sanctions that are filed against litigation counsel or

the government or its officers to the agencys sanctions officer or his or her

designee

-- Permit sanctions motions to be used as vehicle to coerce government counsel

or to coerce counsel adverse to the government when the dispute can be resolved

on reasonable basis
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Improved Use Of Litigation Resources

Objective Litigation counsel are to use efficient case management techniques and make

reasonable efforts to expedite civil litigation These efforts are to include reasonable

efforts to negotiate with otherparties about and to stipulate to facts that are not in

dispute review of filings toinsure that they are accurate and reflect narrowing of issues

if any resulting from discovery requests for early tril dates where practicable and moving

for summary judgment in every case where the movant would be likely to prevail or where

the motion would likely narrow the issues to be tried

Move for summary judgment to resolve litigation short of trial or narrow the

issues to be tried.

-- Seek to stipulate to facts that are not in dispute and move for early trial dates

where practicable

-- Review and revise submission to the court in order to apprise the court and all

counsel of any narrowing of issues resulting from discovery or otherwise and

in to assure accuracy

Dont

--
Stipulate to any fact that is reasonably disputed from the perspective of litigation

counsel for the government

-- Use summary judgment practice in manner which will permit opposing counsel

to develop alternatiyeeories ad thereby limit the use of summary judgment to

nrrow issues or .resove controversies

-- Prejudice the interests of the United States through use of case management

technique which is not reasonably employed to resolve the litigation fairly
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Fees And Expenses

hJ

Objective Section 1h of the Executive Order provides that litigation counsel should

offer to enter into two-way fee shifting agreement with opposing parties in dispute in

cases involving disputes over certain federal contracts or in any civil litigation initiated by

the United States whereby the losing party would pay the prevailing partys fees and costs

subject to reasonable terms and conditions However this section is to be implemented

only the extent permissible by law The Executive Order requires the Attorney

General to review the legal authority for entering into such agreements The review

required by the Executive Order is in progress Until the review is completed it is not

appropriate to offer to enter into any two-way fee shifting agreement If the Attorney

General determines that legislation is necessary to implement this section litigation counsel

shall not offer to enter into two-way fee shifting agreement until legislation is enacted
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Principles To Enact Legislation And Promulgate ReQulations

Which Do Not Unduly Burden The Federal Court System

Objective Section of the Executive Order includes provision of general duty to review

legislation and regulations and specific issues for review in order to reduce burdens on the

federal court system The section includes requirements for certification of compliance for

agency legislation and regulations subsection 2c and for performance of cost benefit

analysis on provisions of any legislation which proposes an award of attorneys fees in

favor of only one class of parties subsection 2d
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General Information On Iniplementation Of The Executive Order

The Attorney General is charged with coordinating efforts by federal agencies to

implement the guidelines to promote just and efficient government civil litigation

and the principles to promote just and efficient administrative adjudications

oo Stephen Bransdorfer 202 514-3309 has been designated as

the contact point for Executive Order Implementation advice and

guidance

Agency includes all departments and establishments as defined in 28 U.S.C

451 except it excludes legislative and judicial branch establishments and

litigation counsel includes counsel from agencies authorized by law to

represent themselves in court without assistance from the Department of Justice

as well as private counsel hired by any federal agency to conduct litigation on

behalf of the agency of the United States

The Executive Order explicitly states that no private rights of any kind are

created under the Executive Order Section

-- The Executive Order is inapplicable to criminal matters proceedings in foreign

courts and shall not be construed to require litigation counsel or any agency to

act contrary to the applicable rules of court procedure federal law or any court

order

The Executive Order does not compel or authorize disclosure of privileged

information or any other information prohibited by law

-- The Executive Order becomes effective on January 21 1992 and applies to

litigation commenced after that date
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EECUTIVE SLRTAPIA1

MEMORANDUM TO ALL DEPARTMENT AND AGENCY
EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES

Subject Taiwan Guidelines

This memorandum reviews the existing guidelines for the

conduct of our unofficial relations with the people on Taiwan
Please ensure that they receive broad circulation within your

Department or Agency

In establishing diplomatic relations with the Peoples
Republic of China PRC the U.S Government recognized the PRC

Government as the sole legal government of China Both sides

agreed that within this context the people of the United
States would maintain cultural connercial and other unofficial

relations with the people on Taiwan The President has

reaffirmed thispoiicy

The Taiwan Relations Act TRA Public Law 968 of

April 10 1979 provides the legal framework for the conduct of

these unofficial relations In the absence of diplomatic ties
the TRA stipulates that programs transactions and other

relations conducted or carried out by the President or any
agency of the U.S Government with respect to Taiwan shall be

conducted and carried out by or through the American Institute
in Taiwan AlT AlT nOnprof it corporation headquartered in

Rosslyn Virginia with offices inTaipei and Kaohsiung On

Taiwan is under contract to the Department of State to perform
these functions

Taiwan has established counterpart organization to AlT

called the Coordination Council for North American Affairs

CCNAA CCNAA has its U.S headquarters in Washington D.C
and other offices in major cities around the United States
The unofficial relations between the people of the United

States and the people on Taiwan are carried out through these
two private organizations

This framework has proven effective trade and other
unofficial relations with Taiwan have expanded dramatically
since 1979

Guidelines for specific areas of the conduct of unofficial

relations with Taiwan are as follows



Terminology Consistent with the unofficial nature of

U.S.Taiwan ties the U.S Government no longer refers to

Taiwan as the Republic of China term reflecting
Taipeis continuing claim to be the government of China
Nor does the U.S Government refer to Taiwan as countryN
or government We refer to Taiwan simply as Taiwan
and to its leadership as the Taiwan authorities

Correspondence Executive Branch departments and agencies
should not correspond directly with their counterparts on
Taiwan or with CCNAA All such correspondence must take

place through and under the auspices of AlT This
usually takes the form of letter from AlT Washington or
MT Taipei incorporating the view of the concerned U.S
department or agency to CCNAA in Washington or Taipei

Unofficial Meetings and Contacts Guidelines conÆerning
unofficial meetings and contacts between Executive Branch

personnel and CCNAA or visitors from Taiwan are complex
In general these should take place at AlT or in other
nonofficial settings not in Executive Branch offices
Questions should be directed to the Taiwan Coordination
Staff EAP/RA/TC at the Department of State telephone
2026477711

Twin Oa Executive Branch personnel may not attend functions
at Twin Oaks the former residence of the Republic of

China Ambassador They may however accept invitations
to social functions held at homes of CCNAA personnel

Double Ten Celebrations The Taiwan authorities celebrate
October 10 as the anniversary of the founding of the
Republic of China In general officials at all levels
of the foreign affairs agencies State NSC/White House
Defense and CIA as well as officials above the rank of
GS14 from any other part of the Executive Branch may not
attend the formal CCNAA reception held on that day
Questions regarding attendance by Executive Branch
personnel at receptions hosted by CCNAA in honor of this
event on other days should be directed to the Taiwan
Coordination Staff

Travel Executive Branch personnel who contemplate travel
to Taiwan for workrelated reasons regardless of leave
status must have prior concurrence from the Taiwan
Coordination Staff fax 2026476820 from October 1991
until then at 2026477350 Such personnel travel to

Taiwan as consultants to AlT Senior Executive Branch
officials at or above the level of assistant secretary
embassy counselor or consul general and three star flag
officer must obtain clearance from the State Department for

personal travel as well All travel must be on regular
tourist passport



Gifts U.S law and government guidelines on gifts from foreign
sources including travel expenses apply to Executive
Branch personnel in their relations with Taiwan and CCNAA
Questions should be directed to the concerned recipients
department or agency ethics office

Questions on policy matters related to these guidelines
should be directed to the Taiwan Coordination Staff of the

Department of State

Questions on the actual conduct or procedural
implementation of our unofficial relations should be directed
to AlT telephone 7035258474

Exec tive Secretary



U.S Department of Just ice

EXHIBIT
Criminal Division

Office of the Assistant Attorney General Washington DC 20530

November 1991

MEMORANDUM

TO All Federal Prosecutors

FROM Robert Mueller 111
Assistant Attorney General

SUBJECT Organizational Sentencing Guidelines

The United States Sentencing Commission has promulgated
Guidelines for Sentencing of Organizations which became effective
on November 1991 See Guidelines Manual Ch.8 Nov 1991
The Department takes the position that these new guidelines apply
only to offenses committed on or after the guidelines November
1991 effective date but not to offenses committed before that
date irrespective of whether application of the guidelines would
have potentially advantageous or an adverse effect on the
defendant

However cases involving continuing offense such as

conspiracy in which defendants illegal conduct began on or
before November 1991 and continued after that date should be
sentenced under the new guidelines Such sentence does not
violate the ex post facto clause United States Campanale 518
F.2d 352 36465 9th Cir 1975 and cases cited cert denied
423 U.S 1050 1976 United States Baresh 790 F.2d 392 404

5th Cir 1986 United States Todd 735 F.2d 146 150 5th Cir
1984 cert denied 469 U.S 1189 1985

Application of the new guidelines to offenses committed before
November 1991 poses constitutional problems under the ex post facto
clause where the law is retrospective in application and
substantively disadvantages the offender affected by it See
e.g Miller Florida 482 U.S 423 43233 1987 The
Department has concluded that application of the new guidelines
would substantively disadvantage defendants by reducing the
possibility that sentence without any fine would be imposed and
by increasing the likelihood of probation as part of the sentence
In addition the existence of guidelines results in limitation
on the defendants appeal rights see 18 U.S.C 3742

Prosecutors should oppose defense requests for retroactive
application of the guidelines on the ground that they would



arguably produce more favorable sentence than under the
preexisting system This is contrary to Congressional intent see
Criminal Division Prosecutors Handbook on Sentencing Guidelines
pp 6869 1987 and would raise number of difficult issues
concerning whether the defendant is bound by his election of

guideline sentence However the Court may and should be
encouraged to refer to the guidelines in fashioning an appropriate
sentence as long as the court makes clear that it is only using the
guidelines in an advisory manner

Prosecutors should notify probation officers of the

Departments position before the presentence report is prepared in

cases involving offenses committed prior to November 1991
Organizational defendants should not first be required to raise ex

post facto clause objections in these cases
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Adjustments Fifth Amendment privilege.Accórd US v.Oliveràupra
AccprcE OF RESPONSIBILITY at 627-28 Perez-Franco supra at 463 See also US Wait

Third Circuit holds Fifth Amendment protection 910F.2d 587 590-93 9th dr 1990 sentcncingcowicannct

against self-incrimination applies to reduction for accep- consider against defendant any constitutionally protected

tance of responsibility with respect to related conduct conduct Severalciivuitshave heldthatdenialof thereduc

Defendant pled guilty to robbing bank by intimidation As tioæzsnotapenaltyandthus3E1.1 doesnotiinplicaiethcFafth

part of the plea agreement second count of bank robbery Amendment See Mourning supraat706-07 US Tnyilo
with dangerous weapon was disznisseL He denied using 906 F.2d .1456146110th Cir 1990 Gordon supra at936-

gun during the robbery and the count of conviction did not 37 U.S Henry 883 F.2d 1010 10111211th Cir 1989

require use of weapon but the court increased i.is offense The Third Circuit noted however that the Fifth Amend

Level for possessing weapon during robbery and denied ment privilege against self-incrimination is not self-executing

G3EI.1 decrease because defendant did not accept responsi- and thus must be claimed when self-incrimination is threat

bility for possession of the gun Defendant was sentenced ac- ened There are few limited exceptions to the nile such

cordingly and appealed arguing that 3E 1.1 requires accep- as when the government threatens to penalize the assertion of

lance of responsibility only forconductin the countof convic- the privilege and thereby compels incriminating testi

lion and requiring defendant to admit conduct beyond the mony but the court concluded that requiring defendant to

offense of conviction in order to receive the reduction would accept responsibility in order to obtain sentence reduction

violate the self-incrimination clause of the Fifth Amendment is not threat to impose punishment for an assertion of the

The appellate court rejected the first argument We agree privilege. mhe person being questioned may fear that he

with the courts that interpret 3E1 .1s reference to criminal or she will be more likely to suffer penalty if the questiies

conduct and the application notes reference to offense and go unanswered but the penalty will not be imposed for the

related conduct as indicating that the sentencing court may claiming of the pnvilege hf defendant does not claim

consider whether the defendant has admitted or denied con- the privilege when asked during the sentencing process about

duct beyond the specific conduct of the offense of conviction acts beyond the acts of the offense of conviction any subse

in the course of determining whether to grant twolevel quentstatementsareconsidezed voluntary and maybeconsad
reduction for acceptance of responsibility Accordingly ered by the sentencing judge in determining whether to grant

we here hold that the terms criminal conduct and offense reduction for acceptance of resjxmsibility Hero the court

and related conduct in Chapter refer to the same bundle of ruled defendant did not claim the privilege and his statements

conduct all conduct that is relevant under IBI.3 of the to the probation officer were not compelled Thus his denial

Guidelines Accord U.S Mourning 914 F.2d 699705-06 that he possessed gun during the robbery could be consid

5th Cir 1990 US Murao 909 F.2d 436439-4011th ercd by the district court in determining he had not accepted

Cir 1990 per curiam U.S Gordon 895 F.2d 932936- responsibility Note One judge dissented on this point

374th Circert denied 111 Ct. 1311990 See also U.S The courtemphasize the limited scopeofourdecision

Herrera 928 F.2d 769774-756th dr 1991 affirming This case involves defendant who voluntarily responded to

denial of reduction because defendant did not accept respon- questions and denied portion of the criminal conduct that the

sibiity for related conduct Contra U.S Piper 918 F.2d court found to have taken place This case does not involve

839 840-41 9th Cir 1990 per curiam US Oliveras defendantwhoremainedsilentwhenquestionedaboutrelatcd

905 F.2d 623626-27 2d Cir 1990 per curiam U.S conduct beyond the offense of conviction without claiming

Perez-Frarico 873 F.2d 455463-641st Cir 1989 the Fifth Amendment privilege Nor does it involve defen

On the Fifth Amendment issue defendant had the right to dant who consistently relied upon his privilege when ques
refuse to answer questions in the presentence interview about tioned about related conduct beyond the offense of convic

whetherhepossessedaweaponduringtherobberybecausehe tion We express no opinion concerning such cases The

could have faced state weapons charges Whether denial of court did however venture several words of advice con-

the 3E1 reduction for exercising this right violates the Fifth cerning such cases the defendant has consistently

Amendment turns on whether that denial is penalty or asserted the privilege as to acts beyond those of the offense of

denied benefit The appellate court held it was penalty conviction sentencing judge obviously must not draw

The characterization of denied reduction in sentence as anyinferencefmmthefactthattheprivilegehasbeenclaimed

denied benefit as opposed to penalty cannot be squared mhe judge cannot rely on the defendants failure to admit

with the reality of the sentencing calculation and conflicts to such acts as basis for denying the two-level reduction But

with decisions of the SupremeCourtand pre-Guidelines deci- that in no way implies an automatic two-level reduction for

sions of this court. of leniency is penalty which such defendant The sentencing judge must address the

cannot be imposed for the defendants assertion of his or her acceptance of responsibility issue on the basis of all of the
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record evidence relevant to that issue See U.S Skithnan district court properly used lB 1.2a to sentence defendant

922 F.2d 1370 1378-799th Cir 1990 assertion of Fifth under arson rather than fraud guideline appellate court rca-

Amendment rights does not entitle defendant to reduction soned that in light of Supreme Courts analysis of lB 1.2a

there must be someaffirmativeacceptance of responsibility Brarwn U.S ill Ct 1854 1991 adefendant need

The court further observed It is at least questionable not eiprŁss1 agree that the stipulated factsestablish the more

whether sentencing judge inacase where thedefendant has serious offense and the relevant inquiry is whether as

acknowledged responsibility for the offense of conviction but matierof law the facts provided the essential elements of the

has claimed the privilege with respect to aggravating related more serious offense
conduct can deny the two pont reduction based solely on the

defendants failuretocarryhisburdenofproof withrespectto Departures
the acceptance of responsibility for his criminal conduct MmGATING CIRCUMSTANCES

US Frierson No 90-3382 3d Cu Oct. 1991 US v.Glick.No.91-55054thCir.Oct.8 1991Wilkins
Stapleton Garth dissenting in part

J.conduct over tCn-week period involving number of ac

ABUSE PosmoN OF TRUST lions and extensive planning canitot be construed as single

US Kosth 943 F.2d 798 7th Cit 1991 reversing
act of aberrant behaviorthat warrants downward departure

3B1.3 enhancement for abuse of position of trust given
U.S.S.G Ch Pt 4d p.s disagreeing with US

businessman who used his merchant account with tip Takai 930 F.2d 14271433-349th Cit 1991 conduct dur

commit credit card fraud There was no special element of ing bribery offense that occurred over eight-day period was

private trust involved As with all credit transactions single act of aberrant behavior also held that significantly

was an element of reliance present However therelatiOnship
reduced mental capacity .5K2.13 psneód notbe the sole

described by the facts in this case was jyjcormial cause of the offense to justify departure but should corn

relationship The fraud described here does not differ poseE contributing factor in the commission of the offense

any other commercial ciedit transaction fraud The defendant US zscklick 919 F.2d 9597-988th Cit 1990 accord

was not an insider rather an ordinary merchant US Lauzôfl 938 F.2d 3263311st Cit 1991
customer of the bank who committed fraud by abusing his us Brv4er No 90-193i 7th Cit Sept 271991 en
contrtual and commercial relationship with it. banc.Ripple J.defendants post-offense rehabilitation

Mui..mtE Couim was equivalent to acceptance of responsibility and sentenc

US Bruder No 90-1931 7th Cit 127 1991 en
ing cowl properly refused to depart downward Accord

banc Ripple five judges dissenting on this issue
US Van Dyke 895 F.2d 984987 4th Cit ceri denied

reversed failure to group offenses of convicted felon in pos-
SCLi1 1990.Seea swans

session of firearm and possession of unregistered firearm that
..ir 1707J ire tore orm not is

involved the same weapon Because these offenses wore not Exir OF DEPARTURE

specifically listŁdin 3D1.2d themaininquiiywaswhether US Baez 944 F.2d 88 2d Cit 1991 affirminguse of

they involved substantially the same harm Court held they analogy to multiple counts guideline pursuant to US Kim
did reasoning that society was the victim of both crimes 896 F.2d 678 684-85 2dCir 1990 to impose upward depar

both statutes that were violated have the same goal and lure on counterfeiting dOfOndant whokidnaped and threat-

convicted felonwho cannot legally register firearmwill ened potential witnesssentencing court conchidŁd obstruc

necessarily violaleE the registration statute as well as the tionofjusliceenhancOmentwasinadequateanalogizedcon

felon in possession statute The court also determined.that ducttoóffenseofwitnesstampenngandentnceddefendant

this case fit the guidelines directive that some counts are so under guideline range thatwould have appliŁdbnder 3D 1.2

closely intertwined with other offenses that conviction for
appellate court also explained that the multi-count analysis

them ordinarily would not warrant increasing the guideline is toprovidO only guidance as to the extOntofa departure not

range U.S.S.G Ch Part Introductory Commentary arigidforrnul. .Thepointofkhnistousethefliulti-count

See also U.S Riviere 924 F.2d 1289 1306 3d Cit 1991 analysis and the Sentencing table as useful guidance not

unlawful delivery of firearms should be grouped with un- to precipitate time-consuming analysis of every possible

lawful possession of weapon by felon The court distizi- calculation of arguably relevant circumstances.

guished U.S Pope 871 F.2d 506 50910 5th Cit 1989

unlawful possession of weapon need not be grouped with Appellate Review
unlawful possession of silencer for different weapon and DEPARTURES
U.S Bakhziari 913 F.2d 1053 1062 2d Cit 1990un- USv.Glick 1991Wilkins
lawful possession of weapon need not be grouped with pOS- departure based on proper and improperfactors may be

session of silencer for same weapon upd if proper factor justifies magnitude of departure

adopting approach set forth in U.S Diaz-Bastardo 929 F.2d

Relevant Conduct
7988001 st.Cir1 1991 see GSU3 Accord U.S

STIPULATION TO MORE SERIOUS OFYENSE 933F2d 11l72dCir 1991 US Franklin 902F2d501

US Day 943 2d 130611th Cit 1991 defendants 7th Cir cer denied 111 Ct 274 1990 US
written stipulation in formal plea agreement to facts that Rodriguez 882 F.2d 10596th Cit 1989 cer.denied 110

described burning of boat to fraudulently collect insurance Ct 1144 1990 Contra U.S ippa 905 F2d 337

proceeds as the arson job was stipulation that specifically 10th Cit 1990 U.S Hernandez-Vasquez 884 F.2d 1314

establishe the more senous offense of arson and the 9th Cit 1989 per curiarn
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9th Circuit reverses two level increase for

threats where sentence already increased by
9th circuit holds that tenu prepubescent was not un

four levels for use of ffrearm pg
ConstitutiOnally vague as applied 120310 Defendant was

convicted of interstate transpotion of meteal involving the

D.C Circuit allocates burden Of probf for en-
sexual exploitation of minors in violation of 18 U.S.C sec

trapment defense for relevant condi ct in the
2252 Guideline section 2G2.2b1 provides for

same way as at trial Pg
level increase in the base offense level if the matexial in

volved prepubescent minor or minor under the age of 12

1st Circuit affirms vulnerible victim enhance-
years Here there was uncontested testiny by postal in

ment for defendant who falsely told young
Spector that one of the children was under the age of 12 as

female drug user he was DEA aóent Pg
Well as the fact that puberty has obviously not begun let

alone been completed There was nothing in the record to

9th Circuit suggests departure rather than four-
iicate that an observer could no tell that puberty had not

level reductiân for exºeptioæal acceptance
started or that there are in fact conflicting definitions that

of responsibility Pg
would haveIed someonelike to believe that these

children bad not reached puberty Accordingly the 9th Cir

11th Circuit prohibits district court from selec-
cult found no basis on which to find the guideline unconstitu

tively usingprior invalid àonvictions for
tionally vague as applied U.S Marquardi F.2d

criniinalhistory purposes Pg
9th Cir November 13 1991 No 90-30461

6th Circuit upholds use of juvenile Offense as
5th Circuit reverses separate sentences for belng felon in

predicate for carOer offender status pg 10 possession of firearm 125330520 Defendant was

sentenced to 22 months for being felon in possession of

10th Circuit holds that in revoking supervised
firearm in violatiOn of 18 U.S.C section 922g1 plus 15

release court may reimpose supervised
years 180 months under 18 section 924e for having

release following re-impnsonment Pg 13
three

prior dangerous felony or serious drug offense convic

tions. The 5th Circuit rued that it was error to sentence him

5th Circuit rules no double jeopardy violationin
under bOth statutes Section 924e1 does not create an of-

seizure of cash and subsequent prosecution
fense separate from section 922g but merely provides

for underlying conduct Pg 14
sentence enhancement under section 922g for those who

have the quasite three felony convictions though the de

3rd Circuit gives innocent spouse right to
fant failed to raise this issue below the double sentence

exclusive use and possession of property
.wu plain error The court vacated the 22-month sentence and

during her lifetime Pg 15
fflimed the 180-month sentence U.S Mwsoz-Romo

F.2d 5th Cir Nov 1991 No 89-2345

2nd Circuit hOlds that government waived its

right toa substitution of assets by enteriflä
5th Circwt upholds separate sentences being felon and

letter agreement Pg
illl alien in possession of firearm 125330 Defen

dan was co icted of counta of being felon in posses

_____________________________________________ sion of firearm in violation of 18 section 922g1
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and two counts of being an illegal alien in possession of the and each positive urine test predated the effective date of that

same two firearms in violation of 18 U.S.C section policy statement November 1990 The 9th Circuit rejected

922g5 He contended that this improperly subjected him the argument stating that the applicable policy statements

to double punishment for each firearm The 5th Circuit up- are those which are in effect on the date of sentencing See

bald the separate sentences ruling that the plain language of 18 U.S.C section 3553a5 U.S Baclaan F.2d

section 922g permits multiple punishments and the legisla- 9th Cit November 1991 No 91-10043

tive history did not suggest contrary inteqretalion In ad

dition since each provision requires proof of an additional 5th Circuit upholds sentence for failing to report money
fact which the other does not the sentences were not duplica- from legitimate sources 140360 Defendant was convicted

tive U.S Munoz-Romo F.2d 5th Cit Nov of failing to report $48000 in currency as he attempted to

1991 No 89-2345 board plane to South Korea He contended that the sentence

mandated by the Guidelines violated both the 8th Amendment
6th Circuit finds no double counting in enhancenients for and Congressional intent because his money was not derived

bodily injury and for crime against official victim from illegal activities The 5th Circuit rejected this argument

125224410 Defendant assaulted police officer while in light of its recent decision in U.S Oflanion 943 F.2d

fleeing the bank he had just robbed His sentence was en- 1422 1991 which held that the statute applies whether or

banced under section 2B3 1b3 for causing bodily injury not the money is derived from legitimate sources and that this

and under section 3A1.2 because the victim was law en- does not constitute cruel and unusual punishment U.S
fbrcement officer The 6th Circuit rejected defendants claim Park F.2d 5th Cit Oct 31 1991 No 90-1761

that this constituted double counting rulig that each en
hancement requires different conduct and punishes different _________________________
wrongdoing U.S Muhammad F.2d 6th Cit Oct nel Application Principles30 1991 No 90-5701

Chapter

9th Circuit upholds sentencing for aggravating circum
stance which had been rejected at rt sentencing 125 9th Circuit treats defendant as if he had been convicted on

Petitioner claimed that he was subject to double jeopardy at separate count of conspiracy for each object offense

his second sentencing hearing when the trial judge found an 165380 Defendant argued that the court erred in sentencing

aggravating circumstance that was found to be nonexistent at him for two separate conspiracies because the verdict did not

his first sentencing hearing The 9th Circuit rejected this at- specify whether he was guilty of one or both objects of the

gument noting that in Poland Arizona 476 U.S 147 152-
___________________________________________

571986 the Supreme Court had rejected similar argument

Carriger Lewr F.2d 9th Cir November 1991
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conspiracy The 9th Circuit found no error noting that sec- 9th Circuit reverses two level increase for threats where

tion lB 1.2d provides that conviction on count charging sentence already increased by four levels for use of

conspiracy to commit more than one offense shall be treated firearm 224 Guideline section 283 1b2 provides in

as if the defendant had been convicted on separate count of subsection for four level increase if dangerous weapon

conspiracy for each separate object offense Commentary is used in robbery and in subsection CD for two level in-

Note provides that the court may sentence if sitting as crease if an express threat of death was made Here the

trier of fact it would convict the defendant of conspiring to district court imposed both enhancements On appeal the

commit that object offense The 9th Circuit found evidence parties agreed that the enhancements are stated in the dis

of separate conspiratorial objectives and affirmed the son- junctive which precludes an enhancement for both the use of

tence for two separate conspiracies U.S Tham F.2d gun under subsection and for the express
threat of death

9th dr November 1991 No 90-10573 under subsection The 9th circuit agreed and vacated the

_____________________________
sentence U.S Farrier F.2d 9th Cir November

Offense Conduct Generally
12 1991 No 90-50533

Chapter 11th Circuit bases offense Level on drugs sold by dealer

from whom agent sought bribe 2302S4380 Defendant

6th Circuit applies aggravated assault guideline to striker government agent pled guilty to soliciting bribe from

who fired gun at Greyhound bus 210220 Defendant suspected drug dealer Section 2C lc1 provides that if

striking Greyhound Bus employee fired gun at Greyhound the bribery was for the purpose of concealing or facilitating

bus travelling on the road and was convicted of damaging crime the court must use the accessory after the fact guide-

motor vehicle with reckless disregard for human life in vio- line section 2X3 if that offense level is higher than the

lation of 18 U.S.C section 33 Although the Statutory Index bribery guideline At the sentencing hearing the government

in effect in March 1990 provided that guideline sections presented incontrovertible testimony that the drug dealer

2K1.4 Arson and section 2B1.3 Property Damage were was dealing 700 to 800 kilograms of cocaine month An

ordinarily applicable to violations of section 33 the court Assistant U.S Attorney said the dealer was believed to be in-

used section 2A2.2 the aggravated assault guideline The 6th volved in 1500 kilograms of cocaine The 11th Circuit af

Circuit affirmed Appendix to the guidelines states that in firmed an offense Level based on 1500 kilograms of cocaine

an atypical case where the guideline is inappropriate Since the district court could have supported defendants base

court may use the guideline most applicable to the offense offense level of 30 with only 50 kilograms of cocaine defen

The district courts choice was confirmed by the current ver- dants contention that he should not have been exposed to the

sion of the Statutory Index which lists section 2A2.2 as an maximum offense level under section 2X3 was without

appropriate guideline for violation of section 33 U.S merit U.S Cruz F.2d 11th dir Oct 30 1991

Daniels F.2d 6th dir Nov 1991 No 90-4061 No 90-5871

6th Circuit affirms enhancanent for bodily injury to police 2nd Circuit bases offense Level on heroin despite defen

officer attempting to stop fleeing bank robbers 224 dants claim that he thought it was cocaine 242 Defen

Guideline section 2B1.3b3 provides an enhancement for dant swallowed 43 balloons of heroin He contended that he

robbery when victim sustains bodily injury Defendant believed that the balloons contained cocaine and therefore it

struggled with police officer while attempting to flee the was error to sentence him on the basis of heroin The 2nd

bank he had just robbed He argued that the enhancement was Circuit ruled that the district court correctly relied on the of-

improper because the term victim referred only to victim fense of conviction importation of heroin The mens rea ro

of the robbery According to defendant the crime was cam- quirement for possession of controlled substance satisfied

plete when he left the bank The 6th Circuit rejected this dis- due process concerns Congress for purposes of deterrence

tinction holding that the language any victim in section intended that narcotics violators run the risk of sentencing en

2B3 1b3 was meant to include any employee bystander hancements when they know they possess
controlled sub-

customer or police officer .who is assaulted during the bank stances U.S Obi F.2d 2nd Cir Oct 30 1991

robbery or during an attempted getaway The court also re- No 91-1200

jected defendants claim that the police officer was not suffi

ciently injured to invoke the enhancement The district 10th Circuit holds that felony sentence is final under sec

court found that the officer was beaten and kicked resulting tion 841 when period for appeal has expired or reduction

in numerous abrasions the hyper-extension of his shoulder to misdemeanor is no longer possible 24521 U.S.C see-

and soreness in his knees and elbow for two weeks U.S tion 841blA requires mandatory minimum sentence of

Muhammad F.2d 6th dir Oct 30 1991 No 90- 20 years if the defendant commits drug violation after

5701 prior conviction for felony drug offense has becomeflnaL

The Utah law under which defendant had been convicted pro

vided for the felony to be converted to misdemeanor if he
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successfully completed probation He was still on probation upheld the conversion of cash and assets into crack cocaine

when he was arrested on the federal drug charges and after Although there was evidence that the leader of the conspiracy

his federal conviction the state revoked his probation The dealt with other drugs before the co-conspirators joined her

10th Circuit found that sentence is final under section 841 there was no evidence that defendant dealt in anything but

-when the conviction is no longer subject to exnmlnation on di- crack once the conspiracy began. U.S Waits F.2d

rect appeal or when revocation of probation is no longer pos- 8th Cir Oct 31 1991 No 90-2407

sible The Utah sentence was final because the time for appeal

had expired and accordingly defendant was subject to the D.C Circuit allocates burden of proof for entrapment de
mandatory minimum sentence U.S Short F.2d fense for relevant conduct in the same way as at trial

10th Cir Oct 31 1991 No 90-4077 260755 Defendant pled guilty to distributing cocaine At

sentencing the government attempted to prove as relevant

10th Circuit says court not jury determines drug quantity conduct defendants involvement in dealing crack Defen

for mandatory minimum sentencing purposes 245770 dant did not deny his crack dealing but alleged that an under-

Defendant argued that the evidence used in imposing cover agent had entrapped him into soiling the crack The

mandatory minimum sentence under 21 U.S.C section D.C Circuit rejected defendants claim that the district court

841b1A must be presented at thai and thus it was im- improperly placed the entire burden of proving entrapment on

proper for the district court to determine drug quantity based him The court held that the burden of proving an entrapment

upon his presentence report The lOthCircuit found no error defense with respect to relevant conduct should be same as at

The courtnoted that the district court had properly relied on trial Accordingly the defendant bears the initial burden of

the drug quantities in the presentence report in determining demonstrating inducement once the defendant meets that bur

the guidelino sentence We see no meaningful distinction den the ultimate burden of persuasion shifts to the
govern-

between the and the drug control statute for pur- meat to prove predisposition Here the district court found

poses of district court findings concerning drug amounts for no threats no fraudulent misrepresentations no solicitation

sentencing purposes U.S Short F.2d 10th Cir no improper persuasion that would constitute inducement

Oct.31 1991 No 90-4077 Thus the burden never shifted to the government to prove

predisposition U.S Salmon F.2d D.C Cir Nov

10th Circuit affirms determination of laboratory capacity 12 1991 No 91-3073

based on hearsay in prenentence report 252770 To en

tablish the labs capacity the
presentence report noted that 1st Circuit upholds application of fraud guideline to de

22-liter flask and heating mantle were seized from the lab fendant who impersonated DEA agent 300320 Defen

The report then quoted DEA chemist who said that it is dant pled guilty to impersonating DEA agent The imper

customary to half-fill flask with liquid because heating sonation guideline section 211 .4c states that if the im

mantle heats only one-half of the flask Based on the personation was to facilitate another more serious offense the

chemists statements the report then concluded that the lab guideline for an attempt to commit that offense should be ap-

could manufacture 2.3 kilograms of methamphetaifline at plied The attempt guideline section 2X1 1b instructs

time Defendant offered no evidence that contradicted the court to apply the guideline for the actual offense fraud

presentence repOrt nor did he present an expert of his own where all the necessary acts were completed Accordingly

The figures were supported by the trial timony.of DEA the district court sentenced defendant under the fraud guide-

expert who identified the flask found in defendants home as line section 2F1 and the 1st Circuit affirmed Defendant

22-liter round-bottom cook flask that is used with heating falsely told two women that he was DEA agent that he

mantle and other equipment to produce methamphetarnine would help them avoid arrest and that they must follow his.

The 10th Circuit affirmed ruling that because the presentence orders or drug kingpins would harm them He convinced

report figures wOre supported by trial testimony the district one womans father to invest $8760 in his business and ob

courts reliancàon those figures did not violate due process tained his credit card numbers and authority tO manage his

U.S Short F.2d 10th Cir Oct 31 1991 No 90- bank accounts He convinced the women to quit their jobs

4077 and work at his business paying them with checks that often

bounced .Even if obtaining money by fraud was not defen

8th Circuit upholds conversion of cash and assets into dants primary purpose for the impersonation the imperson

crack cocaine 254 For purposes of determining defendants ation did facilitate the offense U.S Pavao F.2d

base offense level the district court converted various assets 1st Cir Nov 1991 No.91-1075

and cash related to drug activity into quantities of crack co- ..
caine The government used $100 per gram street value là 1st Circuit includes in loss the value of house which fraud

U.S Owens904 F2d 411 8th Cir 1990 the 8th Circuit victim lost when shecould not make mortgage payments

held that where it is unclear which different drugs are in- 300 Defendant was convicted of impersonating DEA

volved the coult should use the drug conversion which yields agent During the impersonation he convinced one womans

the most favorable result for defendant Here the 8th Circuit father to invest $8760 in his business and convinced the
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women to quit their jobs and come work at his business pay- involved in conspiracy through August 1989 despite defen

ing them with checks that often bounced He was sentenced dants contention that he terminated his involvement in Octo

under the fraud guideline The 1st Circuit affirmed the addi- ber 1987 At defendants sentencing hearing defendants ex

tion of four points under section 2F1 1b1E because the wife the co-conspirator and the co-conspirators girlfriend all

victims loss was between $20000 and $40000 The father testified as to defendants involvement in the conspiracy

would not have given defendant the $8760 had he not be- through 1989 In particular the co-conspirator testified that

Lieved defendant was DEA agent trying to help his daughter he and defendant grew marijuana from 1986 to 1989 and that

The record also indicated that one of the women lost her although defendant told him in 1987 that he wanted nothing

house due to failure to keep up her mortgage payments De- further to do with him defendant continued to supply him

fendant was responsible for at least some of this loss for he with seeds Defendant presented testimony from police in-

insisted that she move that she leave her former job and that vestigator who searched his apartment his apartment complex

she go to work for him He often paid her wages with checks managers and his mother who all testified that they had not

that bounced leaving her without money to make the mod- seen any signs of marijuana at his apartment Defendants son

gage payments The district courts attribution to defendant testified that he saw his father tell the co-conspirator in Octo

of $15000 half of the value of her loss was reasonable ber 1987 that he wanted nothing further to do with him Al

U.S Pavao F.2d 1st Cir Nov 1991 No 91- though the district court found defendants witnesses credible

1075 it nonetheless concluded that the government proved defen

dants involvement by preponderance of the evidence U.S

5th Circuit upholds application of fraud guideline to illegal Schuster F.2d 7th Cir Nov 1991 No 90-3642

steroid offense 300348 Defendant pled guilty to conspir

ing to sell and selling steroids Defendants violation was ad-
Atliustnients Chanter

dressed by guideline section 2N2 food and drug viola

tions Nevertheless the district court found that the Sen

tencing Commission had not considered conviction for traf- 1st Circuit affirms vulnerable victim enhancement for de

ficking in steroids with the intent to defraud or mislead and fendant who falsely told young female drug user he was

accordingly departed from section 2N2 and applied the DEA agent 410 Defendant falsely told two women that he

fraud guideline section 2F1.1 The 5th Circuit affirmed al- was DEA agent that he knew the DEA was about to arrest

though it found that it was unnecessary for the district court to them for distributing drugs that he would held them avoid ar

depart Application note section 2N2 provides that if the rest and that they must follow his orders or drug kingpinsu

offense involved theft fraud bribery revealing trade secrets would harm them The district court found that one of the

or destruction of property the court is to apply the guideline women was especially vulnerable to the offense under guide-

applicable to the underlying offense The district court line section 3A1 because she was drug user and defendant

specifically found that fraud was involved in defendants of- knew it and played upon that vulnerability Although the 1st

fense U.S Arlen F.2d 5th Cir Oct 31 1991 Circuit found it close issue it affirmed the vulnerable victim

No 90-2746 enhancement The victim was not child and the court was

hesitant to suggest that anyone involved with drugs would

5th Circuit affirms that defendant did not meet burden of automatically be victim of crime like defendants How-

proving he possessed firearm for sport or recreation 330 ever the district court had an opportunity to hear the victim

Defendant was convicted of being felon in possession of testify and observe her in person The individual facts about

firearm The 5th Circuit ruled that defendant failed to meet the victim she was young close to her family drug user

the burden of proving that he possessed the firearm for sport combined with those of the crime suggesting special degree

or recreation for purposes of reduction under the 1987 ver- of fear or naivete on her part made finding of unusual vul

sion of guideline section 2K2.1b2 Defendant offered no nerability plausible U.S Pavao F.2d 1st Cir

evidentiary basis for the application of this reduction his
gen-

Nov 1991 No 91-1075

eral objection claiming the reduction did not suffice De
fendant had the burden of proving his entitlement the district 6th Circuit affirms official victim enhancement based upon

court was not obligated to accept his bald assertion that he assault on police officer while fleeing robbery 410 Defen

was entitled to the reduction Although defendant did present dant received an enhancement under guideline section 3A1.2

some evidence that he was collector at no time did he claim for assaulting police officer while fleeing from bank which

the sole use of the weapon was for sporting or recreational he and his co-conspirator had just robbed He was sentenced

purposes U.S Keller F.2d 5th Cir Nov 1991 under the pre-November 1989 version of the guidelines

No 91-8196 which provided for an enhancement if the victim was law

enforcement officer and the crime was motivated by that sta

7th Circuit affirms that defendant participated in conspir- tus Defendant contended that the enhancement was erro

acy until after effective date of guidelines 380 The 7th neous because the crime for which he was convicted bank

Circuit upheld the district courts finding that defendant was robbery was not motivated by the officers status as po
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lice officer The 6th Crcut affirmed the enhancement ruling count of the acquittal reasoning that defendant was much

that the pre-November 1989 version of section 3A1.2 was less than full participant because she wasnt found guilty of

meant to apply to case where defendant assaults police conspiracy but she was certainly guilty of possession with

officer while fleeing from the crime The 1989 amendments intent to distribute as the jury found not just minininl or

which explicitly provide for an enhancement in such case minor participant U.S Brum F.2d 1st Cir Nov

were intended to clarify rather than change the original 1991 No 91-1170

meaning of the guideline U.S Muhammad F.2d

6th Cir Oct 30 1991 No 90- 5701 1st Circuit affirms obstruction enhancement for defendant

who presented contradictory stories as to source of money

11th Circuit remands to district court to darify standard 461 Defendant received an enhnncement for obstruction of

of proof in supervisor enhancement 430755 Defendant justice based upon her conflicting testimony as to the

contended that the district court used the wrong standard of source of the $2705 found in her husbands jacket and the

proof in determining that he was an organizer leader man- existence of $33000 inheritance that her husband re

ageror supervisor of the criminal activity The court con- ceived and her denial of the fact that at the time police

cluded that the evidence sufficient to show that at least entered her house she and her husband were down in the

two people were possibly working for The 11th basement near table containing cocaine The 1st Circuit up
Circuit found that it could not tell from the courts language held the enhancement The district court was not required to

whether it utilized the
proper stAndaid and thus remanded for view her testimony in light most favorable to her as set forth

resentencing to ensure the
proper preponderance of the evi- in application note to guideline section 3C1.1 since this

dence stndd was applied U.S Cornog F.2d only applies wth respect to conflicts about which the judge

11th dr Oct 30 1991 No 89-8264 has no firm conviction Here the trial judge had no doubts

about veracity of defendants testimony The court did not

5th Circuit upholds reliance on co-conspirators hearsay consider her claim that the enhancement violated her constitu

statementS to find defendant was an organizer 431770 tional right to testify since defendants self-contradictory tes

The district court found that defendant was an organizer under timony concerning the source of her familys money provided

guideline section 3B1.1 based upon statements in the presen- ample support for the obstruction enhancement U.S

tence report which co-conspirator had made to DEA agents Brum F.2d 1st Cir Nov 1991 No 91-1170

The statements revealed that defendant recruited the co-con

spirators directed the co-conspirators to pick up the drugs ata 10th Circuit upholds obstruction enhancement where de

specific place and paid the co-conspirator $25000 in cash fendant instructed co-conspirator to throw cocaine from

The co-conspirator did not testify at defendantstrial or at his car 461 Defendant received an enhancement for obstruction

sentencing hearing The 5th Circuit upheld the enhancement of justice after co-conspirator testified that as police were

ruling that the information was not unreliable or materially attempting to overtake the car defendant handed bottle to

untrue Defendant submitted no evidence to rebut the infor- coconspirator and ordered her to throw it out the window

mation in the presentence report His objection to the pre- which she did The bottle was later retrieved by police and

sentence report consisted only of the unsworn assertion by his found to contain cocaine The 10th Circuit affirmed an en-

attorney Unsworn assertions do not bear sufficient indicia of hancement based upon this evidence The activity

reliability to be considered by the trial court in making its indisputably amounted to obstruction of justice Although

factual findings In addition the co-conspirators statements defendant contended that the co-conspirators testimony was

were consistent with facts that the DEA already knew to be not credible the district court was entitled to believe it U.S

true U.S v.C7zdvez F.2d 5th Cir Nov .8 1991 CookF.2d_lOthCir Nov 51991 No 90-5080

No 90-2706

6th Circuit refuses to find that1990 amendments changed

1st Circuit denies mitigating role adjustment despite con- standard of review for acceptance of responsibility

flicting testimony as to defendants invOlvement 445 480870 Defendant claimed that because the 1990 amend

ThrOe police officers testified that when they entered defen- meats deleted the phrase should not be disturbed unless it is

dants house she and her husband were down in the basement without foundation from the application note an appellate

next to tablet where the cocaine was located Defendant de- court now has greater leeway in reviewing an acceptance of

med this Shàcontended that she was entitled to mitigating responsibility determination The 6th Circuit rejected this ar

role adjustment emphasizing the testimony of her son-in-law gument finding that this minor alteration in the application

to thà effect thai she was not involved in the drug operation nOtes did nOt change the standard of review Accordingly the

The 1st Circuit affirmed the enhancement since the refusal to court reviewed the district courts decision to deny defendant

grant the enhazIcement was supported by the plausible testi- an acceptance
of responsibility reduction under the clearly er

inosy of the police officers Although defendant was acquit- roneous standard U.S Osborne F.2d 6th Cir

ted of conspiracy this did not automatically entitle her to Nov 1991 No 90-6597

reduction undCrsecion 3B1.2 The district court took aŁ
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9th Circuit suggests departure rather than four-level re- avoid arrest and that they must follow his orders or drug

duction for exceptional acceptance of responsibility kingpins would harm them He convinced the women to

48071S The defendant sought downward departure from quit their jobs and come work at his business paying them

two to four levels for exceptional acceptance of responsibil- with checks that often bounced The district court denied de

ity The district judge agreed and the government did not fend2nta reduction for acceptance of responsibility because he

challenge the additional two-Level reduction on appeal Nev- did not accept that he did anything more than try to help one

ertheless in vacating the case on other grounds the 9th Cir- of the women in her drug problems He stated that although

cult stated that the guidelines do not provide for the offense he regretted the impersonation his intent was good The 1st

level to be reduced for acceptance of responsibility other than Circuit affirmed the denial of the reduction Although defen

two levels review of the record suggested that the district dant had every right to make this statement it was not con-

court intended to depart downward under section 5K2.0 sistent with an acceptance of responsibility U.S Pavao

because the defendants admission of guilt in other crimes P.24 1st Cir Nov 1991 No 91-1075

was an acceptance of responsibility greater than that contem

plated by the guidelines The court said that if the district 6th Circuit upholds denial of acceptance of responsibility

court intended this result it should make the appropriate to con man 488 Defendant argued that his guilty plea

finding upon remand U.S Farrier F.2d 9th Cit his oral admission of guilt to federal agent and his written

November 12 1991 No 90-50533 statement to probation officer were grounds for an accep

tance of responsibility reduction The 6th Circuit affirmed the

9th Circuit holds that court is not required to state reasons denial of the reduction The district court based its findings

for factual findings on acceptance of responsibility 480 on the fact that defendants entire criminal history mdi

The defendant objected to the probation officers recommen- cated no acceptance of responsibility the typewritten

dation against credit for acceptance of responsibility In re- statement filed with the probation officer was not signed by

sponse the district court stated orally and in writing its con- defndnt defendant did not voluntarily admit his guilt

clusion that defendant had not accepted responsibility On and defendant did not try to make restitution Defendant

appeal the 9th Circuit found that these statements were suffi- showed no real sign of changing his ways His significant

cient to resolve defendants objections and also constituted criminal history indicated that he was con man Judge

sufficient finding of fact The court held that the district Nelson dissented finding it inappropriate to both depart up-

court was not required to state reasons for its factual finding ward and deny defendant an acceptance of responsibility re

U.S Marquardt F.2d 9th Cit November 13 1991 duction based upon his criminal history U.S Osborne

No 90-30461 P.24 6th Cir Nov 1991 No 90-6597

11th Circuit affirms denial of acceptance of responsibility 6th Circuit affirms denial of acceptance of responsibility

reduction despite guilty plea and defendants cooperation reduction to defendant who denied culpability 492 De
486 Defendant contended that he was entitled to reduction fendant was convicted of the second-degree murder of his

for acceptance of responsibility because he pled guilty and cà- four-year old son and for committing and permitting first-dc-

operated with the governments investigation of
persons

be-
gree criminal child abuse The 6th Circuit affirmed the denial

lieved to be stealing seized money The 11th Circuit held that of reduction for acceptance of responsibility While defen

defendant di4 not meet his burden defendants cooperation dant admitted his culpability for beating the child he never

does not automatically entitle him to reduction for accep- admitted his culpability with respect to the childs death

tance of responsibility Even if nothing in the record mdi- Moreover defendant and his wife originally told authorities

cated that defendant was Less than truthful with the govern- that the child received the injuries from the childs mothers

meat or the court the determination of acceptance of respon- fictitious boyfriend This deception earned defendant an en

sibility requires an analysis of both objective facts and sub- hancement for obstruction of justice Defendant noting that

jective considerations of the defendants demeanor and sincer- he did everything possible to save the childs life after he

ity The record indicated that the district court was concerned fell down the stairs urged the court to interpret this as

with defendants demeanor and sincerity commenting that de- sign of sincere contrition However the court found it more

fendant seemed to be taking this in rather light fashion to- Likely that defendant took the child to the hospital because

day Moreover the court properly considered defendants dead four-year-old is even harder to explain away than seri

denial of important facts U.S Cruz F.2d 11th ously battered four-year old U.S Philip F.24

Cir Oct 30 1991 No 90-5871 6th Cir Oct 30 1991 No 90-6506

1st Circuit denies acceptance of responsibility reduction to

defendant who dauned he impersonated DEA agent to
___________________________

help drug user 488 Defendant falsely told two women that

he was DEA agent that he knew the DEA was about to at- 8th Circuit affinns inclusion of juvenile offense despite al

rest them for distributing drugs that he would held them leged inequities associated with juvenile sentences
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504514 Defendant received three criminal history points Here defendant was charged with drug possession on Febru

because he had been on parole from juvenile offense for less ary 1988 and conspiracy to possess cocaine from January

than two years at the time of the current offense Defendant 1987 to February 13 1988 The 11th Circuit calculated de

contended that the inequities associated with the juvenile sea- fendants 15-year window for the conspiracy charge by

tence should have caused the district court to exclude these counting back from the last day alleged for the conspiracy

ponts from his criminal history In particular defendant a- February 13 1988 The jurys guilty verdict on the conspir

leged that he was incarcerated for longer period as juvenile acy charge meant only that it found that defendant and his co

than he would have been for committing the same offense as conspirators reached an agreement some time within the pe

an adult If he had been released sooner he would not have nod charged Since the commencement of the conspiracy of-

still been on parole at the time of the instant offense The 8th fense opened the window later than the substantive of-

Circuit affirmed the inclusion of the juvenile offense since all fense the court actually used the earliest substantive offense

it had was defendants speculation as to how long he would date February 1988 which open the windowN Febru

have served if he had been convicted as an adult U.S ary 1973 U.S Cornog F.2d 11th Cir Oct 30

Waits F.2d 8th Cir Oct 31 1991 No 90-2407 1991 No 89-8264

8th Circuit applies dearly erroneous standard of review to 11th Circuit prohibits district court from selectively using

determinatiOn that prior conviction was not invalid prior invalid convictions for criminal history purposes

504870 The 8th Circuit held that sentencing courts de- 504 The district court refused to classify defendant as ca

termination of whether conviction used to enhance defen- reer offender determining that one of his predicate offenses

dants sentence under guideline section 4A1.2 was constitu- was constitutionally infirm However the court placed
de

tionally valid should be reviewed for clear error and applica- fendant in criminal history category IV which would only be

lion of the proper legal standards Here the district courts applicable if defendant were given criminal history points

determination that defendants waiver of counsel was volun- based upon the unconstitutional conviction The government

tary and knowing was not clearly erroneous The transcript contended the district court could properly have counted the

showed that state court thoroughly explained the right to have conviction for criminal history purposes even though it re

counsel and defendants prior experience and conduct at the fused to consider it for career offense purposes The 11th

hearing indicated that he was aware of the possible conse- Circuit rejected this contention rulingthat if the district court

quences LS LaFrombois 943 F.2d 914 8th Cir 1991 held that the prior conviction was invalid it was also bound

to exclude it from all of its criminal history calculations This

11th Circuit upholds district courts power to determine was true even though the collateral inquiry undertaken by the

whether prior parole revocation was invalid 504 Defen- district court was discretionary U.S Cornog F.2d

dant was released on parole more than 15 years prior to the 11th Cir Oct 30 1991 No 89-8264

commencement of the instant offense and therefore ordinar

ily his prior conviction would not have been countable in his 8th Circuit holds defendant received notice of departure

criminal history under section 4A1.2e However his parole where grounds were stated in presentence report 508
had been revoked and the time he served in prison after his 700 761 The 8th Circuit rejected defendants claim that the

parole revocation fell within the 15-year period Under sec- district court failed to give adequate notice of its intent to de

lion 4A1 .2k this meant that the 1969 conviction could be part from the guidelines range Under Buru United Stoies

considered in his criminal history However the district 111 S.d 2182 1991 formal notice is not required if the

court found the parole revocation constitutionally invalid and presentence report recognizes that certain factors could justify

refused to consider the prior conviction The 11th Circuit af- departure or the government requests such departure

firmed the district courts power to determine the validity of Here the presentence report expressly noted the presence of

the parole revocation Application note to section 4A1 .2 factors which might warrant departure Additionally prior to

can be read to authorize collateral inquiry into the validity the sentencing hearing the government requested that the

of prior conviction even if the prior conviction has not pre-
district court depart upward from the guideline range U.S

viously been invalidated Thackground note to this appli- Andrews F.2d 8th Cir Oct 29 1991 No 90-557

cation note contained in the 1990 amendment clarifies that

such an inquiry is permissible U.S Cornog F.2d 6th Circuit alTinns upward departure based upon ex

11th Cir Oct 30 1991 No 89-8264 tremely high criminal history score 510 Defendant had 24

criminal history points This placed him in criminal history

11th Circuit alculates 15-year criminal history window category VI which is applicable to defendants with 13 or

from last day of conspiracy 504 Guideline section more criminal history points The district court departed up

4A1.2e directs acourt to include in defendants criminal ward based upon defendants extremely high criminal history

history certain prior sentences that were imposed within 15 score Noting that each criminal history category after cats-

years of the commencement of the instant offense or re- gory II contains spread of three criminal history points the

suIted in incarceration during any part of the 15-year period court determined that defendant should be placed in hypo
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thetical criminal history category DC This resulted in range defendants criminal history prior conviction which the

of 46 to 57 months and therefore the district court sentenced court had determined was constitutionally invalid The gov
defendant to 57 months 24-month increase from his maxi- ernnient contended that the district court intended to depart

mum guideline sentence of 33 months The 6th Circuit at- from the criminal history category The 11th Circuit ruled the

firmed holding that criminal history score nearly double the courts placement of defendant in category IV could not be

score indicated in category VI was sufficiently unusual to justified on departure grounds because defendant did not re

warrant an upward departure Judge Nelson dissented find- ceive notice of the departure court may consider criminal

ing it inappropriate to both depart uiward and deny defendant conduct underlying an invalid conviction in making depar

an acceptance of responsibility reduction based upon his ture but the court must under Burns United States 111

criminal history U.S Osborne F.2d 6th Cit Nov S.Ct 2182 1991 give the defendant notice and an op
1991 No 90-6597 portunity to comment before it departs upward Here the

district court gave no indication that it intended to depart nor

8th Circuit upholds upward departure based upon old did it explain its reasons U.S Cornog F.2d 11th

convictions 510 The district court departed upward from Cit Oct 30 1991 No 89-8264

guideline range of 37 to 46 months and sentenced defendant to

90 months The 8th Circuit affirmed finding no abuse of 6th Circuit upholds use of juvenile offense as predicate for

discretion in the conclusion that defendants criminal history career offender status 520 Defendant contended that he

score significantly underrepresented the seriousness of his past should not have been sentenced as career offender because

criminal conduct The presentence report listed three prior he was 17 years old when he committed one of the convictions

convictions for armed robbery possession of stolen mail and used to determine his career offender status He argued that

possession of marijuana that were excluded from his criminal since guideline section 4B1 does not treat juvenile as ca

history because each occurred more than 15 years before the rear offender it would violate the spirit of the guidelines to

instant offense These offense would have added six points to include an offense committed by juvenile in the calculation

defendants criminal history score placing him in category The 6th Circuit upheld the use of the juvenile offense as

111 This would have resulted in guideline range of 78 to 97 predicate offense for career offender status The fact that

months and defendants 90-month sentence fell within that Congress did not see fit to treat juvenile as career of-

range U.S Andrews F.2d 8th Cit Oct 29 1991 fender does not mean that this court should ignore prior

No 90-5571 adult conviction for bank robbery merely because the defen

dant was 17 years old at the time of the crime U.S

6th Circuit reverses downward departure based on dis Muhammad F.2d 6th Cir Oct 30 1991 No 90-

satisfaction with harshness of career criminal provisions 5701

514520716 As career offender defendant had guide

line range of 210 to 262 months The district court departed 11th Circuitconsiders nature of all related cases for pur
downward to 63 months because his two predicate offenses poses of determining career offender status 520 Defen

were more than 10 years old and if sentenced as career of- dant was convicted in 1969 of assault and burglary charges

fender he would receive much harsher sentence than his Because the convictions were related they were counted as

more culpable co-conspirators The 6th Circuit resersed one prior offense for criminal history purposes Defendant

ruling that court may not depart downward because it be- argued that because the burglary conviction carried longer

lieves career offender sentence would be excessive With sentence the guidelines required the court to consider his

respect to the age of the prior convictions the Sentencing burglary conviction rather than his assault conviction in de
Commission has specifically determined that offenses corn- terinining whether the offense was crime of violence for ca

initted within 15 years of the instant offense are to be consid- reer offender purposes The 11th Circuit rejected defendants

ered Finally the objective of the guidelines is not to elimi- argument that court could only consider the conviction with

nate disparity between defendants in the same case who have the longest sentence ruling that Congress intended courts to

different criminal records but to eliminate unwarranted dis- consider the nature of all convictions in related cases for ca

parities nationwide To reduce defendants sentence because reer offender purposes It would be illogical to ignore con-

of perceived disparity with co-defendants sentence creates viction for violent felony just because it happened to be

new and unwarranted disparity between the first defendant coupled with non-violent conviction having longer sen
and the sentences of other defendants nationwide who are tence Moreover the court thought that burglary even of

similarly situated U.S LaSalie F.24 6th Cir commercial establishment was crime of violence under the

Nov 1991 No 1-3337 1988 version of the guidelines U.S Cornog F.2d

11th Cir Oct 30 1991 No 89-8264

11th Circuit rules invalid conviction could not be basis for

departure because defendant did not receive Æotice 514
The district court placed defendant in criminal history cate

gory VI which was only applicable if the court included in
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Determinin the Sentence
parture from 262 months to 30 years under guideline section

Ch ter
based upon the extreme nature of the child abuse The

defendants own expert witness testified that it was the worst

case of child abuse he had ever seen The district judge con-

5th Circuit upholds guilty plea despite courts failure to eluded that for period of six or seven weeks the child was

advise defendant that he could be imprisoned if he violated subjàcted to the most savage
and brutal abuse think that

terms of supervised release 580780 The 5th Circuit up- anyone within the sound of my voice has ever encountered

held the validity of defendants guilty plea even though it The prolonged and bnatal.nature of the abuse was documented

found that the district court failed to advise him that if he vi- by defendants wifes testimony and the coroners report

olated the conditions of supervised release he would face ad- Although only highly unusual circumstances can justify an

ditional imprisonment The court did not totally fail to ad- upward departure equivalent to three offense levels here the

dress the subject of supervised release and thus defendant extent of the departure was reasonable Chief Judge Merritt

must demonstrate that he was prejudiced i.e that the district dissented believing that the departure was improperly based

courts failure to explain the effects of supervised release upon the facts which formed the basis for the child abuse of-

caused him to plead guilty when he would not have otherwise fense U.S Phillip F.24 6th Cir Oct 30 1991

so pled Defendant did not meet this burden He was willing No 90-6506

to plead guilty with the prospect of receiving substantlaijail __________________________
sentence He did not explain why the knowledge of all of

Sentencln Hearing 6A
requirements of supervised release would have caused him to __________________________
gototrialratherthanenteraplea U.S vAr1en_P.2d_
5th Cir Oct 31 1991 No 90-2746 7th Circuit refuses to require higher burden of proof de

spite Large increase in sentence 755 The district court

9th Circuit states that drug dependence is not ordinarily found by preponderance of the evidence that defendant was

relevant in determining sentence 680 In revoking defen- involved in conspiracy through August 1989 even though

dants supervised release and sentencing him to two years in defendant contended that he terminated his involvement in

custody the district court found that the statutory one-year October 1987 This resulted in defendant being sentenced

minimum term of imprisonment was inadequate due to his under the guidelines and the mandatory minimum sentencing

drug dependence and the danger he presented to society provisions of 21 U.S.C section 841b1 Under pie-guide-

On appeal defendant argued that the court erroneously coà- lines law and the parole system defendant would have been

sidered his drug dependence in determining the length his subject to maximum term of imprisonment of five years

sentence The 9th Circuit found it unnecessary to rule on this with an estimated time in custody of zero to six months Re-

issue but noted that section 5H1.4 provides that drug depen- lying on U.S Kilaunura 918 F.2d 1084 3rd 1990 defen

dence is not ordinarily relevant in determining whether dant argued that because of the drastic increase in sentence

sentence should be outside the guidelines or where within the the government should have been required to prove his par-

guidelines sentence should fall U.S Baclaan F.2d ticipation in the conspiracy by clear and convincing evidence

9th Cii November 1991 No 91-10043 The 7th Circuit refused to require higher burden of proof

and held that the district court correctly employed the prepon

De rtures 5c derence of the evidence standard The court also said that

____________________________________
drug quantity is not substantive element of the offense but

merely goes to the severity of the sentence U.S Schuster

5th Circuit rejects attack on sentence based on lesser sen- F.2d 7th Cit Nov 1991 No 90-3642

tences received by co-conspirators 716 Defendant con-

tended that his sentence was disproportionately high when 7th Circuit refuses to remand despite failure to attach

compared to the sentences received by other more culpable written findings to presentence report 765 Defendant ar

co-conspirators The 5th Circuit rejected this complaint since gued that the case should be remanded for resentencing be-

defendants 12-month sentence was well within his 10 to 16 cause the district judge failed to make written findings re

month guideline range Defendant could not attack his own garding the disputed factual information in the presentence re

guideline range sentence based upon the sentences of his co- port The 7th Circuit held that the district court appropriately

conspirators U.S Arlen F.2d 5th Cir. Oct 31 found the disputed portions of the presentence report to be ac

1991 No 90-2746 curate No remand was necessary even though the judge

failed to attach copy of those findings to the presentence re

6th Circuit affirms three level upward departure for de- port sent to the Bureau of Prisons The court directed the

fendant who seriously abused son prior to his death 725 United States Attorney to ensure that the judges findings

Defendant was convicted of second-degree murder of his four- were attached to presentence report before it was transmitted

year old son and for committing and permitting first-degree to the Bureau of Prisons U.S Musa F.2d 7th Cit

criminal child abuse The 6th Circuit affirmed an upward de- Nov. 1991 No 90-3122
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11th Circuit affirms despite failure to give defendant op- 7th Circuit rules misstatnent about minimum penalty

portunity to object to final factual rmdhg and legal con- was harmless error 790 Defendant contended that his

dusions 765 In U.S Jones 899 F.2d 1097 11th Cir guilty plea was unknowing and involuntary becatise the dis

cert denied 111 S.Ct 275 1990 the 11th Circuit held that trict court misstated the statutory minimum penalty as three

the district court must give the parties an opportunity not only years which would be 60 months rather than five years
to resolve the objections contained in the addendum but also The 7th Circuit held this misstatement to be harmless error

to object to the district courts ultimate findings of fact and Just before the judge made this statement he asked the prose-

conclusions of law In this case defendant did not raise the cutor on the record what the possible penalties were for de
technical violation of Jones but the 11th Circuit noted that fendants offense to which the prosecutor responded five to

the district court summarily concluded the sentencing hearing 40 years Even if defendant did not hear the prosecutors re
without giving defendant the opportunity to object to its ulti- sponse the court assumed that since defendant was senior in

mate factual findings and legal conclusion Nevertheless the college he could do the arithmetic necessary to determine that

record was sufficient for meaningful appellate review and the 60 months equalled five years U.S Musa F.2d

court affirmed the sentence U.S Cruz F.2d 11th 7th Cir Nov 199.1 No 90- 3122

Cit Oct 30 1991 No 90-5871

7th Circuit upholds factual basis for guilty plea despite de
7th Circuit affirms reliance on evidence contradicted only fendants claim that he was buyer rather than seller of

by defendants uncorroborated testimony 770 Defendant cocaine 790 Defendant contended that there was not an ad-

contended that his due process rights were violated by the equate factual basis on the record for his guilty plea as re
district courts reliance upon inaccurate information The 7th quired by Fed Crim 1f because during his plea

Circuit upheld the district courts determination noting that hearing he contended that he was merely buyer and not

defendant offered nothing to show the inaccuracy of the facts seller of cocaine He argued that once he contested the cvi-

other than his own uncorroborated testimony Defendant did dence the court was obligated to lay factual foundation on

nothing to disprove the hearsay evidence against him except to the record before accepting the plea The 7th Circuit upheld

deny the allegations It was no surprise that the district defendants plea ruling that there was an adequate factual ba
court did not find defendant credible after defendant denied at sis for the plea Because defendant was only charged with

his plea hearing that he had obtained cocaine from one of his conspiracy to distribute cocaine the only facts that needed to

co-conspirators and then admitted this fact at his sentencing be established on the record were the elements of conspiracy

hearing The judge stated that he doubted defendants credi- Here defendant admitted that he engaged in drug activities

biity for other reasons as well such as not being able to re drug dealer and that he helped the dealer facilitate the

member the names that corresponded to the initials of his co- conspiracy U.S Musa F.2d 7th Cir Nov
caine customers in his calender U.S Mum F.2d 1991 No 90-3122

7th Cir Nov 1991 No 90-3122
_____________________________________

Violations of Probation and Super-
10th Circuit upholds reliance on co-conspirator testimony

vised Release Chanter
to estimate drug quantity 770 Defendant contended that it ________________________________
was error for the district court to base its estimation of the

amount of cocaine attributable to defendant upon information 5th Circuit upholds sentence on revocation of supervised
from co-conspirator who was not credible The 10th Circuit release despite courts failure expressly to consider policy

affirmed the drug estimate ruling that information had suffi- statements 800 Defendants supervised release was revoked

cient indicia of reliability for the district court to rely on it and he was sentenced to two years imprisonment the statutory

The probation officer testified at the sentencing hearing that maximum under 18 U.S.C section 3583e3 He contended

he relied on the information provided by the co-conspirator on that the court erred in not applying the policy statements in

three different occasions to determine that defendant sold be- chapter of the guidelines The 5th Circuitupheld the sen
tween $1000 and $2000 worth of cocaine daily The co- tence even though it was unclear from the record whether the

conspirators testimony was consistent throughout the pro- district court considered the policy statements Defendant did

ceedings Moreover the co-conspirator had previously re- not object or otherwise raise this issue at the revocation hear

layed the same information in an interview with the Assistant ing The district courts failure to articulate that it considered

U.S Attorney and had attested to the veracity of her presen- the policy statements was not plain error The district court

tence report containing the same figures U.S Cook had discretion to impose the sentence it pronounced The ap
F.2d 10th Cir Nov 1991 No 90-5080 pellate court presumed that the court imposed the sentence be

________________________________________ cause it was the appropriate sentence under all the circum

Plea Agreements Generally 6B case LS Ayers F.2d 5th Cit Oct
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5th Circuit finds no due proceas violation in admission of imprisonment and an additional 14 months of supervised re

ev1dice not disclosed prior to revocation hearing 800 lease The 10th Circuit affirmed disagreeing with the 9th

Defendant contended that his due process rights were violated Circuits opinion in U.S Behnezhad 907 F.2d 896 9th

by the admission at his hearing to revoke his supervised re- Cit 1990 The court held that 18 U.S.C section 3583e

lease of evideflce which had not previously been disclosed to permits court when revoking term of supervised release

him The 5th Circuit found no due process
violation since do- to impose further imprisonment and to reimpose supervised

f.iidnnts substantial rights were not affected Prior to the release following imprisonment recent amendment to the

hearing defendant was aware that he was accused of with- statute clarified that this was Congresss original intent Un-

drawing funds from his former employers bank account He der section 3583e the maximum prison term court may

was furnished in advance of the hearing with copies of the impose when revoking supervised release is equal to the term

deposit slips containing the name of the account the account of supervised release originally imposed without credit for

number the amount of funds to be withdrawn and his alleged time previously served under post-release supervision Sec

signature At the hearing the government offered into evi- tion 3583e2 permits the court dealing with violation of

dance the signature card for the bank account Defndnf did supervised release to extend the term of supervised release to

not request continuance to consider the signature card after the maximum allowable for the original offense Judge Hol

its disclosure and was given the opportunity to fully cross- loway dissenting would have followed the 9th Circuit deci

examine each government wituesa Under these circum- sion in Behnezhad U.S Boling F.2d 10th Cir

stances admission of the signature card did not affect defoe- Oct 31 1991 No 90-6407

dants substantial rights U.S Ayerr F.2d Sib Cit __________________________
Oct 29 1991 No 91-1124

Appeal of Sentence 18 U.S.C 3742

9th Circuit holds that positive urine tests and admission of

drug use constituted possession under section 3583g 7th Circuit upholds its jurisdiction despite notice of ap

800 Application Note to section 7B1.4 leaves to the court peals incorrect designation of appellate court 850 The

the determination of whether evidence of drug usage estab- 7th Circuit upheld its jurisdiction to hear defendants appeal

lished solely by laboratory analysis constitutes possession of even though his notice of appeal incorrectly designated the 8th

controlled substance as set forth in 18 U.S.C sections Circuit as the court to which appeal was taken The district

3565a and 3583g Relying on cases from other circuits court and the prosecutor
received fair notice of the appeal

the 9th Circuit found that the district court properly deter- the notice unambiguously notified them that defendant ap

mined that the defendant here possessed methaniphetamine pealed the judgment Except under limited circumstances not

within the maaning of section 3583g based on four positive applicable here the 7th Circuit was the only court to which

drug tests within three months and the defendants dnicsion defendant could appeal U.S Musa F.2d 7th Cir

to his probation officer that he had used crystal metham- Nov 1991 No 90-3122

phetamine on two occasions U.S Baclaan F.2d

9th Cit November 1991 No 91-10043 5th Circuit rules defendant did not waive right to challenge

multiplicity of sentences on appeal 855 Defendant was

9th Circuit reverses sentence where judge failed to consider convicted of two counts of being felon in possession of

section 7B1.4b2 800 Policy statement 7B1.4b2 pro- firearm andtwo counts of being an illegal alien in possession

vides that where the minimum term of imprisonmnt re- of the same firearms Defendant contended for the first time

quired by statute if any is greater than the maximum of the on appeal that he was improperly subjected to multiple pun-

applicable range the minimum term of imprisonment required ishments for single offense as to each weapon The 5th Cir

by the statute shall be substituted for the applicable range cult held that defendant had not waived his right to appeal this

Here the minimum one year term of imprisonment required issue complaint about multiplicity of sentences can be

by section 3583g was greater than the guideline range so it raised for the first time on appeal unless the sentences are to

became the guideline The district judge failed to consider be served concurrently Here defendants terms of impris

this subsection ruling instead that the ten month guideline onment on each count were to run concurrently However if

term conflicted with section 3583g and that he was there- monetary assessments under 18 U.S.C section 3013 are im

fore free to impose two year sentence The 9th Circuit Va- posed on separate counts of conviction the sentence on those

cated the sentence and remanded for resentencing with in- counts are not concurrent and the concurrent sentence doe

structions to consider section 7B1.4b2 U.S Baclaan trine does not apply Here the district court imposed $50

F.2d 9th Cit November 1991 No 91-10043 assessment against defendant on each count of conviction

Thus the sentences were not concurrent and defendant did not

10th Circuit holds that in revoking supervised release waive his right to challenge the multiplicity of his sentences

court may reimpose supervised release following re-im- U.S Munoz-Romo F.2d 5th Cir Nov 1991

prisonment 800 After defendant violated the conditions of No 89-2345

his supervised release the court sentenced him to 15 months
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8th Circuit fuses to review refusal to depart based upon attempted to board plane to South Korea He was convicted

diminished capacity and substantial assistance 855860 of failing to declare the currency as required by law Defen
Defendant contended that the circumstances of his offense dant contended that the civil seizure and retention of the

constituted mitigating circumstances for which the district $48000 was severe enough to constitute criminal puzushment

court should have departed downward under guideline section so that his subsequent criminal prosecution for the same Un
5K2.O Further he contended that the district court erred in denying conduct violated the double jeopardy clause Al-

failing to depart based upon his diminished capacity and for though the 5th Circuit found that defendant raised an impor
his substantial assistance The 8th Circuit held that the dis- tent question as to whether prior civil forfeiture could be

trict courts decision not to depart under section 512.0 was considered punishment for double jeopardy purposes it re
not reviewable Moreover defendants failure to raise the jected defendants claim because the customs service never

substantial assistance and dijpjpj capacity issues before imposed civil penalty on defendant Defendant elected to

the district court precluded the appellate courts consideration delay civil forfeiture proceedings pending the outcome of his

of the issues U.S Schneider F.2d 8th Cir Nov criminal prosecution Because no final administrative action

1991 No 91- 1209 or other adjudication of civil liability occurred prior to defen

dants criminal conviction defendant was not twice put in

5th Circuit holds district court was aware of its ability to jeopardy U.S Park F.2d 5th Cir Oct 31 1991

depart for diminished capacity 860 The 5th Circuit to- No 90-1761

fused to review the district courts refusal to depart based

upon defendants diminished capacity ruling that the court 11th Circuit rules genuine issues existed as to whether 11-

was aware of its authority to depart In addressing defen- month delay between seizure and hearing violated due pro
dants request for the downward departure the court reviewed cess 910 The district court granted summary judgment in

his psychiatric report and noted that it was inconclusive as to favor of claimants holding that the 11-month delay after the

any clinical disorders The court also referred to the proba- seizure of the real property without an adversarial hearing on

tion officers report that defendants repeated reference to his probable cause violated claimants rights to due process Un-

illiteracy was motivated by desire to avoid accountability for der U.S $8850 461 U.S 555 1983 The 11th Circuit

his behavior The courts comments indicated that it was not found that genuine issues of material facts existed and to-

inclined to find as factual matter that defendant was suffer- manded for further proceedings Under 850 the factors to

ing from significantly reduced mental capacity U.S consider are the length of thà delay the reasons for the

Keller F.2d 5th Cm Nov 1991 No 91-8196 delay the claimants assertion of right to judicial

hearing and whether the claimant has been prejudiced by

D.C Circuit affirms refusal to depart based on partial the delay Here the 11-month delay was related to an ongo
entrapment 860 Although defendants entrapment defense ing criminal investigation which is weighty justification

was not successful he contended that the district court should for delay With respect to claimants right to judicial hear-

have departed downward based upon the partial entrapment ing the district court would have allowed claimants to remove

i.e his initial hesitation to sell crack cocaine The D.C Cir- the stay by filing motion but they did not Although the

cult refused to consider whether this was valid ground for district court discussed the unmarketabiity of the property

departure since the district court ruled that even if such do- this does not constitute prejudice Prejudice relates to

fense were available defendant had not displayed sufficient claimants ability to present his case at probable cause hear

reluctancetowarrantadeparture Discretionaryjudgmentsof ing U.S Land_F.2d_llthCir Oct 31 1991No
this kind are not subject to appellate review U.S Salmon 90-7788

F.2d D.C Cit Nov 12 1991 No 91-3073

5th Circuit upholds seizure of property alleged to be in vi-

9th Circuit reviews district courts construction and inter- olation of food and drug laws 920 The government ap
pretation of the guidelines de novo 870 The 9th Circuit plied to the district court for warrant to seize property al

reviews de novo the district courts construction and interpre- leged to be in violation of the Federal Food Drug and Cos
tation of the guidelines The court noted that after revoking metic Act After the warrant was issued another judge in the

supervised release the court must provide specific reasons for same district court rescinded the seizure and ordered the to-

imposing particular sentence U.S Baclaan F.2d turn of the property Despite claimants contention that the

9th Cit November 1991 No 91-10043 seizure was based upon inaccurate factual information the 5th

______________________________________
Circuit upheld the seizure ruling that when complaint which

Forfeiture complies with the provisions of the admiralty rules seeks for

________________________________________
feiture of articles of property alleged to be in violation of the

federal food and drug laws the government is entitled to so-

5th Circuit finds no double jeopardy violation in seizure of cure warrant and maintain its seizure on the property until

cash and later prosecution for underlying conduct 910 court hears the merits of the conflicting claim To balance

Customs officials seized $48000 in cash from defendant as he claimants due process rights with the interests of public
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health hearing on the merits should be scheduled at the in the amount of $22 million After defendants default the

promptest
data possible considering the courts emergency government filed the confessions of judgment and moved for

calendar and the ability of the parties to prepare and present an Order of Forfeiture for the $22 million The district court

the controversy to the court U.S Propla II F.2d then granted the governments motion under 18 U.s.c section

5th dr Nov 1991 No 91-2263 1963m for substitution of assets and entered forfeiture

order vesting in the government title to defendAnts interest in

11th Circuit rules genuine issue of material fact existed as various corporations The 2nd circuit reversed holding that

to whether government providedadequate notice of forfes- by entering the letter agreement rather than submitting the for-

hire 920 The district court granted summary judgment in feiture issue to the jury the government waived its rights
in-

favor of clAimAnt on the basis of the governments violation of cluding the right to substitution of assets under section

several statutory procedures including the failure to provide 1963m While the agreement contemplated the sale of the

adequate notice by publication The 11th Circuit ruled that properties to raise the $22 million in the event of defendgnts

summary judgment was inappropriate becAuce genuine issues default it did not contemplate the automatic vesting of title to

of material fact existed as to the several matters including the properties in the government U.S Paccione F.2d

whether adequate notice had been made Contrary to the dis- 2nd Cir Nov 1991 No 91-1325L

trict courts assumption the Supplemental Rules for Certain

Admiralty and Maritime Claims do not apply to gambling for- 11th Circuit holds that forfeiture provision of gambling

feitures The customs laws apply and require that the gov- statute includes real property 970 Following the 2nd 7th

eminent publish notice of the seizure and the intent to forfeit and 8th Circuits the 11th Circuit held that 18 U.S.C section

for at least three weeks The record showed that the marshals 1955d which provides for the forfeiture of any property

arranged for the appropriate publication but there was no used for illegal gambling purposes applies to real property

evidence that the notice was actually published Thus there The plain maning of the words any property necessarily

was genuine issue of material fact as to whether the
govern- encompasses real property Moreover at the time of its en-

meat published adequate notice U.S Land F.2d actment section 1955 was part of the Organized Crime Con-

11th Cir Oct 31 1991 No 90-7788 trol Act of 1970 which also included the RICO and CCE

statutAc The civil forfeiture provisions of RICO and CCE

3rd Circuit givei innocent spouse right to exclusive use and both have been interpreted to include real property Although

possession of property during her lifetime 960 Claimant in 1984 the RICO and CCE forfeiture provisions were

and her husband owned the property as tenants by the en- amended to expressly include real property while section

tirety tenant by the entirety has title to the whole prop- 1955d was not the court refused to find any negative irnpli

erty In forfeiture action based on the husbands drug ac- cation from Congress failure to act U.S Land F.2d

tivities the government conceded that clAimAnt had valid 11th Cii Oct 31 1991 No 90-7788

innocent owner defense The district court then dismissed the

forfeiture complaint ruling that as an innocent owner

cinimant was entitled to retain her title to the entire property

The governmet then moved to ad the judgment arguing

that it had right to the husbands interest but that claimant

could retain exclusive use of it during her lifetime and the

right to obtain title in fee simple absolute if her husband pre

deceased her The 3rd Circuit reversed the district courts

ruling and adopted the governments interpretation That

interpretation best served the dual purposes of 21 U.S.C sec

tion 881a7 permitting the immediate forfeiture of the in

terest of the guilty spouse and fully protecting the property

rights of the innocent owner under the tenancy by the

entireties U.S Parcel of Real Property Known as 151

Lincoln Avenue F.2d 3rd.Cir Nov 1991 No 91-

3159

2nd Circuit holds that government waived its right to

substitution of assets by entering letter agreement 970 In

lieu of formal RICO forfeiture hearing defendants entered

into letter agreement with the government in which they

agreed to forfeit $22 million in cash in full satisfaction of the

forfeiture penalties in 18 U.S.C section 1963 To secure the

payments defendant delivered affidavits confessing judgment
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2nd Circuit affirms firearm enhancement even
Uth Cwt 2nds where unclear whether judge ap

though firearms offense was treated as drug
or pre-guidelines

law 100 Both of the of-

offense Pg
fenses alleged against defendant occurred pie-guidelines but

the transcript of the sentencing hearing did not make it clear

4th Circuit forbids reliance on information from
whether the district court applied

the guidelines or pie-

cooperation agreement to deny substantial
guidelines law Facially the hearing appeared to have been

assistance departure Pg
conducted as one pursuant to the guidelines

The 11th Cir

cuit vacated the sentences and remanded for resentencing

8th Circuit rejects disparity in charging decision
with instructions for the district court to resentence defen

as basis for downward departure Pg
dant under the applicable standard U.S Smith F.2d

11th Cir Oct 22 1991 No 88-5187

4th Circuit upholds converting cash into drug

equivalency to determine offense level Pg

10th Circuit reverses inclusion of uncharged

Guideline Sentencing Generally

drugs where information not reliable Pg
CISCUIS x.e1 to apply rule of lenity in interpret

ing the term sophisticated 110345 The rule of lenity

9th Circuit holds that manager must have
applies both to the interpretations of the substantive ambit

managed at least one other criminally
of criminal prohibitions and to the penalties they impose

responsible person Pg The inert possibility
of articulating more narrow con

struction of criminal statute however is not sufficient to

1st Circuit rejects obstruction enhancement
trigger lenity In this case the issue turned on whether the

because defendants statement did not
term sophisticated had well-recognized meaning Al-

impede investigation Pg 11
though the guidelines do not define the term the 9th Circuit

followed the 5th and 11th Circuits in holding that the term

D.C Circuit holds drug rehabilitation does not
was sufficiently clear to allow the higher base offense level

justify downward departure Pg 11
under guideline section 2M5.2 to be applied to defendants

who exported intermediate ballistic missile components
7th Circuit rejects criminal history departure

u.s Jidmy F.2d 9th Cir Oct 28 1991 No 89-

based on heinous prior offense Pg 14
10659

9th Circuit reverses downward departure for
1st uphois mandatory minimum sentence against

lack of prior record restitution acceptance
constitutional challenge 120245 The 1st Circuit rejected

of responsibility and family ties Pg
defendants contention that the five year mandatory sentenc

ing provision
of 18 U.S.C section 924c1 was unconstitu

11th Circuit upholds reliance on hearsay to de-
tional because it fails to provide for individualized sentenc

termine that drug was crack cocaine Pg 16
ing and precludes discretion on the part

of the trial judge

There is no constitutional right in non-capital cases to indi

vidualized sentencing Legislatures are free to provide for
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mandatory sentences for particular offenses The court also ales and the State Department had specifically
found that it

rejectçd defendants claim that the mandatory sentencing met the munitions list criteria The court said that because

scheme deprived him of effective assistance of counsel by de- missiles fall within any common sense definition of

priving him of the opportunity to present
evidence at sen sophisticated weaponry and because the government

estab

tenting U.S Campusano F.2d 1st Cir Oct 17 lished that the materials exported here were intended for use

1991 No 91-13 17 as missile components the guideline is not vague with re

spect to appellants J.S Hdmy F.2d 9th Cir

4th Circuit upholds obstruction nhncemait for misrep- Oct 28 1991 No 89-10659

resaiting anorneys fees to probation officer 120X461

During his presentence interviewdefendant told his proba- 2nd Circuit affirms firearm pnhcancnt evai though

tion officer that he had paid his attorney $6000 in attorneys firearms offcnse was treated as drug offense 125X284

fees when in fact he had paid him $60000 The 4th Circuit Defendant was convicted of drug charges and being felon in

affirmed this misrepresentation as ground for an obstruc- possescion of firearm Section 2K2.1c2 says
that where

tion of justice enhancement The false statement was mate- the weapon is possessed
in connection with another offense

rial because it affected the courts ability to impose an ap-
the guideline for the other offense applies if the offense level

propriate fine The court rejected defendants claim that the is higher This resulted in treating the weapons offense as

statement was obtained in violation of his 5th Amendment drug offense under section 2.01.1c The district court then

right against self-incrimination and his 6th Amendment right grouped the weapons offense with the other drug offenses

to counsel defendant who pleads guilty waives his right under section 3D1.2d and enhanced the sentence under

to remain silent Mirand warnings are not required prior to guideline section 2D1.1b for possession
of weapon during

routine presentence
interviews Moreover there was no 6th drug trafficking crime The 2nd Circuit affirmed stating

Amendment right to counsel because the presentence
inter- that although the enhancement for gun possession might ap

view is not critical stage
of the criminal proceedinga U.S pear to be double counting this dual use of the gun was in

His F.2d 4th Cir Oct 23 1991 No 90-5627 tended by the Sentencing Commission The cross-reference

to the drug guideline includes all adjustments appropriate to

5th Circuit remsnds because court failed to apply rule of drug offenses including the enhancement for gun possession

lenity to ovcrlapping pinki 120245 Defendants con- Moreover it was proper to add the gun enhancement to the

tended that the 1988 version of 21 U.S.C section 841b1 offense level for the aggregated drug quantity even though

was unconstitutionally vague because it provided two differ- the gun was only possessed
in connection with small part

ens penalties for the same offense Subsection Aviii pro-
of the drugs U.S Patterson F.2d 2nd Cir Oct 22

vided for 10 years to life if the offense involved at least 100
________________________________________________

grams of mixture containing methamphetamine while sub

section Bviii provided for imprisonment of only to
The Federal Sentencing and Forfeiture Guide Newsict

years
if the âffense involved at least 100 grams of mixture

ter is
part of comprthensive service that indudss main

containing methamphetamine The 5th Circuit ruled that
Volume bimonthly supplements

and biwedJY

the inconsistent penalties did not invalidate the section but
volisme 3ndEd harsicover 1100 pp coversALL

that the district court erred in failing to apply the rule of
zczng

Guiddina and Forfeiture casa publishd siice

lenity This directly affected one defendants sentence rais-
1987 Everj other month the newsletters are merged into

ing his offense level as career offender from 34 to 37 It
supplement with fill citations and subsequent history

also may have influenced the decision to sentence the other

defendant at the top of his guideline range On remand the
Annual Subscription price $250 includes main volume

court was also instructed to allàw the government to point
supplements and 26 newsletters year Main volume

to evidence in the record that the 269 grams of metham- 3rd Ed 1991 $80

phetarnine sçized was at least 37 percent pure If so there

was at least 100 grams of
pure methamphetamine and the

Editors

stricter penalty scheme would be triggered U.S Kinder
Roger Haines Jr

F.2d 5th Cir Oct 21 1991 No 90-8579
Kevin Cole Professor of Law

University of San Diego

9th Circuit holds that phrase sophisticated weaponry
Jennifer Woll

not vague 120345 Appellants argued that section 2M5.2

violated due process
and was vague on its face because noth-

Publication Manager

ing in the guideline defined the term sophisticaçed as it ap-
BeverLy Boothroyd

based on evidence that the only use of the material exported
Copyright 1991 Del Mar Legal Publications Inc 2670plied to weaponry The 9th Circuit rejected the argument

by the appellants was for the production of ballistic missiles
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1991 No 91-1186
are explicit when they wish to impose nens rei

requirement The rule of lenity was not applicable because

8th Circuit upholds separate sentences for armed robbay the statute was not ambiguous The court also rejected de
and use of firesrus 2g2in double jeopardy tIim 125 fendants claim that the lack of mens rca requirement vio
Defendant received 33-month sentence for committing an lazed due process The enhancement was not an independent
armed robbery in violation of 18 U.S.C section 2113a crime but was part of the sentencing courts quest to formu

and consecutive 60-month sentence for use of firearm late proper sentence Intent need not be proven for each

in violation of 18 U.S.C section 924c The 8th Circuit up- element judge considers at sentencing U.S Singleron_
held both sentences against defendants claim that they vio- F.2d 5th Cit Oct 16 1991 No 90.1962

lazed double jeopardy by imposing two penalties for the

same conduct Following its decision in U.S Dojfln 791 8th Circuit rqects claim that guib.Hnes violate due pro
F.2d 118 8th Cit cert denid 479 tJ.S 861 1986 the court Cess by f2iling to provide smnrd of proof 135X755
noted that the double jeopardy clause does no more in this Defendant claimed that the guidelines violated his Fifth

context than prevent the sentencing court from prescribing Amendment due process rights by failing to provide stan

greate punishment than the legislature intended Since sec- dard of proof for the district court to apply in finding facts

tion 924c applies even where another criminal statute pro- upon which sentence is based He also contended that the

vides for enhanced punishment for using weapon Congress district court improperly failed to apply any express
standard

clearly authorized the cumulative punishment The court of prooL The 8th Circuit rejected these challenges No
par-

found nothing to indicate that Congress did not intend the ticular standard of proof for fact.finding is required at the

cumulative punishment to continue to apply after the Sen sentencing phase The sentencing judge need only make

tencing Reform Act. U.S Hdford F.2d 8th Cit findings sufficient to provide for meaningful appeal Here

Oct 25 1991 No 91- 1246 there was more than sufficient evidence to support the dis

trict courts findings The appellate court summarily re

7th Circuit upholds applfritecin of gudrlin to straddle jected defendants claim that the guidelines unduly limit the

conspiracy 132 Defendant contended that since his con- sentencing judges discretion and improperly grant discretion

spiracy began prior to the effective date of the guidelines it to the prosecutor U.S ALefuLLzh F.2d 8th CirOct
violated the ex post facto clause to apply the guidelines to 16 1991 No 90.1615

the offense The 7th Circuit rejected this contention since

the conspiracy continued
past

the effective date of the guide- 10th Circuit rejects due
process t121bnge to gndlines

lines Moreover the constitutional prohibition against cx 135X710 Defendant contended that the guidelines violate

post facto punishment is directed principally toward pun- due
process

because they fail to provide departure proce
ishment for acts not illegal at the time of their commission dure analogous to 18 U.S.C section 3553e and guideline

or an unexpected punishment Defendants participation in section 5K1.1 for departing downward from statutory mm-
the distribution of cocaine and heroin was at no time legal imum sentence Defendant was the least culpable participant

U.S Rosa F.2d 7th Cit Oct 11 1991 No 89-2704 in drug conspiracy but the district court was unable to de

part below the
statutory minimum of 120 months Other

7th Circuit holds failed atrenspt to smuggle drugs was in more culpable defendants received downward departures

furtherance of conspiracy 132380 All of the marIjuana based on their substantial assistance and received sentences

imported by drug conspiracy came into the country prior of 72 to 84 months The 10th Circuit found no due
process

to November 1987 the effective date of the guidelines violation Defendants argument was nothing more than

However the drug ring unsuccessfully attempted to smuggle call for reallocation of power in the sentencing process
two additional drug shipments into the country after Defendants in non-capital cases have no due

process right to

November 1987 The 7th Circuit held that the failed at- discretionary individualized sentence. The substantial as-

tempts to smuggle drugs were in furtherance of the importa- sistance provisions do not deny equal protection because

tion conspiracy Therefore the conspiracy was straddle rational connection exists between obtaining information

crime and the guidelines were applicable to the offense U.S concerning narcotics and providing the opportunity for

Moriison F.2d 7th Cit Oct 10 1991 No 89-2284 sentence reduction in exchange for such information U.S

Horn F.2d 10th Cit Oct 1991 No 90-5196

5th Circuit holds that defendant need not know gun was ________________________
stolen for nhnceznent under section 2K2.1b1 135 nnl
330 Defendant was convicted being felon in possession

of firearm and received one point enhancement under

guideline section 2K2..1b1 because the firearm was stolen

Following the 8th 9th and D.C Circuits the 5th Circuit re 5th Circuit reviews relevant conduct detauiinaticn under

jected defendants claim that the guideline requires defen- clearly erroneous standard 170X260X870 The 5th Circuit

dant to have knowledge that the weapon was stolen The held that district courts determination that certain transac
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tions were part
of the conspiracy for which defendant was

convicted is subject to review under the clearly erroneous 7th Circuit upholds crmi1l history departure where de

standard The district court is in the best position to deter- fendant could have 4sficd as car offaidcr

mine what constitutes relevant conduct U.S Lokey 180X510X520 Defendant fell within criminal history care

F.2d 5th Cir Oct 10 1991 No 90.8245 gory VI resulting in guideline range of 51 to 63 months

Thedistrict court departed upward to 15 yean because an

D.C Circuit permits mnIhistory departure for unre- additional 14 points could have been added to defendants

Iated prior bczzleinait 170X510 Defendant pled guilty
criminal history score if certain offenses which were not in

to two counts of fraud arising out of his theft and misuse of cluded in defendants history due to their age were included

credit card The district court departed upward adding and another 12 points could have been added for six bank

three points to defendants criminal history for his admitted robberies which were not considered as separate
crimes be-

embezzlement of $56000 from an ait gallery where he had cause they had been consolidated for sentencing The 7th

been employed The embezzlementdid not result in crim- CIrcuit affirmed finding that the district court could have

ma conviction The D.C Circuit rejected defendants claim designated defendant as career offender under section 481.1

that the embezzlement was related to the instant offense based on the six bank robberies The court rejected the con-

and therefore was not proper basis for criminal history clusion in application note to section 4A1.2 that two con-

departure The art gallery incident occurred over year
be- victions even if completely unrelated factually may be char-

fore the fraud Defendant perpetrated the instant fraud by acterized as one conviction for career offender and criminal

relying on information from an individual he did not meet history purposes
if they are consolidated for sentencing

until after he had left the art gallery U.S Jones F.2d Since the applicable sentence for career offender was 151 to

D.C Cr Oct 25 1991 No 90-3266 188 months the extent of the departure was reasonable U.S

Elmendoij F.2d 7th Cr Oct 11 1991 No 89

7th Circuit upholds firearms despite acquit- 3378

tal on fiiv.arms charge 175X284X755 The 7th Circuit af

firmed an enhancement under section 201.1b for posses-
4th Circuit forbids reliance on information from coopesa

sion of firearm during drug trafficking crime even though don aesncnt to deny substantial assistance departure

defendant was acquitted of possessing
the weapon during 185X710 Defendants plea agreement provided that he

drug trafficking crime The fact that the jury did not find would cooperate
with authorities and that any evidence ob

him guilty beyond reasonable doubt did not prevent
the tamed from defendant would not be used against him in any

court from finding the facts under the guidelines by pre-
further criminal proceedings During defendants debriefing

ponderance of the evidence The court rejected defendants he admitting selling about 400 pounds of marijuana per year

contention that his possession was analogous to an unloaded since 1984 This information was not used to calculate his

hunting rifle in the closet for which an enhancement is im- offense level because it was not known to the government

proper under application note to section 201.1b Al- before his coàperation The government moved for

though there was testimony that defendant used the gun for downward departure for substantial assistance but the dis

private purposes such as shooting pigeons the district court trict court refused to depart because of defendants admission

found that the semi-automatic pistol and loaded clip found in of involvement in heavy marijuana trafficking The 4th Cir

defendants van were readily accessible and available to de- cult vacated and remanded for resentencing Although

fendant during the cocaine transaction which took place in guideline section 1B1.8a only prohibits
the use of such in-

the van U.S Wdch F.2d 7th Cir Oct 15 1991 formation in determining defendant guideline range Ap

No 90.2676 plication Note explains that it is the policy of the Sentenc

ing Commission that defendant not receive an increased

10th Circuit upholds firearms inhinceuiait despite ac- sentence as result of such information Judge Wilkins dis

quitxal on firearms charge 175X284 The 10th Circuit up-
sented U.S Malvito F.2d 4th Cir Oct 16 1991

held an enhancement under guideline section 201.1b de- No 90-5822

spite defendants acquittal of carrying firearm in connec

tion with drug trafficking crime There was evidence that
ct all

two guns been ocat or several days at the arrest tChar
scene that they were handled at will by those persons who

lived at the apartment and that they were kept for the pro

tection of the conspiracy participants and the money and the 9th Circuit holds that lack of statutory
minimum sen

cocaine That the jury did not convict the defendant of
pos-

tence does not permit guidline to be ignored 220245

sessing the weapon during drug trafficking crime did not In U.S ti 883 F.2d 829 9th Cir 1989 the 9th Circuit

bar the sentencing judge from considering this evidence held that statutory mandatory minimum sentence must be

U.S Coleman F.2d 10th Cr Oct 16 1991 No 90- imposed even when the guideline sentence would be lower

5207 Based on Saip the defendant in this case argued that since
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the embezzlement stature does not specify minimum sen- the motion might become moot The government did no
tence the minimum term of no imprisonment must con- oppose the weighing and stated that the lab

reports
had been

trol over the guideline sentence Thus he argued that it was provided to defendant The district court then ordered the

proper for the district court to impose sentence of proba- government to produce representative samples for indepen-

don even though the guidelines called for 15 to 21 months dent chemical testing and did not mention except by gen
The 9th Circuit rejected the argument stating that Congress eral denial of all other requests the weighing issue Defen

cbuld not have intended for the silence of the statute to in- dant later pled guilty without raising further objections

validate guideline sentences U.S riier F.2d 9th Under these circumstances defendant waived his right to the

Cr Oct 31 1991 No 90-10376 independent weighing When defendant failed at sentencing

to challenge the weight of the heroin in the charged offense

8th Circuit rqects disparity in charging deeon as basis he waived the right to challenge it on appeal U.S Padilla

for downward departure 245X715 Defendant received F.ld 10th Cir Oct 21 1991 No 89-2179

33-month sentence for armed robbery in violation of 18

U.S.C section 2113a and and consecutive 60-month 4th Circuit upholds converting eized cash into drug
sentence for use of firearm in violation of 18 U.S.C section equivalency to determine base offense level 254 Various

924c He argued that the district court should have found drugs drug paraphernalia and $279000 in cash were seized

that it had the authority to depart downward from the 60- from defendants home In determining defendants base of-

month sentence required by section 924c because two per-
fense level the district court converted the seized cash into

sons convicted of the same conductrobbing bank with an equivalent cocaine quantity which was then added to the

firearmcould be charged and sentenced differently One drugs actually seized from defendant The equivalent co
charged only with violating section 2113a would re- caine quantity was determined by dividing $32000 the price

ceive much lighter sentence than one charged with violat- that defendant had previously agreed to sell kilogram of

ing both section 2113a and section 924c According to cocaine into $279000 to arrive at 8.736 kilograms of co
defendant this would violate the goal of unwarranted sen- caine The 4th Circuit held that the conversion of cash into

tencing disparities among defendants with similar records drugs was authorized by application note to section 2D1.4
who have been found guilty of similar conduct The 8th which states that the judge may approximate quantity when
CIrcuit noting that it had previously rejected this argument the amount of drugs seized does not reflect the scale of the

in U.S Foote 898 F.2d 659 8th Cir cert denied 111 S.Ct offense Here defendant admitted to DEA agents that he had

112 1990 found no error U.S Ha/ford F.2d 8th obtained majority of the money from other previous drug

Cr Oct 25 1991 No 91-1246 transactions and that if it had not been seized it would have

been picked up by an individual to be used to purchase more
9th Circuit bases methamphmrnc offense level on total cocaine U.S Hicks F.2d 4th Cit Oct 23 1991
weight of mixture 250 footnote to section 2D1.1c No 90.5627

added to the guidelines by the 1989 amendments requires

the offense level to be based on the entire weight of any mix- 7th Circuit upholds basing drug quantity on estimation

ture in which controlled substance is found However by government witness 254 government witness testi

footnote treats methamphetarnine differently in the case of fled that on average per month he sold cocaine for the de
mixture or substance

containing PCP or metham- fendant in the amount of one to two ounces maybe at the

phetamine use the offense level determined by the entire most The 7th Circuit upheld the district courts determi

weight of the mixture or substance or the offense level de- nation that defendant was involved in the distribution of one

termined by the weight of the pure PCI or metham- ounce of cocaine
per

month The transaction which led to

phetamine whichever is greater The 9th Circuit held that defendants arrest corroborated the witness testimony that

this footnote was perfectly clear and consistent on its face he was involved with the defendant in conspiracy to dis

Therefore there was no need to interpret it The
presentence tribute cocaine and gave credence to his estimate of the

report correctly calculated the amount of pure metham amount of cocaine distributed The witness had knowledge

phetamine in the mixture U.S Bresserre F.2d 9th of the amount of cocaine that was available for distribution

Cit October 24 1991 No 90-50621 as well as the amount distributed U.S Wdth F.2d

7th Cir Oct 15 1991 No 90-2676

10th Circuit holds defendant waived right to independent

wetghing of heroin 250X855 The 10th Circuit upheld the 7th Circuit finds ndequate factual findings as to defen
district courts denial of defendant motion for an indepen- dant drug transactions 254 Defendant was involved in

dent weighing of the heroin The court agreed that Fed conspiracy which imported large quantities of marijuana
Crim 16a1C entitled defendant to an independent The district court found that defendant was responsible for

weighing because the weight of the heroin could affect the importing 6600 pounds of marijuana The 7th Circuit Va-

sentence However defendants motion stated that once the cased and remanded for additional findings The court had

government provided copy of the official
laboratory report

failed to detail why 6600 pounds was chosen It did not say
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which importation episodes
it considered in arriving at its because he did not intend to produce and was not reasonably

calculation nor did it find that defendant participated
in the capable of producing those quantities The district court

importation activities that were the basis of the substantive found however that defendant was not just puffing and

charges for which he was acquitted Such specificity was nec- that he was able to produce the promised quantities US

essary in light of defendants argument that he joined the Moreno F.2d 1st Cir Oct 17 1991 No 90-2185

conspiracy months after it had begun and therefore should

not have been held liable for its earliest importations U.S 1st Circuit upholds considesation of drugs involved in

Morrison F.2d_ 7th Cir Oct 10 1991 No 89-2284 triitrtinn at which ddntlnt was not present 270 De

fendant contended that it was improper for the district court

10th Circuit upholds atimring drug quantity based to consider at sentencing 2.014 grams of cocaine that her

upon testimony of govanmesit witness 254X770 Defen- boyfriend gave to undercover agents
without her knowledge

dant argued that the court erred by basing its ruling that he or participation The 1st Circuit affirmed the offense level

was involved with 500 grams of crack cocaine upon the calculation ruling that the 2-gram transaction was part
of the

speculative and inherently unreliable testimony of gov- same course 61 conduct for which defendant pled guilty

ernment witness The witness testified that defendant and The two different distributiofls were essentially related stages

his co-conspirators were awaiting shipment of approxi- of the same transaction The grams was sample for

mately five kilograms of crack cocaine and heroin The 10th which the boyfriend did not demand payment and served as

Circuit upheld the district courts ruling since it was sup-
direct antecedent to the sale of the larger quantity

of co-

ported by testimony other than the disputed testimony The caine for which defendant pled guilty Moreover given
de

same government witness also testified that he and defendant fendant sextensive participation
in the planning of the entire

had transported about half kilo or 18 ounces each time of transaction and in the collection of the proceeds the district

crack and that they made about four trips Any half kilo- court could have reasonably concluded that defendant knew

gram or 500 gram amount could have satisfied the weight of the 2-gram transaction US Dilorio F.2d 1st

requirement for base offense level of 36 Though an esti- Cit Oct 16 1991 No 91-1340

mate this testimony about the shipments in general corn

prised the type of evidence of historical transactions that is 5th Circuit finds no breach of plÆagreesncnt despite gov

not inherently unreliable The trial judge specifically found esumait inclusion of uncharged drugs 270X790 De

the witness to be credible and reliable U.S Coleman fendants contended that the government
violated their plea

F.ld 10th Cir Oct 16 1991 No 90.5207 agreement not to prosecute
them for additional offenses by

recommending inclusion of 17 ounces of rnethamphetamine

11th Circuit upholds drug quantity despite inconsistency not involved in the count of conviction The 5th Circuit re

between trial and grand jury testimony 2.54X770 An in- jected this contention ruling that the government kept its

formant testified that defendants had acquired two kilograms promise not to prosecute because including the additional 17

on trip to Miami in November and three kilograms on ounces in sentencing was not equivalent to prosecution The

second trip to Miami in December Defendants contended court also rejected defendants claim that their guilty pleas

that the informant testimony was unreliable because he tes- were rendered involuntary by the governments alleged
mis-

tilled before the grand jury that three kilograms were in- representation that their base offense level would be based

volved in the first Miami trip and two kilograms were in- on only 269 grams The guilty pleas were voluntary because

volved in the second Miami trip The 11th Circuit upheld the district court informed both defendants of the maximum

the district courts determination finding that the court 1- possible statutory punishment they faced U.S Kinder

lowed for the witness inconsistent testimony The court F.2d 5th Cir Oct 21 1991 No 90-8579

found that the December acquisition involved two kilo

grams which was added to the two kilàgrams from the 5th Circuit affirms considesation of drugs that defendant

November trip plus the negotiation involving one kilogram said he had on the street 270 Defendant was arrested af

Thus the cumulative amount was five kilograms U.S ter purchasing half pound of methamphetamine from an

Griffin F.2d 11th Cit Oct 22 1991 No 90-8200 undercover agent Prior to his arrest he told the
agent

that

he had not wanted to buy large quantity of the drug the

1st Circuit affirms inclusion of cocaine defendant week before because he had 17 ounces of mechamphetamine

promised to supply undacova agents 265 Defendant on the street and had not collected all of the money from

contended that the cocaine involved in his conspiracy was the sale of it The 5th Circuit affirmed the district courts

two to three kilograms rather than the 15 to 50 kilograms consideration of the 17 ounces in determining defendants

used by the district court The 1st Circuit held that the cal- base offense level Defendants daim that this statement was

culation wassupported by evidence that defendant promised mere puffery was belied by another undercover agent
who

to supply undercover agents five to 10 kilograms of cocaine testified that he had information concerning multiple

at 15.day intervals Defendant contended that the court ounces sold by defendant Defendant high sales volume

should have excluded the quantities
he negotiated to supply was also supported by an informant who told the undercover
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agent
that defendant sold from eight to 16 ounces of argument for remanding their case for resentencing Tle

methamphetamine week It was also proper to hold defen court remanded for resentencing several defendants who en-

darns brother responsible for the 17 ounces since the cvi- tered the conspiracy near its end since they might not be ac
dence supported conclusion that the brother worked countable for the drugs involved in the earlier

stages
of the

dosely with defendant in the conspiracy U.S Kinder_ conspiracy The court refused to remand two defendants

F.2d 5th Cit Oct 21 1991 No 90.8579 who offered no reason to believe that they were involved in

narrower conspiracy The case contains detailed discus-

10th Circuit reverses inclusion of uncharged drugs where sion of the foreseeability requirement in conspiracy cases

information was not reliable 270770855 The district U.S Edwa4 F.2d 7th Cit Oct 15 1991 No 89-

court held defendant responsible for 3.8 grams of heroin 2880

outside the offense of conviction Although the presentence

report detailed defendants involvement in several other drug 7th Circuit affirms that heroin distribution was reason-

transactions they did not amount to 3.8 grams The 10th ably foreseeable 275 Defendant was charged with con-

Circuit remanded for iesentencin since the source of spiracy to distribute cocaine heroin and marijuana He
information for the 3.8 grams did not appear in the record eventually pled guilty only to conspiring to possess cocaine

Although hearsay information may be used some indicia of His offense level was calculated on the basis of the full

reliability is required The court rejected the governments amount of drugs handled by the conspiracy including three

claim that because defendant did not specifically challenge to ten kilograms of heroin He contended that the heroin

the reliability of the information the issue was not preserved distribution was not reasonably foreseeable to him given his

for appeal Defendant did object to the use of the 3.8 grams limited participation in the conspiracy The 7th Circuit re

and even if defendant did not specifically challenge the jected the argument ruling that the heroin distribution was

reliability of the information the court should have made an reasonably foreseeable to him He was not peripheral co

independent determination on the reliability of the evidence conspirator He had frequent contact with the central orga

U.S Padilla F.2d 10th CIt Oct 21 1991 No 89- nizer of the drug distribution network He conceded that he

2179 used code words such as brown cars and white cars in

telephone conversations with the organizer in order to dis

5th Circuit determines that old drug sales were part of cuss heroin and cocaine transactions and that he was aware

same conspiracy despite lapse of time 275X380 In deter that the organizer used an area restaurant as the base for op
mining defendants sentence the district court considered erations U.S Rosa F.2d 7th Cit Oct 11 1991

defendants drug transactions from 1984 to 1989 Defendant No 89-2704

contended that the 1984 transactions were not part of the

later conspiracy for which he was convicted because he 4th Circuit affirms that defendant caused bodily injury

moved to another town in 1985 and while he was there he despite victim testimony 290 Defendant was convicted

had no dealings with his coconspirators Moreover he at- of collecting extensions of credit by extortionate means and

gued that the statute of limitation barred consideration of the received two level enhancement under section 2E2.1b2
1984 transactions The 5th Circuit upheld the inclusion of for

causing bodily injury to his victim The 4th Circuit af

the 1984 transactions in defendants base offense level firmed the enhancement even though the victim testified

single conspiracy is not converted into multiple conspiracies that defendant struck him because he lied to defendant and

simply by lapse of time change in membership or shifting that he suffered no physical effects from the injury and there

emphasis in the location of the operation The five-year jim- was no malice involved The victims testimony exempli

itations period for prosecuting the 1984 transactions did not fled that of loan-sharking victim who fears the conse

expire until the fall of 1989 after defendants arrest and in- quences of non-repayment and of testifying as complaining

dictment In addition guideline section 1BI.3a2 does not witness The district court found persuasive testimony by

limit the definition of relevant conduct to acts within the four witnesses who observed the victim within few hours

limitations period U.S Lokey F.2d 5th Cir Oct after the battery occurred One witness heard the victim say

10 1991 No 90-8245 had the expletive slapped out of me and observed that

the victims face was red Another noticed that the victims

7th Circuit holds that conspiracy defendant is responsible face looked reddish and that the victim complained that his

only for reasonably foreseeable conduct 275 The 7th ear was ringing as result of defendant blow An FBI agent

Circuit held that the district court improperly sentenced sev- testified that the victims face looked little puffy while the

eral conspirators for the total quantity of drugs without de- victims son testified that he observed red mark on defen

termining whether the drugs were reasonably foreseeable to darns face U.S lsaaa F.2d 4th Cit Oct 18 1991
each defendant The district judge offered

generic explana- No 90-5541

tion for assigning the same offense level to each conspirator

The appellate court then determined on defendant-by-dc- 8th Circuit affirms that defendant who concealed assets

fendant basis whether the defendant offered meritorious from bankruptcy officers violated jut1frii process
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300 Guideline section 2F1.1b3B provides
for two role enhancement The government agreed that the adjust-

level enhancement if the underlying offense involved the ment must be based upon defendants role in the offense of

violation of any judicial or administrative order injunction conviction but contended that there was sufficient evidence

decree or process The 8th Circuit affirmed an enhance- in the record based upon defendants rok in the offense of

merit under this section ruling that defendant who corn- conviction to support the enhancement Since the case was

mitted bankruptcy fraud did violate judicial process by being remanded on other grounds the 10th Circuit ordered

fraudulently concealing his assets from bankruptcy court of- the district court to reconsider its determination even

ficers U.S L1o4 F.2d 8th Cir Oct 18 1991 No though there was sufficient evidence to support the en-

1.1688 hancement based solely on the offense of conviction The

district court sentenced defendant without the benefit of U.S

2nd Circuit upholds treathig firearm count as drug Pettit 903 F.2d 1336 10th Cir 1990 which held that the

count 330X470 Defendant was convicted of drug charges factual basis for such an adjustment must come from de

Shortly thereafter he was convicted of being felon in
pos-

fendant role in the offense of conviction U.S Padilhs

session of firearm based upon his arrest while carrying F.2d 10th Cir Oct 21 1991 No 89-2179

weapon en route to purchase drugs The two indictments

were consolidated for sentencing In connection with the 1st Circuit upholds lcadrsbip role where defendant con-

firearms offense the district judge followed guideline section ducted negotiations 431 The 1st Circuit rejected defen

2K2.1c2 which provides that where defendant
possesses

dant claim that he was not an organizer leader manager or

weapon in connection with another offense the guideline supervisor
of drug conspiracy under guideline section

for the other offense applies if it results in higher
offense 3B1.1c There was no question that defendants co-conspir

level Since the drug guideline section 2D1.1c resulted in ator was distinctly subordinate to defendant Defendant not

higher offense level the judge treated the weapons offense as the co-conspirator
conducted the negotiations

with the in-

drug offense The judge then grouped the weapons offense formant and with the undercover agents and received pay-

with the other drug offenses under guideline section ment for the cocaine U.S Moreno F.2d 1st Cir

3D1.2d and determined the base offense level by aggregat-
Oct 17 1991 No 90-2185

ing the drug quantities involved in the drug counts and the

weapons count The 2nd Circuit affirmed ruling that the 5th Circuit upholds older broth leadership role 431

gun count was properly treated as drug count and then Defendant contended that his two-point enhancement under

properly grouped with the other drug counts U.S P4gzer guideline section 3B1.1c for being leader of criminal ac

son F.2d 2nd CirOct 22 1991 No 91-1186 tivity was improper because his role was no different from

__________________________________
the other two participants Any dominance he had over

Adi ntr them defendant contended resulted from his relationship to

them boyfriend to one older brother to the other rather

than his role in the criminal activity The 5th Circuit found

9th Circuit holds that mnger must have managed at the evidence sufficient to uphold the enhancement police

least one other criminally responsible person 430 The officer testified that an informant had advised authorities

9th Circuit held that in order for defendant to receive an that defendant was in charge of the other two Further de

adjustment under 3B1.1b for his role as manager or super fendant girlfriend informed an undercover agent
that she

visor the defendant must have managed or supervised at took care of defendants drug business for him At defen

least one other participantthat is person who was crimi- dant meeting with the undercover
agent to purchase drugs

rially responsible for the commission of the offense per-
defendant negotiated with the undercover agent instructed

son may be deemed criminally responsible even though that his younger brother to test the drugs give the agent
the

person
has not been convicted In the present case the dis- money and to take the drugs outside and wait for him U.S

trict court found that defendants concealment of the
exports

Kinder F.2d 5th Cir Oct 21 1991 No 90-8579

required three shipping companies three
storage facilities at

least five knowing participants and numerous unknowing 7th Circuit affirms leadership role for prime mover in

participants
Since the district court did not find that any of setting up cocaine transactions 431 The 7th Circuit af

these persons were criminally responsible the sentence was firmed two level enhancement under guideline section

vacated and remanded to make the required determination 3B1.1c based upon defendants leadership role in drug

U.S Hdmy F.2d 9th Cir Oct 28 1991 No 89- conspiracy Testimony at trial demonstrated that defendant

10659 was the prime mover in setting up the cocaine distribution

organization Defendant had approached co-conspirator

10th Circuit orders court to reconsider role in offense and asked him to become involved in selling cocaine He

based solely on offense of conviction 430 Defendant con- then gave money to the co-conspirator in order to buy co

tended that the district court improperly considered cànduct caine for defendant defendant would in turn provide the co

outside the offense of conviction to impose supervisory
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caine to others for distribution U.S Wdch F.2d upon her minimal role in her boyfriends drug activities

7th Cit Oct 15 1991 No 90-2676 The 1st Circuit affirmed the denial of the four level reduc

don Although defendant was clearly less culpable than her

11th Circuit affirms
leadesahip role of defendant who di- boyfriend she acted as loyal lieutenant in the drug deals

rected informant drug distribution 431 The evidence Defendant was well aware that her boyfriend hoped to ar

revealed that defendant co-conspirator in drug ring fi-
range

additional transactions of cocaine on weekly basis

nanced the apartment from which co-conspirator-turned- She also expressed fear that the undercover
agents might be

government-informant sold drugs subsequently arranged for cops and suggested that future transactions be moved to an

roommate to help the informant with the drug sales had establishment known for cocaine trafficking She also ap
drugs delivered to the apartment collected the proceeds peared at meeting at which the

agents paid for the drugs

from the drug sales and planned and executed trips to obtain and she counted the money All of this belied any claim that

drugs The 11th Circuit affirmed that this was sufficient cvi- she was unaware of the scope and structure of the

dance to justify two level enhancement under guideline sec- boyfriends activities U.S Dilorio F.2d 1st Cir

don 381.1c for being manager or supervisor That the co- Oct 16 1991 No 91-1340

conspirator was government informant did not make the

enhancement inapplicable since the co-conspirator was an 5th Circuit rejects minor role for ddnd2nts who wae
active member in the drug operation before he became involved with substantial quantities of marijuana 445
government agent and thereafter continued to operate in the The 5th Circuit rejected the contentions of two drug con-

same capacity as far as defendant was concerned U.S spirators that they were entitled to reduction based upon

GrJin F.2d 11th CIr Oct 22 1991 No 90-8200 their minor role One defendant was regular customer of

drug dealer/conspirator during the period listed in the in-

7th Circuit finds district court failed to adequately ee- dictment purchasing between 150 and 180 pounds of man-

plain basis for supervisorial nhincesnent 432 Although juana every three to 12 pounds The other defendant was in-

the presentence report recommended three level enhance- volved in transactions totalling at least 2000 pounds U.S

rnent for each defendant based upon their managerial role in Lokey F.2d 5th Cir Oct 10 1991 No 90.8245

the offense the district court imposed only two level en
hancement because it did not believe that many of the people 8th Circuit duties mitigating role adjustment to dcfcn

involved in the conspiracy had been managed by defendants dant who initiated transaction with undercover agait
The 7th Circuit remanded because the district court failed to 445 The 8thCircuit affirmed the courts denial of minor

adequately explain the factual basis for the enhancement or minimal role adjustment because defendant initiated the

The district court gave no indication which of the alleged drug transaction with the undercover agent had previously

participants each defendant had supervised It also remarked distributed drugs and had weapon to protect himself U.S

that at least some of the conspirators could not be character- L.aini F.2d 8th Cir Oct 25 1991 No 91-1986

ized as followers of anyone Although there might have

been an adequate basis in the record to support the conclu- 4th Circuit affirms high speed chase and disposal of co
sion that defendants each supervised at least one other partic- caine as grounds for obstruction nhinccment 461 The

ipant the district court should determine this matter in the district court imposed two level obstruction of justice en-

first instance U.S Jewel F.2d 7th Cit Oct 21 hancement based in part on the fact that when confronted by

1991 No 90-2001 police defendant fled resulting in high speed chase during

which defendant threw two kilograms of cocaine from his

1st Circuit rules dcfnt4int waived minor participant issue car The 4th Circuit affirmed that both the high speed chase

by fiiing to present itto sentencing court 440X855 The and the disposal of the cocaine were independent and ada-

1st Circuit refused to consider defendants claim that he was quate grounds for the enhancement Defendants conduct

minor participant in drug smuggling offense because he was more than mere flight to evade arrest He led police on

failed to raise the issue in the district court Defendant was high speed chase through rural area for three to four

offered ample opportunity to challenge the computation of miles Speeds reached up to 95 miles per hour The lives of

his offense level and to raise any question regarding his al- pursuing law enforcement officers were endangered as were

leged role as minor participant Defendants failure to as- the lives of any unsuspecting motorists who may have been

sert this claim at his sentencing hearing foreclosed him from driving that evening Defendants disposal of the cocaine

raising it here U.S Uricoechea-Casallas F.2d 1st while in flight also constituted obstruction of justice even

Cir Oct 11 1991 No 90-1717 though defendant later aided police in the cocaines recovery
U.S Hit F.2d 4th Cit Oct 23 1991 No 90-

1st Circuit rejects four-level reduction for defendant who 5627

was loyal lieutenant in boyfriends drug activity 445
Defendant contended that she should have received four 7th Circuit affirms obstruction nhncement where

level rather than three level reduction in offense level based threats against witness were corroborated 461 At defen
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dant sentencing hearing police detective testified that tion or prosecution as not obstructed or impeded U.S

government informant reported that defendant had called Moreno F.2d 1st Cir Oct 17 1991 No 90.2185

the informant and had threatened him and his attorney Ac

cording to the detective the informant had also advised his 8th Circuit revesies obstruction nhicancnt whae con-

attorney about the threats Less than week after the alleged duct was part of offense 462 Defendant was convicted of

threatening phone calls the informant was shot at by an- bankruptcy fraud The district court imposed two level in-

other co-conspirator who accused the informant of being crease for obstruction of justice based upon defendants con-

snitch Neither the informant or the informants attorney
duct in conceding assets from bankruptcy court officers and

testified at sentencing concerning the alleged threats committing perjury duzng the bankruptcy proceedings The

Nonetheless the 7th Circuit affirmed an enhancement for 8th Circuit reversed since this conduct was the basis for the

obstruction of justice rejecting defendants claim that the criminal charges against him An enhancement under guide-

enhancement was based upon unreliable and uncorroborated line section 3C1.1 is limited to obstructivç conduct that oc

hearsay The court expressed doubts that the informants al- curs during the investigation prosecution or sentencing of

legations by themselves would be sufficiently reliable to the charged offense It does not apply to conduct that is
part

justify the enhancement However the shooting incident of the crime itself U.S L1o4 F.2d 8th Cir Oct

which took place shortly after defendant was arrested 18 1991 No 91-1688

tended to corroborate the informants story U.S Jewel

F.2d 7th Cir Oct 21 1991 No 90.2001 11th Circuit refuses to require obstruction nhncemcnt

despite contradictions in defendant testimony 462 The

7th Circuit affirms obstruction Pnh1nccnsent based upon government appealed the district courts refusal to impose

Incredible story given by defendant 461 Defendant two-level enhancement for obstruction of justice based on

contended that the district court improperly used the defen- defendants perjury at trial The 11th Circuit refused to re-

darns decision to testify and the subsequent guilty verdict as quite the enhancement noting that although there were

evidence that he testified untruthfully The 7th Circuit af- apparent contradictions in defendant trial testimony it

firmed the enhancement for obstruction of justice under sec- was not clear that the examples justified reversal U.S

tion 3C1.1 Defendant testified that he was not involved in Stubbr F.2d 11th Cir Oct 18 1991 No 89.6112

cocaine transaction and stated that he had provided loan of

$4800 to his co.conspirator at approximately 550 p.m to be D.C Circuit holds drug rehabilitation does not j..tify

used for the purchase of used car He further stated that he downward departure 480X680X719 The D.C Circuit re

was waiting in parking lot expecting the co-conspirator to versed downward departure based upon defendants poten

return approximately an hour arid half later after having tial for rehabilitation from drug addiction However fol

purchased the car and resold it at profit The district court lowing the 1st Circuits decision in U.S War 920 F.2d

found this testimony to be Incredible in the face of testi- 107 1st Cit 1990 the court held that post-arrest but pretrial

mony to the contrary and the appellate court agreed U.S drug rehabilitation effort might justify two-level reduction

lVdth F.2d 7th Cir Oct 15 1991 No 90-2676 for
acceptance

of responsibility
under section 3E1.1 The

court left open the possibility that on rare occasion

1st Circuit aecJ obstruction nhince.incnt because dc- further reduction might be in order but only if the rehabili-

fendant smtement did not impede investigation 462 tation was so extraordinary as to suggest
its presence to

Defendantss full name was Jairo Andres Valejo Gonzales degree not adequately taken into consideration by the accep

although all participants in the drug transaction knew defen tance of responsibility
reduction Judge Edwards con

dant simply as Andres Gonzales Although there was curzed but wrote separately to express
his profound con-

some evidence that others knew him as Jairo Gonzales cern with the guidelines arguing that they do not promote

there was no evidence that defendant used this name during uniformity but merely transfer discretion from the judges to

the offense or that authorities were misled He did how- the prosecutors
and the probation office Judge Silberman

ever refuse to acknowledge that he also went by the name of dissented U.S Barrington F.2d D.C Cit Oct

Jairo Valejo He contended that an enhancement for ob- 1991 No 90-3176

struction of justice was improper since he consistently used

and answered to the name Andrea Gonzales The 1st Cir- 5th Circuit rejects acceptance of responsibility where de

cuit found it unnecessary to decide this issue since the en- fendants desui4 involvement outside charged conduct

hancement was improper on other grounds Application 482 Defendants were arrested after purchasing half pound

Note 4b to section 3C1.1 effective November 1990 of methamphetamine from an undercover agent The 5th

makes clear that the obstruction enhancement does not ap-
CIrcuit affirmed the district courts denial of reduction for

ply to false statement not under oath to law enforcement acceptance
of responsibility because defendants denied cul

officers unless significant obstruction or impediment of pability
for any criminal conduct beyond the specific offense

the investigation or prosecution occurs Here the investiga- charged One defendant claimed that he was pressured into

committing the offense and denied that the purchase money
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came from the prior sale of other drugs The other defen-
crinunal Histo 14A

darn denied that he knew that his codefendant planned to
57

purchase methamphetamine and denied testing the drug in

sisting that he was simply using the drug Both defendants 5th Circuit holds that defendant who was imprisoned
continued to deny their involvement in the sale of 17 addi- pending sentencing was unda crimnil justice sentence

tional ounces of methamphetamine U.S Kinder F.2d 500 While in
prison pending sentencing on drug charge

5th Cir Oct 21 1991 No 90.8579 defendant attempted to escape In sentencing defendant for

the
escape attempt defendant received two additional crimi

8th Circuit affirms deithi of acceptance of responsibility nal history points under guideline section 4A1.1d for corn-

reduction despite ddnInt assistance 486 Defendant mining the attempted escape
while under criminal justice

contended that he should have received reduction for ac- sentence The 5th Circuit affirmed the enhancement reject

ceptance
of responsibility because he voluntarily terminated ing defendants claim that he was not under criminal jus

his criminal activity provided truthful admissions assisted rice sentence because he had not yet
been sentenced on the

authorities in the recovery of the fruits and instrumentalities drug charge The court held that if defendant commences

of the offense and wore body wire to meeting with his an offense following conviction for an earlier offense but be-

drug source The 8th CIrcuit found that the denial of the re- fore sentencing on that earlier offense he or she nevertheless

duction was not clearly erroneous Defendants acceptance commits the instant offense while under criminal justice

of responsibility was equivocal At one point in the sen- sentence as long as the conduct involved in the instant

tenting hearing defendant acknowledged his
acceptance

of offense was not part of the earlier offense and the defen

responsibility but later in the hearing said that he was not darn is sentenced on the earlier offense before being sen

responsible because his drug source made him commit the tenced on the instant offense U.S Arellano-Rocha F.2d

offense U.S LaivJ F.2d 8th Cit Oct 25 1991 5th Cit Oct 25 1991 No 91-8047

No 91.1986

2nd Circuit upholds young adult offender offense as pred
1st Circuit dnia acceptance of responsibility reduction to icate for career offenIer status 504520 The 2nd Circuit

defendant who gave three different stories 488 The 1st upheld the use of an offense for which defendant was sen
Circuit affirmed the district courts decision to deny defen- tenced as young adult offender under 18 U.S.C section

darn reduction for
acceptance

of responsibility Defendant 4216 now repealed as predicate offense for career offender

provided three different versions of the events leading to his stanis The commentary to guideline section 4B1.2 specifies

arrest The district court had the opportunity to observe de- that courts are to apply section 4A1.2 in counting convic

fendant demeanor and evaluate his credibility when he tea- tions to determine career offender status That section pro
rifled at trial Defendants claim that he was coerced in vides detailed instructions for offenses committed prior to

transporting cocaine was inconsistent with
acceptance of re- age 18 The plain implication is that convictions for all of

sponsibility U.S Uricoethe.aitc4ic F.2d 1st Cir fenses committed when the defendant was 18 or older are

Oct 11 1991 No 90.1717 to be considered adult convictions for purposes of the crimi

nal history category determination Here defendant was 25

11th Circuit affirms reduction for acceptance of respoæsi- years old when he committed the predicate offense Thus it

bility even though ddnfl2nt statrment was subject to was an adult conviction for career offender purposes US
interpretation 488 The district court granted defendant Connor F.2d 2nd Cir Oct 21 1991 No 89-1630

reduction for
acceptance

of responsibility based upon

statement written by defendant but read at sentencing by de- 2nd Circuit rejects contention that prior federal and state

fense counsel because defendant was overcome by emo- convictions were functionally consolidated 504 Defen

don The government appealed claiming that defendant darn was sentenced as career offender based on federal

never admitted culpability in the statement The closest she conviction for armed robbery and two state court convic

came was am guilty with being involved with the wrong tions for armed robbery The 2nd Circuit rejected defen

people realize how foolish was My mistakes resulted in dant claim that he was improperly sentenced as career of

my being here Nevertheless the government contended fender because his federal and state convictions were

that defendant continued to maintain her innocence and de- functionally consolidated The convictions were the prod
nied ever being involved with drugs The 11th Circuit re- uct of single arrest were investigated jointly by state and

fused to reverse the
acceptance

of responsibility reduction federal authorities and resulted in concurrent sentences of

noting that since defendants statement was capable of vary the same length Defendant claimed that their separate sta

ing interpretations deference should be granted to the trial tus was simply the accidental result of how prosecution was

judge who can weigh the credibility of such statements allocated between state and federal authorities However
U.S Stubz F.2d 11th Cit Oct 18 1991 No 89 the court had previously ruled that it would not inquire into

6112 whether consolidation would have occurred if all the of

fenses had been prosecuted by the same authority since this
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inquiry is too speculative The federal and state convictions sentence is imposed for proper reasons and conserving judi

were riot part
of common scheme or plan since the rob- cial resources U.S Jon F.2d D.C Cir Oct 25

beries were committed on different dates by different partic- 1991 No 90-3266

ipants using different methods U.S Connoi F.2d

2nd Cir Oct 21 1991 No 89-1630 7th Circuit rules district court adequately identified

grounds for crmnaI history departure 510 The 7th Cir

10th Circuit affirms that witness intimidon charge re cult rejected defendants claim that the district court failed to

lated to instant offense may be considered in defendant adequately identify its reasons for an upward criminal his

ctimin2l history 504 After defendant first trial on drug tory departure It was clear from the judge comments that

conspiracy charges he assaulted witness who had testified he enhanced defendants sentence because the criminal his-

against him at the trial He was then convicted of witness tory in the presentence report
failed to take into account de

retaliation After second trial on the drug charges he was fendant extensive criminal convictions The fact that the

also convicted of the drug charges In determining defen judge did not recite in categorical sequence each and every

dant criminal history level for the drug convictions the prior offense set forth in the presentence report that it relied

district court added points
based upon defendants convic on in enhancing the defendants sentence was immaterial

don for witness retaliation The 10th Circuit upheld the It was evident that the judge relied upon the presentence
re

sentence rejecting defendants daim that the witness retalia- port and that defendant and his counsel had the opportunity

don was part of single common scheme with the drug of to review the presentence report prior to sentencing U.S

fense The drug charges alleged criminal conduct that ended Elmendoij F.2d 7th Cir Oct 11 1991 No 89-3378

before the offense charged in the witness retaliation indict

ment Thus the offenses did not occur on single occa- D.C Circuit upholds crinunI history departure despite

sion U.S Coleman F.2d 10th Cr Oct 16 1991 reliance on improper gronwLI 510 The district court mi-

No 90-5207 daIly departed upward to criminal history category
IV based

upon two prior offenses for which defendant either was not

10th Circuit upholds consideration in crininiI history of convicted or received probation The court then departed to

offense for which eract date of scntncing was unknown category
because defendant committed the instant offense

504 Defendant challenged the district courts inclusion in while on release in three different pending cases had fla

his criminal history of an offense for which the exact date of
grant disregard for the law as demonstrated by the crime

sentencing was unknown The 10th Circuit ruled that the spree
which led to the instant offense and had engaged in

district court had sufficient information from which it could numerous acts of deception in connection with the instant

reasonably infer that the sentence had been imposed within offense The D.C CIrcuit agreed that it was error to depart

five years of the beginning of defendants instant offense based on deception related to the instant offense but

The report
listed the daze of arrest as 02.1544 and listed nonetheless upheld the departure First the district court

the date of sentencing as unknown The trial court reasoned cited sufficient factors to permit departure to category

that the sentence necessarily was imposed after his arrest prior to mentioning the inappropriate factor Second the

which took place less than five yevi prior to the date his in- departure was based upon defendants long history of prior

stant offense began Defendants contention that the trial criminal activity Finally the record left the court with the

court erred because the arrest date might have been unrelated firm and definite conviction that elimination of the im

to the sentence imposed was unconvincing U.S Coleman proper ground would riot have changed the district judge

F.2d 10th Cr Oct 16 1991 No 90.5207 view of the appropriate sentence U.S Jones F.2d

D.C Cit Oct 25 1991 No 90-3266

D.C Circuit adopts 1st Circuit test for departures based

on permissible and imperinissible grounds 508X700 The D.C Circuit upholds departure for prior offense even

D.C Circuit adopted the test articulated by the 1st Circuit though sentence was greater
than if prior offense had

in U.S Dia.Basardo 929 F.2d 798 1st Cit 1991 for re- part
of instant prosecution 510 The district made

viewing the validity of departure based upon permissible an upward criminal history departure based on prior em-

and impermissible grounds Such departure will be af bezzlement for which defendant was never convicted The

firmed so long as the direction and degree of the depar D.C Circuit upheld the extent of the departure even though

rure are reasonable in relation to the remaining valid defendant contended that his total sentence exceeded the sen

grounds the excision of the improper ground does riot tence he would have received had he stipulated to or been

obscure or defeat the expressed reasoning of the district court convicted of the embezzlement The embezzlement was riot

as whole and the reviewing court is left on the record related to the instant offense and thus defendant could not

as whole with the definite and firm conviction that re have been charged with convicted of or stipulated to the

moval of the inappropriate ground would not be likely to al- embezzlement as part of the instant prosecution Circuit

ter the district court view of the sentence rightfully to be precedent at most held that in departing based on prior

imposed Such test meets the twin goals of insuring that conduct for which the defendant was not convicted it would
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be unreasonable to increase the sentence beyond what the five
year term of supervised release On appeal the govern-

defendant would have received if he had been convicted at ment conceded that the offense to which defendant pled

prior time Here defendant received the same humber of guilty was Class felony subject to maximum term of

criminal history points he would have received if he had supervised release of three
years as provided in 18 U.S.C sec

previously been convicted U.S Jones F.2d D.C don 3583b2 Thus the 10th Circuit remanded for resen

Cir Oct 25 1991 No 90-3266
tencing on this issue U.S Padilla F.2d 10th Cit

Oct..21 1991 No 89-2179

7th Circuit rqects a4ninI history departure based on
heinous

prior offense 514 The district court departed up-
California Disuict Court holds that more lenient D.C

ward from criminal history category
II to category

VI be- parole gmd11nes apply equally to fnik 590 In Car-

cause one of defendants
prior

convictions was for brutal grove Thornbsngh 703 P.Supp 995 D.D.C 1988 dass

execution-style murder The 7th Circuit reversed ruling of federally-housed male D.C Code offenders won ruling

that this was an inappropriate ground for departure Defen- that pursuant to D.C Code section 24-209 the U.S Parole

dant was assigned criminal history points for the prior con- Commission must apply the statutes and regulations of the

viction as mandated by guideline section 4A1.1 The court D.C Board of Parole induding the D.C parole guidelines

agreed that the practice of weighing identically all prior sen- While Coigruve made no distinction between male and fe-

tences of length greater than one year was somewhat in- male prisoners the U.S Parole Commission refused to apply

discriminate but to allow upward departures on the basis the ecision to female prisoners housed outside of the Dis
of the nature of considered offense would render that very trict of Columbia because females have an option under

choice meaningless The Sentencing Commission chose to Gai-n lrylor Civ No 159-72 D.D.C 1976 to transfer

award defendants three criminal history points for every to the District of Columbia in order to have the D.C guide-

conviction with sentence of greater than one year regard- lines apply to them California District Judge Henderson

less of the nature of the underlying conduct U.S Morn held that D.C Code section 24-209 applies equally to females

son F.2d 7th Cr Ocr 10 1991 No 89-2284 and males and therefore required the Parole Commission to

apply the D.C parole guidelines to this prisoner without

5th Circuit includes amount of micashed stolen checks as transferring her to the District of Columbia Biyson U.S

income from a4fnnZ livelIhood 530 There are two crite- Parole Commission F.Supp NJ Cal Sept 27 1991
na that define whether defendant engaged in

pattern of No C91-0802 TEH
criminal conduct as livelihood under guideline section

4B1.3 the defendant must have derived income from his 4th Circuit vacates because court failed to mkie findings

pattern of criminal conduct that in any 12-month period cx- with regard to fine 630 In U.S Harvey 885 F.2d 181

ceeded 2000 times the then-existing minimum wage and 4th Cit 1989 the 4th Circuit vacated and remanded for re
the criminal conduct must be the defendants primary occu- consideration of the fine imposed because the district court

pation in that 12-month period Defendant contended that failed to make specific findings with regard to the factors

the income from his criminal conduct was $2394 The 5th listed in the applicable statute concerning fines Here the

Circuit found that defendant
neglected to include as income 4th Circuit vacated because the district court failed to corn-j

$6587.81 worth of stolen checks which authorities recovered ply with Harvey U.S Arnoldt F.2d 4th Cit Oct
from him The court rejected defendants implicit argument 11 1991 No 89-5043

that only actual cash amounts received by him could be

counted as income The court also rejected defendants 5th Circuit reverses downward departure based upon de
daim that his criminal conduct was not his primary occupa-

fcndants young age 670736 The district court departed
don Although defendant claimed to have been self-em- downward from 151 months and sentenced defendant to 120

ployed as roofer he was unable to provide any records of months because of defendants young age 18 The 5th Cit
his employment because he was always paid in cash Others cuit reversed holding that the guidelines have adequately
testified that defendant told them that he lived off the

pro-
taken into consideration defendants

age
in section 5H1.1

ceeds of the stolen mail U.S Qunosu F.2d 5th This section specifies extremely limited circumstances under

Cit Oct 22 1991 No 91-1263 which
age may be the basis for departure Being young is

_____________________________________ not permissible consideration under the guidelines U.S

Determining the Sentence Wbire F.2d 5th Cr Oct 21 1991 No 91-3145

Chapter
8th Circuit refuses to review refusal to depart based upon
drug dependency 680860 The 8th Circuit refused to re

10th Circuit reverses supervised release term in excess of view defendants daim that the district court erred in deny
diree years 580 Defendant pled guilty to one count of

pos- ing his motion to depart based on his drug dependency and

session with intent to distribute less than 100 grams of
prospects

for rehabilitation Guideline section 5H1.4 specifi

heroin In addition to other penalties defendant received cally mentions that alcohol and drug dependence are not tea
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sons for downward departures The appellate court was not trial were each assigned base offense level of 36 based on

empowered to review the district courts refusal to depart their involvement in 10 kilograms of heroin They corn

U.S Laird F.2d 8th Cit Oct 25 1991 No 91- plained because each of their co.defendants who pled guilty

1986 were assigned base offense level of 34 based upon between

__________________________________
and 9.9 kilograms of heroin The 7th Circuit found that this

De artures Generall I5K\ disparity was not grounds for resentencing The appropri

ateness of the base offense level turns on the quantity of

drugs that was reasonably foreseeable to each defendant

7th Circuit rules govanment did not breach unwritten sentence which is mistaken too draconian or too lenient as

agreanait to move for downward departure 710X790 to one defendant does not grant co-defendant the license to

Defendant pled guilty and agreed to aid the government benefit from lighter sentence nor does it impose the added

without the benefit of written plea agreement He then burden of tougher sentence U.S Edwar4 F.2d

contended that the government breached an unwritten 7th Cit Oct 15 1991 No 89-2880

promise to submit motion for downward departure based

upon his substantial assistance The 7th Circuit ruled that 1st Circuit rules court was aware it could depart based on

the governments failure to move for downward departure physical condition employment and family ties 736X860

was not the breach of any unwritten agreement The only Defendant contended that the district court wrongly con-

evidence as to the parties oral understanding was that the cluded that it lacked authority to depart downward based

government agreed to inform the sentencing court of de- upon her physical condition employment record and family

fendants cooperation The government did inform the ties The 1st Circuit concluded after reviewing the full

court although it was cavalier rendition of defendants record that the district court was aware of its ability to de

assistance The information was almost buried in an part downward but had concluded regretfully that the ape-

avalanche of examples of the lack of assistance offered by cific provisions of the guidelines that defendant wished to

defendant Damaging with praise this faint appeaijed to invoke simply did not permit departure under the circum

shirk the governments duty to act in good faith U.S stances of her case The presentence report specifically dis

Rosa F.2d 7th Cir Oct 11 1991 No 89-2704 cussed and rejected physical condition employment record

and family ties as factors that might warrant departure
in de

8th Circuit rules govanment did not act in bad faith in fendants case The factors were again discussed in defen

refusing to move for substantial assistance departure dant memorandum in objection to the
presentence report

712 The 8th Circuit affirmed the district courts deterrnina- and were presented orally to the district court at the sentenc

tion that the government did not act in bad faith in refusing ing U.S DiIoti F.2d 1st Cir Oct 16 1991 No
to move for downward departure based upon defendants 91.1340

substantial assistance The record showed that defendant ______________________________
would not sign plea agreement later refused to provide any Sentein Hearin 6A
assistance to the government and disputed the facts at trial

U.S LainI F.2d 8th Cit Oct 2.5 1991 No 91-

.1986 3rd Circuit finds no 6th Amendment violation in court

refusal to grant continuance of sentencing hearing 750
9th Circuit revaies downward departure for lack of prior The 3rd Circuit originally remanded defendants case for re

record restitution acceptance of responsibility and fam sentencing Prior to resentencing defense counsel withdrew

Ily ties 715X736 In sentencing this repentant white-collar At the resentencing hearing the public defender advised the

embezzler who made restitution and pled guilty the district court that defendant had been in touch with private counsel

judge departed downward and
gave

the defendant straight and wished continuance so that his counsel of choice could

probation based on his lack of prior record prompt represent him at the resentencing Since defendant had al

total payment of restitution acceptance of responsibility ready been granted two continuances the district court de

his effort to keep his family together and the manner in nied further continuance The 3rd Circuit rejected defen

which the family overcame its challenges the fact that in- dant claim that this violated his 6th Amendment right to

carcØration would be unjust and counterproductive and counsel of his choice Defendant was aware of the pending

the totality of the situation The 9th Circuit held that resentencing for four months prior to its occurrence His at-

none of these reasons was sufficient to justify departure ci- torney moved to withdraw on January and the motion

ther separately or together U.S ti riier F.2d 9th was granted on January 30 The resentencing took place on

Cir Oct 31 1991 No 90.10376 March Defendant had full month to find new counsel

Moreover the federal defenderwho represented defendant at

7th Circuit rules disparity between co-defendants who the resentencing had month to prepare
and ably repre

plead guiltyand those who go to trial is not basis for re- sented defendant at the hearing U.S Kikumura F.2d

sentencing 716 Defendants who were convicted after 3rd Cir Oct 15 1991 No 91-5197
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7th Circuit reverses drug quantity determination because

3rd Circuit rthiscs to recontiiler issues dded in first
ap-

court failed to address specific objections 765 Defen

peal 755X770X850 In U.S Kikumura 918 F.2d 1084 3rd darns
presentence report concluded that they were each re

Cit 1990 Kikumura the 3rd Circuit held that factual sponsible for 24 kilograms of cocaine resulting in base of

findings supporting an extreme departure must be proven by fense level of 34 Defendants raised numerous challenges to

at least clear and convincing evidence and hearsay state- the inclusion of approximately 133 kilograms of cocaine If

menu cannot be considered at sentencing unless other cvi- these objections had been successful the offense level would

dence demonstrates that they are reasonably trustworthy have been reduced to 32 Without ruling on each objection

The court assumed without deciding that the dear and con- the district court concluded that the evidence supported an

vindng standard was sufficient because defendant did not ask offense level of 34 The 7th Circuit remanded for resentenc

for higher standard of proof In defendants second appeal ing ruling that the district courts refusal to go through

the 3rd Circuit refused to reconsider these issues Defendant each allegation violated Fed Cnm 32c3D The

could not continue to litigate questions already decided by district courts general conclusion that defendants were in

this court in prior proceeding The courts observation in voived with between 15 and 50 kilograms of cocaine made

Kikumuralthat it might require more demanding standard meaningful appellate review impossible U.S fetid

of proof at some later date was not an invitation to bring F.2d 7th Cit Oct 21 1991 No 90-2001

second appeaL Similarly the court refused to consider de

fendants claim that hearsay may only be admitted if it satis- 9th Circuit finds defendant was given adequate opportu

flea the Confrontation Clause This argument was rejected nity to present information at sentencing 765 The de

in Kikumura and was precluded by the law of the case fendant filed 27-page sentencing memorandum supported

U.S Kikumuia F.2d 3rd Cir Oct 15 1991 No 91- by 35 pages of attachments 32-page set of formal objections

5197 to the
presentence report supported by 16

pages
of attach

ments and numerous letters At sentencing the court asked

9th Circuit upholds court statrment that it was not rely- defense counsel if there were other materials that were sup

ing on disputed facts 760 In setting the defendant base posed to be before the court and counsel replied no Ac-

offense level and adding one point for managerial role the cordingly the 9th Circuit held that defendant was given an

district court stated that it was not relying on the facts thai- adequate opportunity to present
information regarding dis

lenged by the defendant The court ruled that even if it were puted factors U.S Hdmy F.2d 9th Cit Oct 28

to accept all of the defendants objections sufficient informa- 1991 No 89-10659

tion would remain to support its findings The 9th Circuit

ruled that this was sufficient compliance with the require- 11th Circuit upholds reliance on hearsay to determine

menu of Rule 32 Fed Crim U.S Hdnsy F.2d that drug was crack cocaine 770 Defendants contended

9th Cit Oct 28 1991 No 89-10659 that the district court relied upon unreliable hearsay to de

termine that the two transactions in which they participated

2nd Circuit resnands where court failed to resolve role in involved crack cocaine rather than powder cocaine The lab

offense prior to departing downward 765 At defendants report merely indicated that the drug was cocaine but did

sentencing hearing the district judge stated his intention to not state the type or form of cocaine state agent advised

4epart downward based upon the low purity of the drugs in- the court that the chemist who analyzed the cocaine told

volved but there was dispute concerning defendants enti- him that he did not make such determination because state

tiement to role in the offense reduction Because it in- law did not distinguish between the two drugs The 11th

tended to depart downward the sentencing court did not be- Circuit upheld the district courts determination that the

lieve it needed to resolve the outstanding factual disputes drug involved was crack cocaine Defendants represented to

Starting at an offense level of 30 the minimum sentence was the informant that the drug they were giving to him was

97 months The court departed downward to 70 months crack and the informant so advised the state agent when he

However this 70-month sentence was actually higher than gave the drug to the agent The
agent

testified that the drug

bottom of the applicable guideline range
which would have had the consistency of crack U.S Griffln F.2d

resulted if defendant had received four-level minimal par 11th Cit Oct 22 1991 No 90-8200

ticipant reduction The 2nd Circuit remanded for resentenc

ing ruling that
th

district
cout should have

resoved
the

Plea Agràements Generally 6B
factual dispute prior to departing downward Since the

downward departure resulted in longer sentence than the

bottom of the
range

that would have applied had the sen- 7th Circuit.rules district courtuced not advise defendant

tencing court found in defendants favor remand was re- of likely sentence prior to accepting guilty plea. 780 Dc

quired U.S Rosado-Ubiera F.2d 2nd Cit Oct 23 fendant contended that the decision in U.S Salva 902 F.2d

1991 No 91-1148 483 4th Cit Oct 11 1990 created procedural rule requir

ing district court to give defendant as good an idea as
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possible of the sentence he would receive prior to accepting that he was under pressure to plead guilty U.S AbduJLsb

the defendant guilty plea The 7th Circuit found that de- F.2d 8th Cir Oct 16 1991 No 90- 1615

fendant misinterpreted the case and that there was no rule

requiring dLstrict.court to advise the defendant of his likely 8th Circuit holds that Rule 11 does not require defendant

sentence prior to accepting the plea Here review of the to be advised that offense level would be determined by

record indicated that the district court adequately informed aggregating cocaine sold by co-conspirators 790 Defen-

defendant of the
range

of sentencing possibilities including darn argued that the district court failed to inform him of the

the maximum and minimum sentences U.S Elmendoif direct consequences of his guilty plea as required by Rule 11.-

F.2d 7th Cit Oct 11 1991 No.89-3378 He contended that the court was required to disclose that his

offense level would be determined by combining the cocaine

8th Circuit affirms that no plea agreeirent existed be- he distributed with the cocaine distributed by his co-conspir

tw dthnAnt and government 780 Defendants first ators The 8th Circuit found no Rule 11 violation since

counsel testified that the government offered to drop failure to disdose the various factors that might influence the

firearm count in return for defendants guilty plea on the defendants offense level for sentencing purposes does not

robbery count but that defendant rejected this offer The at- violate Rule 11 U.S Abdullah F.2d 8th Cir Oct

torney further testified that he and the government contin- 16 1991 No 90-1615

ued negotiations after defendant was indicted During these __________________________
subsequent negotiations the government made something of

ApiI of Sentence 18 U.s.c 3742
an offer which defendant also rejected as satisfactory After

________________________________
suppression hearing defendants second counsel informed

the government that defendant wished to accept
the gov 3rd CIrCUIt refuses to review whether court properly con

ernment offer The assistant U.S attorney responded that sidered at sentencing defendant intent to kill 855 De

no plea offer had ever been made and maintained that he fendant was convicted of numerous counts of transporting

only discussed the possibility of plea agreement The dis- explosives in interstate commerce The district court de

trict court found that there had never been finn plea offer parted upward based on defendants intent to kill In defen

let alone plea agreement The 8th Circuit affirmed finding darn first appeal the 3rd Circuit remanded for resentenc

no error in the district courts conclusion that the
govern- ing but did approve defendant intent to kill as basis for

ment never made firm offer to enter plea agreement U.S departure After resentencing defendant again appealed

v.HaIford F.2d 8th Cit Oct 25 1991 No 91-1246 claiming that his explosives
convictions were too slender

reed to support consideration at sentencing of his intent to

8th Circuit holds defendant acknowledgement of accu- commit multiple murders since he had not been convicted

racy of plea agreement established factual basis for pies of that crime The 3rd Circuit ruled that the claim was not

780 The 8th Circuit rejected defendants claim that the dis- properly before it for two reasons First defendant explic

trict court failed to establish factual basis for his plea The itly waived any objection to the governments introduction

plea agreements description of the essential facts underlying of evidence of his intent to kill by failing to object Second

the charges against defendant supported finding of guilt in defendants first appeal the appellate court explicitly au-

Therefore defendants acknowledgement of the accuracy of thorized the district court to impose an upward departure for

the plea agreement satisfied Rule 11s requirement that the defendants intent to kill The district court on remand

court establish factual basis for the defendants guilty plea was bound to follow that mandate U.S Kikunura

US AlxIull.ah F.2d 8th Cir Oct 16 1991 No 90 F.2d 3rd Cir Oct 15 1991 No 91-5197

1615

7th Circuit refuses to review refusal to depart based upon

8th Circuit finds no abuse of discretion in refusing defen- family ties and circumstances 860 Defendant argued that

dant request to withdraw his guilty plea 790 The 8th the district court declined to grant
downward departure

Circuit upheld the district courts refusal to permit defen- based upon its erroneous perception that family ties and cir

dant to withdraw his guilty plea Defendant did not present cumstances were an inappropriate reason for departure

fair and just ground for granting his motion for with- The 7th Circuit rejected this contention finding that the dis

drawal Contrary to his allegations defendant was informed trict court considered all the factors raised by defendant and

of his right to confront witnesses and was gien an opportu simply refused to grant
downward departure Nowhere

nity by the government to examine its case file There was did the judge state he was unable to consider factors such as

also no merit to defendants claim that his guilty plea was family ties and circumstances The judge stated that he was

involuntary because his counsel pressured him to plead convinced that downward departure was not appropriate in

guilty thus denying him effective assistance of counsel On this instance district courts refusal to depart downward

two separateoccasions at his plea hearing defendant stated is not reviewable on appeal U.S tVdch F.2d 7th

that he was satisfied with his counsel and never indicated Cir Oct 15 1991 No 90.2676
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9th Circuit holds that in interpreting the guidelines sion of the car The certificate a.ssigning title toclaimnt

where the issue is factual the clearly erroneous standard remained unrecorded during subsequent forfeiture action

applies 870 The defendant argued that the essential inquiry against the car based on the client drug activities The 5th

was legal not factual because it involved atcertaining the Circuit held claimants possessory interest
gave

him standing

meaning of particular sentencing guideline section 2M5.2 to challenge the forfeiture but rejected his innocent owner

Here however the issue was whether the district court defense because his interest in the vehicle was not valid

properly found that the underlying offense involved so- against third parties under Texas law Since neither claimant

phisticated weapon the Condor II and that MX-4926 was it- or his client had perfected title in the car when it was

self sophisticated material The 9th Circuit ruled that seized claimant acquired the car subject to the forfeiture in

tbecause the issue of whether particular item falls within teresa of the government U.S 7977 Porsche Cas-rera

the
category

of sophisticated weaponry is strictly factual F.2d 5th Cit Oct 30 1991 No 90-8638

one we review the district courts determination of that is-

sue for clear error U.S Hdmy F.2d 9th Cit Oct 10th Circuit Rule 41e jurisdiction because ju1
28 1991 No 89-10659 forfeiture action provided adequate remedy 940 After

__________________________________ claimants property was seized they filed motion under

Forfeiture cases
Fed R. Crim 41e for return of the illegally seized prop

_________________________________ erty The 10th Circuit affirmed the district courts refusal to

exercise equitable jurisdiction ruling that claimants had an

5th Circuit upholds forfeiture because did not adequate remedy at law in judicial forfeiture action At the

perfect ownership interest in automobile under state law time claimants Rule 41e hearing took place judicial for

920960 Claimant an attorney made an oral agreement feiture complaint had been filed warrants for arrest of the

with his client to represent the diem for $50000 The client property had been served and notice of service of the corn-

offered $6500 in cash and his 1977 Porsche Carters 911 plaint had been mailed Thus the claimants had an adequate

Claimant then entered into written form contract in which remedy to challenge the seizure because the legality of

the client agreed to pay retainer in the amount of $50000 seizure may be tested in judicial forfeiture proceeding The

The contract did not mention the car Nonetheless that fact that the court had extended the deadlines in the forfei

day claimant took physical possession of the car Although ture proceeding did not alter the analysis Frazee Internal

the client had obtained the car several months before he did Revenue Service F.2d 10th Cir Oct 22 1991 No 91-

not register his title to it until after daimant obtained
posses- 6034
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